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Procurement and Selection of Direct-Fixation Fasteners for
Transit Projects

AMIR N. HANNA

ABSTRACT

Direct-fixation fasteners are used by u.s. and canadian transit properties tosecure rail-s to concrete in tunnels and on elevated structures. These fastenersutilize elastomeric pads, steel prates, insurating components, and anchoringdevices. Bonded and unbonded type fasteners have been used. Direct-fixationfasteners provide five primary functions. They rnaintain gage and arignrnent,control longitudinal raiL rnovements, provide resilience, 
"id-u""ur" electrical-insulation. rn addition, they herp attenuate noise and vibrations. Generalfy,procurement specifications set forth minimun performance requirenents as a guidefor the design and nanufacture of direct-fixation fasteners. Compliance withthese specifications is evaluated by laboratory tests. several applications ofdirect-fixation fasteners have shown. problems ranging from failure of fastener

components to electrical reakage. rn this paper, the practices used by transitpropertÍes for the procurement of direct-fixãtion fasleners are reviewed, therequirenents for direct-fixation fasteners are outlined, and the ¡nethods em-ployed for evaluating fastener desígns are presented. Arso, reconnendations forimproving fastener performance are presented.

Direct-fixation fasteners are used by U.S. and
Canadian transit properties to secure rails to con-
crete in tunnels and on elevated structures. These
fasteners utilize elastomeric pads, steel plates¡
insulating components, and anchoring devices. Direct-
fixation fasteners are unbonded or bonded. An un-
bonded fastener utilizes a steel plate resting on an
elasto¡neric pad. A bondêd fastener utilizes one or
two steel plates bonded to an elastomeric pad.

Unbonded fasteners that utilize separate plates
and pads have been used on transit projects in Miami(Florida) and philadelphía (pennsylvania) as r¡el-l asin Calgary and Edmonton (Albeita, Canada), and
ToronÈo (Ontario, Canada). Figure 1 shows this typeof fastener as used on the Metropolitan Dade County
(MDC) transit systen in Mia¡ni. Bonded fasteners witha single steel plate bonded to the top of an elasto_
meric pad have been used on transÍt projects in
Atlanta (Georgia) and Bal_timore (Maryland). Bonded
fasteners with two steel plates and an elastoneric
pad bonded betlreen thern have been used on transitprojects in Buffalo (New york), Chicago (Illinois) ,Detroit (¡4ichÍgan), pittsburgh (pennsylvania), San
I'rancisco (California), Vancouver (British Colurnbia,
Cânada), and Washington, D.c. Figure 2 shows this
type of fastener as being used in the Advanced Light
Rapid Transit (ALRT) system in Vancouver. To pernít
accurate gaging of track during construction and re-gaging to conpensate for rail wear, nost direct-fix-
ation fasteners have provisions for lateral adjust_
nent.

Direct-fixation fasteners provide similar func_
t.ions to those provided by cross-tíe fasteners. Theymaintain gage and alignment, restrain longitudinal
rail movernents, provide resilience, and assure
eLectrical insulation (!). However, because of the
elimination of baJ.last, direct-fixatíon fasteners
exhibit considerably Lower spring-rate val_ues to
help improve ride qualÍty and attenuate noise and

Construction
Orchard Road,

Technology
Skokie, I11.

Laboratories, 5420 Old
60077 ,

vibrations. cenerally, procurement specifications
set forth minimu¡n perfornance reguirements as a guide
for the design and manufacture of fasteners. com-pliance vrith these specifications is evaluated bylaboratory tests (2,pp.29-39). AIso, procurements
have stiputated compliance with qualification re-quirements as a requisÍte for acceptånce of a fast-
ener design.

PROCUR¡MENT PR.ACTICES

Procurement documents do not ordinarily include de-
tailed fastener designs. They consíst of a series of
laboratory performance test.s with acceptance criteria
and a minimum of dimensional constraints to ensure
interchangeability, econony, and ease of maintenance.
AIso, procurement docunents stÍpulate sampling andIi¡nited quality control_ tests. This approach gives

FIGURE I Direct.fixation track on MDC in Miami.



FIGURE 2 Direct-fixation track on ALRT in Vancouver.

the suppliers the freedom to develop solutions within
the specified parameters and thus enables procurement
from muJ.tiple compêt.itive sources. Hordever, other
procure¡nent methods have been enployed by transit
properties. These nethods include (a) l-phase pro-
cure¡nent, (b) 2-phase procurement, and (c) sole-
source procurement.

In a l-phase procurement, the bidder is expected
to furnish, after contract award, a product meeting
the requirements stipulated in the procurement
specifications. Availability of an acceptable design
before a contract award is not required. Hordever,
cornpliance with gualification test requirements is
generally required before acceptance of the proposed
design. Also, conpliance with production test re-
quirements is generally required before acceptance
of the manufactured product. This practice has been
used in the procurement of fasteners for several
transit projects including those in Atlanta, Balti-
more, Miani, and Washington, D.C. This procurement
practice could result in extensive delays íf the
initíaIly proposed fastener design does not meet the
specified requirements and subsequent design nodifi-
cat.ions and reevaluations are required. In several
procurenents, exceptions and deviations fro¡n speci-
fications were pernitted by the transit properties
because of time restraints.

In a 2-phase procurement, prequalification of
fastener design is a requisite for consideration.
This prequal-ification is perforned by the supplier
or by the transit property as the fÍrst phase of
procurenent. when prequalification is performed by
the transit property, potential fastener designs are
selected and subjected to a prequalification testing
program. Based on test results, the most pronising
designs are identified and considered in the second
phase of procurement. The selected design nay be
subjected to additional qualífication and production
tests to ensure that properties of the manufactured
product are similar to those of the fasteners used
in the prequalification tests. This practice has
been used for the procurement of fastener6 for a
transit project in the Vancouver ALRT system. In this
case, prequalification tests were perforned on three
fastener types, tvro of which vrere selected and con-
sidered for procure¡nent. The fåstener desígn ultl-
mately selected was then subjected to a series of
qualification tests.

When prequalification is perforrned by the sup-
plier' the supplier is expected to furnish--together
with the bid documents--adequate test data to indi-
cate the Iikelíhood of co¡npliance of the proposed
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design with the stipul-ated requirenents. GeneraIIy,
the selected design will be subjected to a fuLl
qualification testing program before acceptance by
the transit property. This practice has been emPloyed
for the procurement of fasteners for a transit proj-
ect for the southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation
Authority (SEPTA) in Philadelphia. The 2-phase pro-
curement has the advantage of identifying the nost
promising designs before the contract award and thus
avoiding possible delays for design nodification and
reevaluation. Also, this practice perrnits procure-
ment from multiple conpetitive sources.

In a sole-source procurement, the transit property
selects, based on previous performancer available
test data, or other considerations, one or rnore
fastener designs for procurenent. Hov¡ever, the sup-
plier is generally required to perform additional
testing to verify conpliance of design with specifi-
cation requirenents. This practice has been employed
for procurement of fasteners for a transit project
in the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
(MBTA) ín Boston. An advantage of this practice is
shortening procurement tine. HoÍrever, it has the
potential of reducing conpetition unless several
designs are selected for consideration.

QUALIFICATION TESTING REQUIREMENTS

Direct-fixation fastener evaluations include static t
dynamic¡ and repeated-Ioad tests, electrical testst
and corrosion tests. static tests evaluate fastener
response to statically applied 1oads. Dynamic tests
evaluate fastener response to dynamically applied or
short-ter¡n cyclic loads. Repeated-Ioad tests evaluate
the serviceability of fastener components. Electrical
tests evaluate the electrical insulation proPerties
of the fastening assernbly. Corrosíon tests evaluate
the effect of severe environnental conditions on the
corrosion resistance of fastener co¡nponents.

Examples of the static tests include the fol-
lowing:

I. A vertical load test to evaLuate the effect
of vert,ical loads on rail vertical deflection¡

2. A lateral load test to evaluate the effect of
lateral load on rail head l"ateral deflection when a
vertical load is appliedt

3. A laterâI restråint test to evaluate the ef-
fêct of lateral shear applied to the raiL base on
rail lateral displacenent¡ and

4. A longitudinal restraint test to evaluate the
effect of longitudinal forces on rail longitudinal
move¡nent.

some examples of dynaníc tests include (a) a

vertical uplift test to evaluate the effect of
alternating downward-upward vertical loads on rail
vertical deflection' and (b) a dynamic-to-static
stíffness ratio test to evaluate the effect of stat-
ically and dynamicaJ.J.y applied vertical loads on
rail vertícal deflection, Èhus co¡nparing the fast-
enerrs dynanic and static stiffness values.

Some examples of repeated-load tests lnclude (a)
a vertical and lateral repeated-Ioad test to eval-
uate the effect of the repeated loads on the ser-
viceability of fastener co¡nponents' (b) an uplift
repeated-load test to evaluate the effect of re-
peated uplift forces on the serviceability of
fastener co¡ßponents, and (c) a push-pull test to
evaluâte the effect of cyclic push-pull loadB or
displacenents on the serviceability of fastener
cornponents.

some exanples of electrical tests include (a) a
voltage withstand test to evaluate the effect of
high-voltage direct current on fastener conponents,
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Vertlcal Load Test
IVertlcal Upllft Test
I

Laterðl Load Test
I

Lateral Restralnt Test
I

Longltudlnal Restralnt Test
I

Voltage Uithstand ?est
I

Electrlcal nesistancJ and Impedance Test
I

DynarûIc to statlc Stlffness Rôtlo Test

Load Test

FASTENER I

vertlcal Loåd ?est
I

Vertlcal Uplift Test
I

Lateral Load Test
ILateral Restralnt Test
I

Longitudlnal Restralnt Test
I

Voltage Hlthstand Test

Electrlcal n"st"tan"J and Impedance test
I

Dynarnlc to statlc stlffness Ratlo Test
FIGURE 3 Sequence of qualification tests.

FASTENER I FÀSTENER 2 FASTåNER 3I ¡ - -ï*'-
Heat 491n9 Push-Pull Test verttcal and LateralTest I nepeated Load TestI Corroslon Test 

Iupltft Repeated I nepeated Load Test wlth** 
î*"' I one Anchor Bolr

rll

(b) a resistance test to evaluate the el_ectricatresistance of wet and dry fasteners, and (c) an
impedance test to evaluate the electrical ímpedanceof wet fasteners.

The sal-t spray tes! is an example of a testgenerally specífied to evaluate fastèner resistanceto corrosion.
Qualification and prequalification tests aregeneralJ-y performed on a nunbêr of fasteners. Figure3 shows the test sequence employed for the prequali_

fication testing of direct-fixation fasteners for atransit project in SEPTA ín philadelphÍa (3).
slightly different testing programs have been 

"p.ãi_fied for the procurement of fasteners for othertrânsÍt projects.
Recent specifications for direct_fixation fasten_ers have stipuJ_ated test conditions for the .labora_tory evaluation of fasteners. Test l_oâds and envi_ronnent are based on expected vehicle r.reight anddynamic effects and track and vehicle conditions.For test conditions, fasteners are expected to meetthe following requirements (3-L!) :

1. A spring rate between g0r000 and 300.000Ib/ín. ¡
2. A maximum rail head lateral- deflection of0.3 in.;
3. A longitudinal restraint of not less than

21000 Ib for subway fasteners and not rnore than 11000Ib for aerial fasteners¡

4. A dynamic-to-static st,iffness rat.io of not
more than l_.5;

5. A ratio of upward-to-downward deflection ofnot more than 2.05t
6. No failure during 3 million cycles of simul_taneously applied vertical and lateral repeated

loads;
7. No failure during 1.5 million cycles of up_

r,¡ard and downward vertical loads;
8. No failure during 25r000 cycles of longi_tudinat push-pull-type toad or displacenent;
9. A resistance to 15 kV of direct currenti10. A mini¡num resistance of 10.0 and 1.0 megohnsfor dry and wet fasteners, respectÍvely;

.L1. A ¡ninimu¡n impedance of 10 r 000 ohns for wetfastener componentsi and
L2. A resistance to corrosion and salt spray.

Recent investigations have shown that the use offasteners with low spring-rate vaLues has a favorable
effect on noise and vibrat,ion levets. Fasteners withspring rates as low as 50,000 lb/ín. have been usedin test installatíons to evaluate their effect onnoise vibration levels. Figure 4 shows a test in_stallation at the Washington Metropolitan Area Tran_sit Authority (WMATA) in Washíngton, o.C., that usesfasteners of this type.

AIso, procurement specifications have includedqualification testing programs for the evaluation offastener anchor inserts. These tests are general-Ly



FIGURE 4 low spring-rate, direct-fixation track on IVMATA in
'Washington, 

D.C.

performed on a nu¡nber of anchor inserts enbedded in
a concrete test block. These tests evaluate the ef-
fect of torsion and uplift forces on the bond between
the insert and concrete. Exanples of anchor insert
tests include torsion and restrained and unrestrained
pull-out tests. Recent procurement specifications
have stipulated that the anchor inserts must have a
resistance to (a) a 400-ft-1b torque, (b) a 20,000-1b
uplift force in a restrained puII-out test., and (c)
a 12'000-1b uplift force in an unrestrained pull-out
test (3).

PRODUCTION TESTING REQUIRE¡,IENTS

In addition to the qualification testíng prograrn
required for the evaLuation of fastener designst
procurement docurnents have general.Iy specífied pro-
duction testing prograns for the evaluation of the
manufactured product (1-I!). This testing progran is
intended to monitor fastener'qualíty during produc-
tíon and assure its simílarity to the design fasten-
ers used in the qualifícation testing program. SanÈ-

pling frequency and the extent of testing is
specified in the procurement document. Production
tests include selected stâtic, dynamic, and re-
peated-load tests, and electrical tests. Figure 5
shows the test sequence intended for the production
testing of direct-fixat.ion fasteners for a transit
project on SEPTA in Philadelphia (1).

FASTENER PROBIJEMS AND POTENTIAL SOI'UTIONS

Experience to date has shown acceptable perfor¡nance
of direct-fixation fasteners on several transit sys-
tems. However, sone applications of direct-fixation
fasteners have shown probLe¡ns ranging fro¡n failure
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RÀILFÀSTENERSÀ&B

I
I

Vertlcal Load test
I

I

LaterôI Load Test

I
I

Longitudlnal Restralnt Test
I
I

Voltage lJlthstand Test

I
I

Electrlcal Reslstance and rmpedance Test
I
I

Dynamic to statlc silffness Ratlo Test
I

I
vertlcal & Lateral Repeated Load Test

I

I
Vertlcal Load Test

I
I

Lateral Load Test

I
I

Longltudlnal Restraint lest
I

I

voltage Llthstand Test

I
I

Electrlcal Reslstance and Impedance Test
I

I
Dynamlc to static stlffness Ratlo Test

FIGURE 5 Sequence of production tests.

of fastener components to electrical J.eakage (13t
pp.3-28).

Two problems have occurred on some transit prop-
erties. These are (a) the failure of the anchorage
system and (b) the rapiil corrosion of fastener co¡n-
ponents. Failures of anchoring devices are generally
attributed to inherent design deficíencies of the
anchoring systenr poor construction practicesr or
lack of adequate quality control during the instal-
lation of anchor bolts or inserts. Rapid corrosion
of fastener cornponênts is caused by inadequate
drainage and the resulting wet conditíon of the
fastenerÊ or lack of corrosion protection. Another
serious fastener problen is damage of the serrations
used in sone fastener designs for adjusting track
gage. Loss of the serrations makes it practicafly
impossíble to ensure proper track gage.

To help reduce track proble¡ns and to assure pas-
senger comfort and safetyr the following tneasures
should be adopted by the transit industry:

L. stringent qualification testing programs
should be performed before acceptance of design to
assure good performance in track. The testing progra¡n
should be stringent enough to meet service needst
but not ao stringent as to require over-designed
systens r¡ith unneeded and costly characterÍstics.

2. Adequate qualíty control progra¡ns should be
inplemented during production to assure that proiluc-
tion units are of equal or better quality than those
used in design qualification testing.

3. Suitable constructÍon and installation proce-
dures should be fol-lowed to eliminate damage to trâck
components during construction.

4. Adeguate ¡naintenance prograrns should be im-
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pLemented to slow track deterioration, increase ser_vice life, and assure safety.

Recent experience with direct-fixation fasteners
at the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
has led to a research progran to develop better
understandÍng of fastener loading environnent and to
irnprove procurement specifications (14.pp.185_212).
The program was conducted by the tran-sportation Sys_
tems Center of UMTA. The objective oi thu progia,r¡ras, in part, to obtain reaLístic estimates offastener service 1oads. This was accomplished byspecially designed load ce1ls insËalled between thãdirect-fixation fastener and the concrete insert.Once installed and calibrated, vertical, lateralrand torsional forces exerted on the fâstêner couldbe measured in track under service conditions. Test
data have indicated that fasteners are subjected tovertical loads significantly lower than those speci_fied in qualification testing progrâ¡ns. Measuredlateral loads, however, generally exceeded those
used in laboratory fastener tests. Therefore, thefasteners are subjected to loading conditÍons thatproduce a higher lateraL-to-verticaL toad ratio thanspecified for qualífication testing programs. Also,test data have indicated, as expectèA, that the dis_tribution of vertical and laCeral wheel Loads isinfluenced by the vertical and 1ateral stiffness ofthe fastener, respectively.

Based on results of the field measurements, nev,specifÍcations have been developed for the procure_
nent of direct-fixat,ion fasteners for future hil4ATAprojects (À1). rne significant deviat.ions in t.hesespecifications fro¡n those conmonly used by othertransit systens include the following:

1. The fastener should exhibit a lower verticalspring-rate vaIue, about 201000 lb/in., to aLl-ow fora better distribution of vertical wheel loads toadjacent fasteners and to provide greater attenuationof vibrat.ions.
2. The fastener should be significantly softerlaterally to perrnit better distritution of lateralwheel loads to adjacent fasteners.
3. The pattern and magnitude of vertical andlateral load used for fastener qualification testsare modified to sinulate data obtained fro¡n field

measurements. Also, the nurnber of 1oâd applications
required for the evaluation of fastener serviceabil_ity has been increased fro¡n 3 million to 9 nilLionto represent a reasonable service duration.

It should be recognized that datâ generatecl fromthis research progran were obtained for specifictrack designs, operating conditions, and ro11íngstock characteristÍcs. Datâ obtained may not be validfor other conditions. Consequently, a 
-great 

deat of
19sea19tr and development is stil1 needeã to properlyidentify track 1oading environnent and to inprovespecifications. tvith suitable infor¡natiàn on loadingenvironment, however, optírnum an¿ ãcã-nå¡nicaI trackdesigns can be developed for other specific Io_cations.

CONCLUDTNG REMARKS

Direct-fixation fasteners are used by U.S. andCanadian transit properties to secure ,u-i1" to aon_crete in tunnels and on elevated structures. Thesefasteners provide five prinary functions. They main_Èain gage and â1ign¡nent, control longitudinal railmovements, provide resilience, assure electricalinsulation, and help attenuate noise and vibrations.To assure the ability of direct_fixation raitfasteners to provide their intended functions,

5

specifications give ¡nini¡nun performance requÍrements.
These requirements are utilized as a guide for thedesign and manufacture of rail fasteners. Compliancewith these specifications is evaluated by laboratorytests. In these tests, fastener perfornance is eval_uated under specific loads or in a specified envi_
ronment. This is accomplished by comparÍng fastener
response to acceptance criteria set forth in speci_fications.

No nationalty acceptable standard or recommenaledpractice has yet been developed for fastener evalua_tion._ Therefore, specifications have been developedfor individual projects in the United States andCanada. Although test procedures and acceptancecrit.eria vary, specifications generally include testson complete fastening assemblies to evaluate thefastenerrs ability to perform the following func_
t ions:

1. provide adequate resilience,
2. Resist uplift forces vrithout damage to fast_

ening components,
3. Control longitudinal rail novements,
4. Restrain J_ateral rail rnovement and hold proper

9a9e r
5. Resist repeated vertical and laterã1 1oadswithout darnage to fâstening conponents,
9. provide adequate el-ectrÍcal insulation, and7. Exhibit adequate corrosion resistänce.

_ To help develop a natíonally acceptable practicefor fastener evaluation, it Ís recdmmended that arnajor research and deveJ.opment effort be undertakento identify the effects of fastener properties,rolling stock characteristics, track coniigùration,operating conditions, and environment on fastener
l-oads. With these results, ân accurate evaluation offastener designs can be obtained expeditiously toselect optimum and econo¡nica1 track aesigns for eachspecifíc âpplication.

Because of time constraints, transit properties
have frequently tolerated nany exceptions and devia_tions fron specífication requirements. Therefore, tohelp enforce specificatíons, it is recom¡nended thattechnical prebid or prequalification submissions berequired to eli¡ninate faulty and nonconforming de_signs from consíderation. As an al-ternative, adequatetime should be aLlowed during the procuremenÈ processto enable the transit property to reject nonqualify_Íng designs and seek alternatives.

Final1y, it should be recognized that tolerancesin material properties, cornponent dinensions, ormanufacturing processes could significantly influencefastener characteristics and perlormance. Therefore,
adequate qualification and production test programs
shoul¿l be enforceal to ensure compliance of the nanu_factured fasteners with the íntended requirenents.
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The Reduction of Wheel/Rail Curving Forces on

U.S. Transit Properties

CHARLES O. PHILLIPS aNd HERBERT WEINSTOCK

ABSTRACT

Summarized in this paper are recent governnent-sponsored studies to deternine
the effectiveness of various rnethods for reducing wheer,/rail curving forces and
resulting wear and conponent failure on U.s. transit properties. It descríbes
the factors affecting the trade-off bethreen curving performance and truck sta-
bility as it affects ride quality and the potential for derailment. A simplified
description of truck-curving nechanics is presented, outlíning three sources of
lateral wheel/rai1 forces and three key methods for reducing those forces.
References to more detailed papers and reports are included. Finally, the re-
sults of wheel,/rail force measurements nade for various truck and track con-
figuratíons are presented and compared with theory. It is concluded that reduc-
tions in curving forces of up to 75 percent can be obtained by using tapered
wheels and softening the longitudínaI primary suspenslon or incorporating
steerable trucks, or both.

Wheel,/rail wear and related component failures have
plagued transit systems since their inception at the
turn of the century. In recent years, however, re-
ports of such problems have occurred with increasing
frequency. The Transportation Systems Center (TSC)
sponsored by UMTA, U.S. Department of Transportation,
has conducted studies and experiments to deterrnine

Transportation Systens Center,
Transportation, Canbridge, Mass.

U.S. Department of
o2L42.

the causes and methods of reducing the incidence of
high wear and component failure rates. It{easuring
wheel/raiI wear anil deternining the factors that
cause it are difficul,t and tine-consuning. An interi¡n
step is to neasure the wheel/rail forces that are a
significant cause of the wear. Methods of reducing
these forces can more rapidly be determined. Subsê-
quently, the actual reduction in wear and cornponent
failures resulting fron selected force reduction
methods can be established over a longer period of
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tine. Sunrnarized in this paper is the result of the
TSCrs studies and experinents retated to reducing
srheel,/rail forces. The paper (a) describes the sta_bility versus curving performance of existing transit
trucksi (b) provides an outline of curving mechanics¡
and (c) estimates the reduction in curving forces
achieved by the use of tapered wheels, softening the
longitudinal primary suspension, and incorporating
steerable trucks.

BACKGROUND

New t,ransit trucks introduced in the I960s and 1970sto attract ridership with smooth, high_speed, con_fortable performance proved to have high wheel/rail
wear rates. InÍtiaJ.Iy, transit engineers suspectedhigh yaw resistance beÈrdeen truck jnd car body as a
cause of wear because the ne$, trucks supported thevehicle body through side bearers råther than throughthe center pins of the older design. Truck designers
hastened to show that these forces were not high
enough to account for the increase in wear. Throughstudies reported here, the main cause was determinedto be thê stiff el-astomeric primary suspension ele_
ments Íncorporated to replâce steel_spring, pedestal_
type suspensions of the older designs. The use ofelasto¡ners enabled the longitudinal stiffness toexceed what was needed for dynamic stability attransit speed rnaxinurns of 60-70 mph. ny softeningthe longitudinal suspension, curving forces could bereduced without reducing the stabiiity to the pointthat it would affect ride quality or the potential
for derailrnent. These theories have been subsequentlyverífied by measurements and the revenue use ofsoftened suspensions for periods exceeding 2 years
at both the port Authority Transit Corporation
(PATCO) and the Washington Metropolitan Areã Trans_portation Authority (WMATA).

Tvro other controversies exi6ted. The first con_cerned cyLindrical versus tapered wheels. Althoughrailroads used only l:20 tapered wheels, severaLtransit systens had, in the past, resorted to cylin_dricaL transit wheels. Work reported here shovrs thattapered wheels and, in particular, a worn Heumânn
tapered-whee1 profile cause lower level wheelr/raí1forces and provide adequate stability for presenttruck designs.

The second controversy concerned the importanceof providing sufficient superelevatíon in curves toalLow-balance speed for normal operations. Work re_ported here shows superelevation to be reasonablyinsensitive tovrard reãucing .uruing f"r"es and wearin the face of high frictional for-ces. FurÈhernore,it was pointed out that hÍgh superelevations at lowspeeds as encountered in reversing loops could causederailment in the presence of minor trâck mis_
alignment.

Finally, the Budd Company/H. List steerable truckdesigns, which were developed in part erÍth UMTA pro_gran funding and which are presently in revenue ser_vic_e on the philadelphia neìco 
"y"i.r, are conparedunder the same conditions and instrumentation wi.th aconventional and softened suspension Budd pioneer 3truck.

TRUCK STABILITY VERSUS CURVING PERFORMANCE

The factors affecting the trade_off between truckstability and curving performance are the interaxle
shear stiffness and the interaxle bending stiffness.
The shear stiffness, as shown in FÍgure f, is relatedto the resistance to lateral displace¡nent betweenthe two axles and is primarily affãcted by the pri_mary suspension lateral stiffness. The bending

INTTR.AXLT SHTAR STI FFNISS
KS {LB/INI

M

I NIIR.AXLT BTNDI NC STI FFNESS

Kb ilN-L8r

FIGURE I Schematic representation of generalized
stiffness coefficients.

stiffness is related to the resistance to angular
displacenent between the tvro axles and is prinãrily
affected by the primary suspensÍon ]ongitudinalstÍffness.

Table I gives the stiffness of various transittrucks in current use on U.s. transit properties.
Data on vertical stiffness affecting grounà and truckvibration are included but not. discusÁed here. Figure2 shows some of these stiffnesses arÍd relates them

TABLE I Transit Tïuck Suspension Stiffness Characteristics

Property

Vertical
Manufacturer Stiffness
Truck (lb/in.)

Bending Shem
Stiffness Stiffness
(in./lb) (lb/in.)

CTA
MARTA
MBTA-Blue
MBTA-Orange
PATCO
PATH
WMATA
WMATA

'Wegmann

Rockwell
GSI
GSI
Budd
GSI
Rockwell
Breda

14,s60
I 50,000

6,500
7,500

I 60,000
32,000
90,000
i 0,500

1.3 x l0?
1.2 x 108
6.1 x 101
7.3 x lO1
2.3 x 108
2.4 x 1O8

1.3 x 108
1.1 x 108

6.3 x
2.6 x

9x
10.7 x

5.9 x
4.3 x
1.8 x
1.5 x

103
104
103
103
104
104
104
I04

Note: CTA = Chicago Trarsit Aùth¡otiy, MARTA = Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit
Authority, MBTA = Ma$achusetts Bay T¡ansit Autho¡ity, PATCO = port Authority
Transit Co¡porâtion, PATH = po¡t Authority Tra¡s-Hudson, and WMATA = Washington
Met¡opolitan Area Transportation Aulho¡ity,
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to truck curving performance and stability. Curving
performance is indicated by the angular curvature in
degrees that the truck can negotiate without hard
flanging, which produces high wheel/rail wear. Sta-
bility is indicated by a single critical speed of
150 mph above which hunting and instability occur.
As a conparison, the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA)
!\legmann truck with a relatively soft. suspension can
negotiate a s-degree curve without hard flanging and
remain stable at speeds of less than 150 nph, but
welÌ above the CTA operating speed of 55 mph. The
PATCO Budd truck with a stiffer suspension can
negotiate a curve of only less than l-.8 degree
without hard flanging and has a critical speed vrell
above 150 mph, as compared with a ¡naxi¡num operating
speed at PATCo of 75 mph.

This information is intended to be qualitative to
allow conparison and to ¿letermine trade-off poten-
tial. It does not include the effect,s of varying the
wheel profile, the wheel/raíl adhesion coefficients,
and the hard flanging. A more practical wear index
based on the work performed is described later. Con-
ventional trucks discussed fall below the diagonal-
1ine. Steerable trucks with interaxl-e connecting
linkages allor.¡ greater freedo¡n for perforrnance trade-
offs and can occur above as wel-l as below the line.

Curving performance versus stability ís discussed
in greater depth in the literature (1).

TRUCK CURVING MECHANICS

Wheel-flange wear and rail gage-face wear result
the l-ateral wheel,/rai1 forces produced as a truck
negotiates a curve. The causes of these forces have
been inperfectly understoo¿l, resulting in a continu-
ing controversy over the nethods to reduce then. The
following discussion is an attempt to outline in
simple terms the present understanding of this phe-
nomenon. It is broken down into seven conditions as
follows:

. Condition A: Centrifugal Force

. Condition B. Pivot Force

. Condition C: Wheel,/Rail Friction Force
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' Condition D: Combined Forces
. Condition E: Tapered Whee1s
. Condition F: Soft Suspension and Tapered

Y'lheels
. condítion G! Steerable Truck

Three sources of lateral wheel,/rail forces are
described in Conditions A, B, and C. Condition D

combines them for comparison and to represent the
actual forces encountered during curving. Conditions
E, F, and G descríbe three methods for reducing these
forces.

Condit.ion A: Centrifugal Force

Figure 3 shows the most easily understood component
of curving (or centrifugal) force. To isolate this
condition, the wheel,/rai1 friction coefficient and
the truck/carbody pivot torgue are âssumed to be
zero. Under these conditions, the centrifugal force
Fc acting outward on the car body is reâcted by
the lateral v¡heel,/rail force F1r acting inward on
the four high-raíI wheel flanges. The for¡nula for
Fc is presented as a function of the velocity v
and the track superelevation E.

Figure 4 shows the wheel,/rail force Fl acting
on one truck at bâlance speed, where it is defined
to be zero, and for an unbalance of 3 in., where it
is calculated to be âpproxi¡nately 1r000 lb for an
80r000-1b car. For conditions where the friction
coefficient is not assumed to be zero, the low-rail
wheels as well as the high-raíI wheel"s wÍII take up
the reactive force. It is assumed that. the force
would be divided equally among the eight. vrheels of
the two trucks and that the resulting wheel,/rai1
force, F1r would then be reduced to 500 l-b.

Condition Bs Pivot Force

Figure 5 shows the second conponent of curving force,
the truck/car body frictional pivot force. Ãs a t.ruck
enters a curve and is forced to pivot in relation to
the car body, the resulting resistance to turning is

Fc . t{[ ,zlga - elzt)

LATERAL I{HEEL/RAIL FORCE

F9.' Fcl4

FRlCTl0rl CotFFlClExT u. 0
TRUCK PIYOT I0RQUE T ' 0

COtllCIÌY a . 0
susPtr{stoil sltFF

ll . CAR YEIGHT t . SUPER tLEvATI0rl
v . vELoClfY r . l/2 IRACX GAGE

9 ' ACCELERAÍI0IT 0F GRÂvlTY h . l/2 ÍRUCK Yllttl EASE
R ' CURVE RAOIUS

FIGURE 3 fündition A: centrifugal force.

CEiTRIFUGAL FORCE Oil CAR



Fr. o.os ltlc . 0.05 x 80,000 LBs./4 .mGl
FOR Y.yr

Fr ' 0.05 r/B . 0.05 x Bo,ooo LBS./B .Fñ;l

F¡lCll0¡rCOEFFtCrtrt q,0 COtrC¡fy q. 0nucx ptvoT ronQu€ t . ó iüipÈiiio¡ iri*
FTGURE 4 fündition A: centrifugal force (wheel/rail force F,
acting on one truck at balance speeã).
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Fl'0
¡allH All UIIEALAflCE 0F 3,, FOR u , 0

LATERAL I{HEEL FORCE AT EALANCE SPEED

Fe" = 1/2h

TRUCK PIVOT TORQUE T . TT
FRICll0ilCOEFFICIEilf ! - O

FIGUßE 5 Condition B: pivot force.

LATTRAL I{HEEL FORCE AT BALANCE SPETD

TIIGH RAIL

Ft = 1.2 vtt/8
Fi. . 1.2 x 0.5 x 80,000 LBS./g

ColllClTY c = 0
SUSPENS¡ON STIFF

Fr, . 80,000 INCH-18S./2 x 43 INCHES .lì,r00 Lrs.l

reacted by the lead_axIe, high_rail wheel and thetrailing-axle, lon-rai1 wheel ior t¡ã få.u truck andby the opposite r¡heels for the ;"f 1fr; truck. To
i:"t-11". and .sinplify rhis pr,.n",n"i"r,]- äe rrictioncoefficient is assurne_d to Ue =ero. fíre irucX pivottorque is assurned ro be 80,000 i"._r¡l'"rà the half_gâge width is assu¡ned to te 43 in.l'¡.""¿ on mea_sured dara for rhe llMArA sidebed;; ;.;*e1.1 rruck(2). Under these conditions, the i"-J tì.-"i high_raÍlIateral wheel force is carcurated-;;;;-;;;roxirnarely1,000 lb. fn the constant radius portïon of thecurve, this force would be 

""ro, "*."-pt. iãr rfuctua_tions attributed to track geometry ;; ì.a, ir..g_ularities. Às the truck leaves t¡e'.urv.. the forcesâre reversed.

FRICÍIoN CoEFFICIENT ¡ = e* COr{lCITy o = 0tRUcK plvoT ToRQUE T , 0 suspiñiio¡¡ irr¡r
FIGURE 6 fündition C: wheel/r¿il friction force.

t.- d-axle, high-rail wheel experiences an inwardforce of approximately 6r000 Ib and it¡e low_railwheel an outerard force of 5rO0O Ib, as calculatedfor an 80r000-1b transit car ç¡ith a triction coet_ficient of 0.5. These forces decrease with increasingradius but are reasonably independent of speed. Theycan be accounted for as folLows.
_ _ 

The trailing axle assumes an almost radiallyaligned position, but in the absence of wneet taper,a monent is created because of the greater distanceto be traveled by the outsíde trigt_raiiìfreel versusthe inside low-rail whee1. fhÍs ¡n-oment is transnlt.tedby the truck frame to the lead axler-roi,i"f, causesthe high-rail wheel t_o flange 
"suii"t'til rrigt raifand create a high angle of 

"1tu.-f for ¡ái¡ the high_and low-rail vrheels. This angle 
"t "tt""L causesLateral forces to be created, ãcting ouiwara on thetreads of the 1ow- and high_raíl wneãls u" tt" v¡heelstend to go straight rathei than curve. rhese combineaforces are reacted by the inward ftange iorce on thehigh-rai1 wheels as they contact thã gage side ofthe high raiL. The result of the outwarã-tread forceand the rnore-thân-th,ice-as_great inward flange force,i"-..n_inw¿rd high-raÍl wneef force as previ.ousfydefined. These forces pushing inward on the wheelsof the leading axLe are .reacted by spreading forcesoutward on the rai1s. this complex-"¡åãilraiL inter_action is described in rnuch äi""t.i-áãt.il in theliterature (3).

Condition D: Conbined Forces

Figure 7 ehords the combination of the lateral i{heelforces as previously described. Althougl 1n actual_

9

Condition C: Wheel/Rai1 FrÍction Force

Figure 6 present,s the nost important and most poorlyunderstood conponent of curving force, the wheel,/railfriction force. To isolate tfris conAiiion, tfr" tru.Lis a.ssumed to be operating at ¡uf"i.. -"på"d 
and thetruck pivot torque is assumed to be zero. The fric_tion coefficient is assuned to be 0.5. Under wet orlubricated conditions, the friction coeiiicient islower. As a result of the wheel,/rail friction force,

A1 EALAIICE SPEEO
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at the mirATA system in Washington, D.C. (6,7). The
condition presented here assurnes balance speed for a
zero centrifugal force, âs described in condition D.

This force reduction is caused by the reduction
in the nonent on the trailing axle because the
tapered wheel allows the high-rail wheel to travel
further with less sJ.ippage than does the cylindrical
wheel. A similâr monent on the J.eading axle is also
reduced, further reducing the high-rail, Iead-âx1e
lateral force.

Condition F: Soft Suspension and Tapered l{heels

As shown in Figure 9, a softened longituclinal prinary
suspension in aildition to tapered wheels reduces the
lateral whee1,/rail friction force on the high rail
as nuch as 70 percent, as rneasured at the WIqATA sys-
te¡n in V'lashington, D.C. (6). The sane assutnPtions of
bal-ance and pivot force are made as in Condition E.

ìt
LATERAL I.IHEEL FORCE AT BALANCE

Ft = 0.30 x 6,000 LBs. + ì,000 LBS. =lr,t*G]
SUSPET{SION S0FT FRICft0N COEFF¡CIENT i = u'
C0NICI'IY o = û' TRUCK PÍV0T TORQUE T = T'

FIGURE 9 fündition F: soft suspenrion and tapered wheels.

This significant reduction is caused by the ten-
dency toward radial alígnnent of both the leading
and tralling axles that is aLlowedl by the re¿luctÍon
ín longitudinal or bending stiffnessr as prevíousLy
described. on the trailing axLe, this change In
alignment occurs naturally becauge of the nonent
between the axle and the frarne of the truck. The
radial align¡nent of the lead axle is less obvlous
and is caused by (a) the combination of a couple
between the lead ând traiJ.ing axle and (b) the
flange contact of the hlgh-rail wheel beneath the
running surface of the Èrackr creating a forward
force on the axle at the high-rail wheel.

Condition G: SteerabLe Truck

Figure l0 shows the steerable truck conditlon created
by further softening of the longítudínal suspension
and interconnecting the axles with steering arrns or
linkages to allosr complete radlal alignrnent of the
axles. Undler ideal conditlons with sufficient taper
and large radius curves, the vrheel/rail frlction
forces can be reduced to practically zero. Àllq{ance
is ãt111 ¡nade here for the pivot force neededl to
align the axles while entering or leavíng the curve.
For small. radlus curves, the self-steering truck
shown here is unable to generate sufficient force to
align the axles. By interconnecting the linkages
with the car bodyr a forced sÈeeríng configuration

LATERAL l,lHEtL F0RCES AT BALANCE FoR ¡ = 6.5

FT LOH RAIL

FRlCfl0N COEFFICIENI y = ¡¡* C0¡llCIfY o' 0
IRUCK Ptvof ToRQU! T - l* SUSPtNSlotl SfIFF

FIGURE 7 Condition D: combined fo¡ce¡.

ity these forces ãre interactive and not dírectly
additive, they are simply added here for cornparative
purPoses.

The total lateral rsheel rail force on the lead
axle of the lead truck for a 3-in. unbalance is 71500
lb for the high rail and 4,500 lb for the low rail.
For balance conditions with centrifugal forces re-
duced to zero, the forces are 71000 lb and 51000 lbt
respectively. The pivot force is assuned to be posi-
tive as it increases the flange force on the high-
rail wheel and to not affect the nonflanging low-
rail wheel.

As can readily be seen' the e¿heel/rail friction
force of Condition C Predoninates. For s¡nall radius
curves and high coefficient of friction, it can be
80-90 percenÈ of the total force, with the result
that Iãteral wheel/rail force during curvíng are
insensit.Íve to speed and not significantly affectecl
by superelevation. This contradicts a theory accepted
by a least sone people and properties in the industry
but is verified by the studies and experinents re-
ported here. [For further díscussionr see report by

Grief and weinstock (l).1

Condition E: Tapered lilheels

As shown in Figure 8¡ introducing tapered wheels
reduces the lateiaL wheef,/rail friction force on the
high-rai1 vrheel as ¡nuch as 30 percent, as ¡neasured

LATERAL I,IHTEL FORCE AT BALANCE

FT HIGH RAIL
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FIGURE B C.ondition E: tapered wheels.
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LATTRAL t.lHEIL FORCE AT BALANCE
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6'000 Ib on the low-rail wheel are in reasonable
agreement with the general condition described underCondition D. The conputer predictions presented hereare described in greater detail in the literature
(7') .

Figures 12 and 13 show lateral wheel/rail forceas a function of track curvature in degrees as mea_sured by WMATA. They denonstrate the silnificant re_duction in forces accomplished by changing from acylindrical-whee1, stiff prinary-suspeision truckconfiguratíon to a tapered-wheeff soti prinary_sus_
pension truck. The computer predictions aie describedin greater detail in the literature (g).

O TTSI RTSULIS

0246Et012
IRACK CURVAIURE {degreest

FIGURE 12 Comparison of lateral wheel/rail force
predictions versus test results-cyÌindrical wheel, stiff
srupension.

o lEsl ntsul-ls

ob

nACK CURVAIURE tdegræ$

FIGURE 13 Comparison of lateral wheel/rail force
p'redictions versus test results-tapered wheel, soft
suspension,

Figure 14 shov¡s a sunnary of the results fro¡n the
I,¡l,lÀTA wheel,/rail force neasurenent made to compare
tapered and cylíndrical wheel profiles vrith the con-
ventional stiff suspension and the experimental- soft
suspension. Maxinun force reductions of 70 percent
are observed. It is interestíng to note the higher
forces for curve 311 on a Ir00O-ft radius curve.
These forces are significantly higher for al1 but
the tapered soft-suspension configuration because
curve 311 is ín the offside location from the other
curves. Small-but-measurable axle ¡nisalignments ac_
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FIGURE 10 Condition G: steerable truck.

is created that provides additional force for radialalignment. Becâuse practical tapers cannot allor+ forthe negotiation of small-to-¡nedium curves without
wheel slippage, wheel/rail friction forces are stilL
sÍgnificant, even r.¡ith forced steering.

MEASUREI{ENT AND MODELING RESUI,TS

Figure 11 shows lateral wheel/rail force as a func_tion of speed as measured on the tight t,urn loop, a150-ft radius test curve at the transportation TestCenter in pueblo, Colorado. It denonstrates the in_sensitivity to speed predicted by the wheel,/raiIfriction-force component described under Condition
C. Forces of 91000 lb on the high-rail wheel and
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count for a preference for the truck to curve in one
direction veraus the other (2r6).

Figure J-5 shows a sanple of actual, measured,
high-raiI, wheeJ./raiI force data as a function of
distance through curve 37, a 7-degree curve. The
highly irregular non-steady-state force fluctuations
observed are shorvn to correlate with the gage-face
wear pattern presented above the force data. The
pov,rer spectral density of each, plus their cross-
spectral ¿lensity, are presented at the lower left of
the figure. The high correlation with a peak of ap-
proxinately 41 ft is indicated. This peak is close
to the welded-rail section length of 39 ft. The cause
for these fluctuations has not been deterníned. Most
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1ikely, track geometry variations are a prírne cause
with truck,/track dynamics emphasizing or deemphasiz-
ing the nagnitude and frequency of the fluctuations.

Figure 16 shows predicted lateral wheel/rail force
âs a function of track curvature in degrees for a
basetine conventionâ1 truck versus a self-steering
truck and forced-steering truck. For the sane con-
clition, Figure 17 shows the work at the flanging
whee1, which is calculated fro¡n the creep forces and
the resultant creep vectors in the contact path be-
tween the wheeL and the raiL. This calculation of
work is proposed as a wear index to relate wheel,/rail
force with predicted wear of wheels and rails. It is
the leading outer wheel that is responsible for the
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FIGURE 14 Summary of results from IIMATA truck test project (for balance
speed conditions),
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vast majoríty of the wear that takes place on the
gage face of the high rail and on the wheel flange.
INote that the predictions presented in Figures 16
and 17 are descríbed in greater detail_ by Wormley et
a1. (1).1

Figure 18 shows data similar to Figure 15 for
neasure¡nents ¡nade at the Philadelphia PATCO systern
(9) on a 7-degree, westbound curve cornpâring a con-
ventional suspension, a soft-suspension retrofit (in
revenue services), and a steerable truck (in revenue
service). These measurements are given in Table 2.

The soft suspension produces a 69 percent âverage
force reduction and the steerable truck configuration
produces a 75 percent average force reduction. Mea-
surements nade on the eastbound track of the same
curve did not produce significant force reductions
for either the soft or the steerable configurations.
This is attributed to an ascending grade eastbound
versus a descending graile ¡¡estbound. Application of
pov¡er on the ascending grade may longitudinally com-
press the suspension or linkages, or both, thus pre-
venting proper axle steering and the reduction of
lateral wheel/rai1 forces. This pheno¡nenon was not
observed on the WMATA system tests.

A further observation of the data revealed that
the steerable truck wheel-set in the trailing position
produced sígnificant forces, leaving curves unlike
either the conventional or soft-suspension truck
configuration. Fina11y, it was observed that the
steerable truck produced reasonably high forces when
negotiating curves vrith restraining rail and lubrÍ-
cation. The kínematics and dynamics of four-point
contact appear to reduce the effectiveness of the
steering rnechanÍsm. Figure 19 shows a su¡n¡nary of the
wheel,/rai1 force measurements versus curvature of
the I,|IMåTA standard and soft-suspension trucks and
the PATCO standard, soft-suspension steerable t,ruck
configurations.

The Rockwell truck at WMATA had a neasured prinary
longitudinal suspension stiffness of 460r000 Ib/Ln.
per t,ruck for the standard configuration and 1201000
Ib/in. per truck for the suspension configuration.
For a 7-degree (750-ft radíus) curve at UIMATA, a 75
percent reduction in suspension stiffness resuLted
in a 65-70 percent force reduction. At pATCo, an gO

percent reduction in suspension stiffness resulted
in a 50 percent force reduction on a curve of the
same radius. The steerable truck produced a 70 to 75
percent force reductÍon under the same conditions.
It is interesting to note Èhat the slope of the
steerable configuration plot is significantly Iess
than the other plots, indicating reduced curving
forces for higher degrees of curvâture. The soft-
suspension configuration shows reduced forces in
nild curves. This Íìay be due to its ability to adjust
to the irregularities in track geometry and gage-face
wear profiles in contrast to the standard and steer-
able truck configurations.

As a result of these neasurement and anal.ysis
activities, $IMATA and PATCO will each retrofit l0
car sets (80 suspensions) in the fal1 of 1985.
Further retrofits are being prepared for BaltÍmore
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TABLE 2 PATCO Force Measwement, Westbound Z-Degree Curve

Truck
Configuration

Longitudinal Average Maximum
Stiffness - Force Foræ Standard
(lb-in./trucks x 103) (lb x 1,000) (in.) Oeviation

Conventional stiff
Retrofit soft
Steerable

1,1 80
144

N/A

11.6
7.t
6.2

1.6
t.0
0.8

5.3
1.9
1.3

Note: N4 = ¡¿1 sppl¡""¡¡"
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and Amtrak. It is anticipated that successful fleet
denonstrations will show a cost benefit if all vehi-
cles with this type of suspension are retrofitted.

Although the steerable truck has been successfully
demonstrated under revenue service at PATCo, its
benefits at higher cost are not significantly better
than the soft suspension confÍgurat,ion. No decision
has been ¡nade to order more steerable trucks. It has
been suggested that the true benefit of a steerable
t.ruck can best be realized on a new system specifi-
cally designed to make use of its advantages. The
Vancouver/Urban Transportation Development Corpora-
tion steerable truck-equipped syste¡n should bê
closely monitored as an example of this condition.
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Rail Corrugation-Experience of U.S. Transit Properties

ROBERT D. HAMPTON

ABSTR.ACT

RaiI corrugation is a co¡nmon problem with aII rail transit systems. Presented
in this paper is infor¡nation received from various U.S. transit proPerties in
response to a questionnaire prepared on this subject and circulatecl in early
1985. This questionnaire requested infor¡nation concerning track geometry, type
of track support, and structure type vrhere corrugaÈion ís being experienced.
Infornation v¡as al-so requested on the characteristics of rail and wheel wear as
well as remedial action taken to alleviate the problen. The inforrnation received
vras presented at the subsequent Rail Corrugation Workshop at the June 1985
Anerican Publ-ic Transit Association (APTA) Conference in Atlanta, Georgia. Other
papers presented at this workshop discussed parameters influencing raiL cor-
rugation and current understanding of the rail corrugation phenonenon. Discussed
in these papers were (a) recent stualies conducted by the U.S. Departnent of
Transportation through its Transportation Test Center at Canbridge, Massachu-
set.tsi (b) studies recently performed on the Fast Track at Pueblo, Colorado¡
and (c) the results of recent tests perfortned by the Buald Company Technical
Center on the Port Authority Transit Corporation (PATCO) system at Camden' Ner,¿

'Jersêy. rn su[ìnary, rail corrugation is a ¡natter of concern for all rail prop-
erties. No rail system is irnrnune to the corrugation proble¡n. It vras the con-
clusion of all participânts in the raíI corrugation rçorkshop that there is a
need for a more unified approach to organizing and funding a cooràinated
research effort to bring together the various groups currently studying the
nany aspects of rail wear and rail corrugation.

All operating U.S. rail transit systens have experi-
enced proble¡ns with raiJ. corrugation. It has been
estimated that yearly ¡naintenance dollars expended
in North Anerica for rail grinding and corrugation
control exceed $1 ¡nillion. Actual operation of the
new rail systen in Bal-timore began in November 1983.
It becane apparent alnost immediately that Baltimore
was no exception because by Decenber, rail corruga-
tion had developed on the sharp curves in the under-
ground section.

The immediate guestion was rwhat went wrong?"
Information was requested from other rail propertíes
and an assessnent of t.he problen was ¡nade. (Because
this assessment preceded and influenced the industry
survey, the Baltinore probJ-en will be discussed
fÍrst. )

The track in the underground sect,ions is attached
to the concrete tunnel inverts by direct fixation
and, in areas deerned sensit.ive to ground-borne víbra-
tion, by direct fixation to floating slab or Stedef
two-bLock concrete ties, or both, supported in rubber
boots. The initial corrugation was observed to
develop in the sharp curves (750- to I.00o-ft
radius) in the downtown section. This section con-
tains both direct-fixation track and the Stedef tr,¡o-
bLock tie system. At that ti¡ne, the corrugation was
developing within the two-block tie section, but not
in the adjacent direct-fixat.ion section. This rail
corrugatíon phenonenon has since also spreâd into
the direct-fixation sections. A1so, noticeable cor-
rugation has developed on a section of track on a 4
percent descending grade leading ínbound from the
portal. This section is also located on direct-fixa-
tion track and exhibits flow of metal in the direc-
tion of travel and away fron the gage-side of the
track surface.

Maryland Mass Transit Administration, 300 west Lex-
ington Street, Baltimore, Md. 21201.

Rail grinding has been employed as the only way
to control the corrugation propagation in the Balti-
¡nore system. To properly control noise levelst
grinding is required at frequent intervals. The
criterion for grinding has been the intensity of the
noise or I'roârrr that is developed as a train passes
over a section of corrugated track. Because of re-
straints in scheduling grinding equipment, the fre-
quency has been limited to three times during the 2
years of operation.

As part of the authorrs review of the corrugation
problem in the Baltinore system, the Maryland Mass
Transit Administration (MTA) prepared a questionnaire
on the subject, v¡hich vras sent out to 12 raíl transit
properties within the United States (Bal-tinore in-
cluded). Responses were received from 11 agencies,
IC of which reported corrugation problerns and as-
sociated low-frequency noise 1eve1s. One propertyt
Bostonr reported no rail corrugation problem. It is
the authorrs understanding that so¡ne rail corruga-
tion does occur on the Boston system. The Ì¿lassachu-
setts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) does use
restraining rail and rail lubrication to control-
rail wear, however, and this may be a factor in
minínizing the rail corrugation probLem.

The questionnaire requested information concern-
ing geonetryr type of track suPportr structure type,
track gage, type of rail, and characterístics of
rail and wheel wear. Information was also requested
on remediat action taken. (Note that t,he question-
naire and a copy of aII infornation obtained are
available fron the author if requested.) A summary
of the responses is given in Table ]. Inforrnation
was also received concerning the types and charac-
teristics of the vehicles usecl on the various prop-
erties. This infornation requires further refine¡nent
before being incorporated into this study.

The properties did report on re¡nedial actions
taken to control rail corrugation problens. Rail
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TABTE I Questionnaire ResPonses
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Special rail in curves
Control cooled
Heat treated
Special alloy

Vehicle cha¡acteristics
Cylindrical
Conical

Significant wheel wear

grinding nas performed by nine properties and flas
considered by the tenth. Frequency of grinding was

fron 6 to 24 nonths with three properties listing
uoccaslonal.n Rail lubrication is utilized by all
responding Properties excepb Baltimore. vÍheel modi-
fication has been employed ín ltlashington, gage

wideníng has been reported by San Francisco, and the
use of restraining raí1 has been reported by cleve-
land. Although mâny of the reported rnodifications
were considered for other purposes, they do affect
the problem of rail corrugation.

The preceding infornation was presented as part
of a workshop on rail corrugatíon at the RâiI Con-
ference of the A¡nerican Public Transít Association
(APTA). Although Ít is sufficient to indicate some

neasure of the existing problen, lt is obvious that
few conclusions can be derived from these data in
their present form. Three other papers were also
presented for discussion at this workshop that ad-
dressed the results of other related research and
rebent investigation into the subject by the in-
dividual authors (1-¿).

SIuz presented the results of studies performed
and clata collected by the Transportatlon Syste¡ns
Center ancl informatíon devetoped for related research
studies by other investigators (!). The parameters
influencing rail corrugation as defined ín his paper
are as follows:

. Rall hardness,

. tubrÍcation,

. Fastener stiffness,

Trâck geometry (where the problem occurs)

Tangents
Curues

Corrugation occuñi on curves
Radius under 500 ft
Radius under 1,200 ft
Radíus under 2,000 ft
All curves
Low rail only
High rail only
Both rails

T¡¿ck gage in cuwes
Maximumof 4ft 8\hin'
Maximum of 4ft 83/ain.
Maximum of 4 ft 9lz in'

Type of track support
Wood ties on ballast
Concrete ties on ballast
Direct fixation on concrele slab

Dual block concrete ties on slab
Type of structure suppolt

Aerial with conc¡ete deck
Aerial with open deck
Concrete slab on grade
Tie and ballast

Type of corrugation exPerienced
lrVave length <2 in.
tffâve length 2 i¡. to 4 in.
Wave length 4 in. to 6 in.
Wave length >6 in.

Type of rail used

. Fastener sPacíngt

. Truck superelevation t
' Restraining rail¡
. RâiI and Ìtheel roughness, and
. Truck pararneters.

In su¡n¡nâry, the paper concludes that

I...1 ít i6 clear that as of yet no unífied
hypothesis exÍsts that can fully exp}ain the
initiation anil propagatfon of rail corruga-
tions al-though several promi6ing theorles do

appear to explaín at least sorne of the as-
pects of the phenornenon. In truth, there are
probably a rnyriad of vehicle and track pa-
rameters which co¡nbine to produce corruga-
tions. flhether corrugations apPear and thelr
severity if they do, depends uPon the extent
to whích these parameter6 suPerinpose to
exacerbâte or mitígate the stresses operat-
ing on the surfêce of the raíI.

Each transit sysËern may have its own

unique conditions which lead tg corrugatíons
and in the absence of a validl general theory
to help identify the particular set of pa-
raneters responsible for corrugations on íts
own systen, nay need to resort to trlal and

error to effect a solution. Much l¡ork has
been done in this area - nuch ¡nore needs bo

be done. As a mininunr more cornmunication
anong transit systems is needed to publicize
ythat. has been attemptedr t¡hat has worketlr
and what has failed.

The research conducted by oaniels was perforned
at the FÀST Jrackr in Pueblo, Colorador and was ale-

signed to simulate the nor¡nâl operatlon of a North
American freight railroad with the objective of
deterrnining factors affecting rail corrugation gror',th

and evaluating grinding rnethods to reduce corrugation
growth (2). rhese tests have generated significant
results pointing Èo an understanding of the corruga-
tion phenonenon' including the effects of track vl-
bration and h'heelset/raiL interaction. The report
reviews specifíc factors such as higher-strength
6teel, rail lubrication. and increased wheel/raÍ1
contact areas that tend to ninimize and control cor-
rugations. Inplications are discussed for track
naíntenance and ¡naterials.

Mekosh descrlbes the progress being made at the
Budd conpany Technical center in the area of wheel/
rail dynamic sinulation (3). Much of thls work was

started at the Technical center during the steerable-
axle truck development prograrn and, nore recentlyt
in support of a test plograrn that was conducted at
Port Authority Transit Corporation (PATCO). The prín-
cÍpal objectives of the recent test program were to
predict and measure the wheel,/rail curving forces
ior three distinctlvely different truck configura-
tions' the standard Budd P-III truck in operation at
PATCO since 1969 and referenced as the baseline for
comparison' the standard P-III truck equÍpPed with
sofL suspension bushings in revenue servíce slnce
l-982, and the experínental steerable-ax1e truck also
in revenue service since 1982. Buddlrs nonlÍnear rail-
vehicler dynanÍc sirnulatlon model is being used to
simulate these force oscillations using various
frÍction versus creepage characteristícs. Listed ln
the paper are several prelininary conclusions that
may be drawn from the present data. These conclu-
sions are listed in part as follows:

. A lateral frÍction-versus-creePage charac-
teristÍc that drops off after reachlng a maxinu¡n

value 1s a major contributor to conputer-generated
lateral force oscillations.

Questionnaíre Category
Number of Transit
Property Responses

4
I
5

1

10
4
I

6
6
6
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. The cornbinatÍon of the lateral stiffnesses of
the track support systen and the truck prinary sus-
pension affecis the amplitude and frequency of the
lateral force oscillations.

. Steerabl-e-axle trucks negotiate curves es-
sentialJ"y in the radial position, which, in turn'
reduces the lateral creep force to near-zero levels'

In conclusion, rail corrugation is a matter of
concern for aI1 raí1 propertíes. Present infor¡nation
indicates that raíl corrugation costs the Atnerfcan

Railroad Industry an estimated $100 nillion annually'
Annual costs to transit systens in North Anerlca for
rail grinding alone exceed $1 nil-Iion. No rail systen
is i¡nmune to the corrugation problem.

Rapid growth of rail corrugation and the ¿lenand

for track maintenance are related in that both are
the result of exceptionally high forces resulting
fro¡n the ilynamic interaction of the rail and wheels
with the operation of the system. Although rnany fac-
tors have Leen identifieil as affecting the develop-
¡nent of corrugaÈlon, not enough is presently under-
stood of the interaction between these factors anil
t.he forces that create rail corrugatlon' Further
study is needed to better understancl the interaction
of fhese ¡nany factors as a unifiedt system so that
clesign guidei.ines may be established' These guide-
linel will assist designers in developing críteria

Transportation Research Record 1071

for the design of track systems and vehicles so that
corrugation and other track wear phenomena ¡nay be

minimized. This sane knoe¡Leilge should be beneficial
in better directing ¡naintenance action to control
the problerns that do develop. There is a need' how-

"rr"rl 
fot a nore unified approach to organizíng anil

funding a coordinated research effort to brinq to-
gether the various groups currently studyíng the
ñany aspects of rail- wear and rail corrugation'
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An Assessment of Design Criteria for Continuous-Welded

DONALD R. AHLBECK, ÄNDREW KISH' and .ANDREW SLUZ

ABSTRACT

For a safe, econornlcal design. three bAsic problens must be addressed in the
use of continuous-trelded rail (CWR) on aerial structures: (a) the control of
sÈresses in the rail caused by differential longitudinal move¡nents belween the
rail and superstructure (deck, girder) attrÍbuted to temperature changes or
other causes, (b) the control of rail-break gap size and the resulting loads
into the superstructure caused by a pull-apart, and (c) the transfer of loads
and noments from the suPerstructure into the substructure (i.e., colunns and
piers). These are conflicting design goaIs, however, and the ialeal solutíon to
one may worsen the problern with another. Design conpromises âre neceÊsAry to
attaín acceptâbLe 1oads, component stresses, and deflections under all expected
conditions. In this papêr, the existing ddsign criterÍa for use of CWR on
elevateil transit Ëtructures are reviewed and evaluated. Available literature
(e.g', reports, codes, and specifications) is reviewedi and visits to five of
the newer U.S. transit properties are described, iliscussing design PhllosoPhies'
past experience, and current maintenance practices. Simple iterative compufer
models were developed to provide esti¡nates of thermally induced loads into the
rail and structure, anil rail-gap size and loads caused by a pull-apart, as a

function of nonlinear fastener charäcteristics and structure configuration.
Results of analyses of typical transit structures employing these models are
described in the paper.

Rail on Elevated Transit Structures

As part of the technical support that the Transpor-
tation systems center (Tsc) has provided to UMTA

under the Urban Rait Rehabilítation, Construction¡
and Maintenance Program (UM-476) ' investígatíons
have been conducted to develop safe and cost-effec-
tive means to inprove the perfornance of elevated
transit structures. The primary objectives of these
investigations v¡ere to develop methods and tech-
niques for assessing the structural integrity of
transit track and elevate¿l structures, and to Cleter-
¡nine if current design criteria, specifications r
rehabilitation requirenents, and maintenance prac-
tíces are adeguate to ensure structural integrity.

One of thesê investigations (-U addressed the
technlcal and econonic factors in the use of con-
tinuous-welded rail (ClfR) on elevateil structures.
The replacenent of boJ-ted-joint rail (BJR) with cwR
on elevated transit structures would reduce the
naintenânce and noise problems caused by wheel/rail
írnpact loads at the rail joints. However, large
variations ín tenperatures over daily or seasonal
cycles can generate large lateral and longitudinal
Ioads in the track because of thermal expansion or
contraction. In BJR, the rail joints provide for
sJ.ippage that will reduce these forces. with CWR' on
the other hand, these locked-in thernal loads can
damage the supporting structure if not properly han-
dled. The older aeríal- track structures were not
designed for CWR user hoh'ever, and the current prac-
tice of rail replacenent on these older elevated
structures is to continue the use of BJR. On newer
eLevated transit structuresr cwR is nore connonly
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used. However. the deslgn criteria used to ensure
overall structural integríty are variedr and there
is a need to evaluate these criteria to deter¡nine if
the resultíng designs are ailequate.

BACKGROUND

A general review of design criteria and standards
for designing elevated structures for urban rail
transÍt systems is provided in a reporÈ by Harríngton
(2). A rnajor concJ-usion of this report r¿as that the
various criteria are similar enough that a uniform
set of industry-wide standards is feasíble. Hovrevert
these design criteria do not explicitly ãddress the
use of CïR on elevated structures. There are no
specific guidelines for rail restraintr nor estab-
lished lirnits on the size of a rail gap that woul¿l

result fro¡n a thermally induced rail break.
current guideway design criteria also have been

reviewed anil conpared by Dorton and Grouni (3'pp.134-
144). Design rnethods nore specific to the application
of ClilR to aerial transit structures are found in
feasibility and design studies for the newer transit
properties (å-7). Systens described in these reports
range from Californiars Bay Area Rapid Transit
(BART), the oldest of the modern U.S. transit sys-
tems (4), to the vancouver, British columbia' Ad-
vanced Light Rapid Transit (ALRT) system (:). A

conference paPer by Fox (9) discusses the design
philosophy used in the !'lashington (D.C.) Metropoli-
tan Area Transportation Authority (Y'¡MATA) steel
bridge structures.

A recent paPer prepared for the Anerican Public
Transit Association (APTA) Track construction and
Maintenance Subcommittee by Robert E. Clemons (else-
where in this Record) specificalty addresses the
probtens of cwR on aerial structures. In this paper
(continuous l.¡elded Rait on BART Aerlaf structures) '
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the concepts of direct fixation of rail- to structure,
the types of fasteners usedr anil the rail,/structure
interactions are discussecl in detail. The three basi'c
methods for accomnodating thermally induced differ-
ential novements between rail and structure are ale-

scribed in this Paper as followss (a) elastic fas-
teners with nonsliP raíI cla¡nps and raiI,/girder
¡notion wíthin the shear deftectlon of the fastener
(used by BART) i (b) elastic fasteners with con-
trolled-slip rait clips providing elastic alefor¡na-
tion to the longitudinal force limit of the clips
Iused by the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit
Authoríty (lttARTA) ' the Þletro Dade Transportation
Adninistration (MDTA), and the Maryland Mass Transit
Administration (MTA-Baltinore) I t and (c) elastic
fasteners wíth nonslíp (or high slip-lirnit) rail
clanps near the fixed end of each girder, and

controJ.led-s1ip (low sliP-Limit) rail clips on the
rest of the girder, where greater relative movenent
is expected (used by WI{ATA).

rn sutünaryr these reviews of current published
design criteria and standards shovted that the prob-
lems in the applícation of cwR to elevated transit
strucÈures are not specifically addressed. A review
of the technical reports and design studies shov¡ed

that ilifferent organizations have taken substantially
different engineering approaches in handling these
problens.

TBANSIT PROPERTY SITE VISITS

Five transit properties erere vísited during the
course of this stualy (1) to (a) proviile a firsthand
l-ook at the track and aerial structuresi (b) inter-
view system design engineers and track maintenance
personneJ.; and (c) gather available material' on de-
sign criteriaf standards, and methods.- These Prop-
erties were as foLlows¡

. MARTAT

. MTA-Baltimore,

. MDTA Metrorail'

. BART' and

. WMATA.

(Note that summaries of trackr fastenerr and aerial
structure characteristics for these five systens are
given in Tâble 1.)

The newer transiÈ systens have followed dlifferent
desí9n philosophies in their uEilization of CWR and
direct-fixation (DF) fasteners on aeriaÌ structures.
In an effort to control therrnally induced stresses
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in the rail and loads ínto the structure, yet linit
the rail-gap size Ín the event of a rail break' the
dif,ferent transit Properties have used cor¡binations
of low- and high-restrainÈ fasteners (WMATA), medium-
restraint fasteners (I{ARTA' MDTA MetrorâiI, MTÀ-

Baltimore), and high-restraint fasteners (BART).

BART has had litt1e trouble with the high-
restraint fasteners, and no eviclence of excessive
loads ínto the aerial structures. Rail gaps fron the
few rail breaks have been controlle¿l to less than 1

in. WMATA, on the other hand, has experienced prob-
Iems vrith its fasteners (|'fg) i and a few rail breaks
have generated gap rvidths in excess of 6 in. tÍmited
service experíence has been accunulated on the newest
syste¡ns that utiLize the mediu¡n-resÈraint fastenerst
but, these fasteners have performed well to date.

EVAI,UATION OF CIVR DESIGN CRITERIA

Three basic problens ¡nust be addressed in the design
of aerial sÈructures for use with CWR track:

1. The control of stresses in the rail attributed
to differential Iongitudinal notions betvreen the
rail and suPerstructure because of tenperåture
changes or other causes,

2. The control of rail-break gap size and re-
sulting loads into the suPerstructure attributed to
aerial Pu1l-apart. and

3. The t.ransfer of superstructure loads and mo-

nenEs into the substructure (e.g.' píers and bents)'

A solution to one of these problems may conflict
with the ideal solution to anotheri therefore, ilesign
compronises rnust be made thât wíll result in accept-
able levels of conponent l-oad, stress, and defLection
under all expectedl conditions.

Longitualinal loads are developed betv¡een the cwR

and the suPerstruct.ure (i.e., deck and girders) of
an aerial transit structure by differential ¡novement
and shear of the fasteners. Reaction loads arê car-
ried into the substructure (i.e., colunns, piersr'
and bents) through fixed bearings and by shear or
friction through expansion bearings. On curved trackt
lateral components of the longítudinal loads must
also be reacted by Èhe structure.

lfhen the rail tenperature droPs nany degrees lov¡er
than the rail neutral (stress-free) te¡nperature 'high-tensíle, Iocked-in loads are developed. If a

rail breaks, this tensile load is reLeaseil. The load
is distributed through raÍl fasteners in each direc-
tion from the point of break to points where the

TABLE I Track and Aerial Structure Characteristics for Representative North Àmerican Transit Systems

System Rail Size

Rail
Expanúon
Joints

Elastomeric
Fastener Pad

Spacing Thickness
Typical Fastener Type (in.) (in.)

Fastener Stiffness (tlPVir.)b

Vertical Lateral LongitudinalRail Clip

MARTA 115 RE None

MTA-Baltimore 1 15 RE Special
trackwo¡k

MDTA Metrorail 115 RE None
B.A.RT 119 CF&I None
WMATÀ ll5 RE None

Hixson H-l0, Landis/
Pandrol, Hixson H-1 5

(mod)

Hixson II-l 5A
Landis/Pandrol
Landis/Pandrol, Hixson
Landis/Pandrol, Hixson,
Lord

30

36
30
30-36

30

314
Bolted clamp
Spring clip
Spring clip

Spring clip
Spring clip
Bolted clamp

Bolted clamp

t30-3004 32- 1040

i20-l 80 38- 8-s0
80-120 20- lO-c

2504008 24-33 l8-36

80-i 30 3244 124't

s/8
314
314

314

Note: pcc = precast concrete and clpc = cast-in-place concrete; for span lyper slmple = single span as opposed to continuous (spans lied logether) ard lloating = BE/E E besring

d¡angement (se Figu¡e lB,.lghlhand span); and for faslener type: nonslt; = no expetted rail/fa;tener movement a¡d slip = intentionâl (eapected) tall/fastetre¡ moveñent'

asome stlffening with agÊ l$ assumed

cNo maxlmum stlffnes speclfled.
dFo¡ ¡ail stros¡ colculatlons,
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SUPERSTRUCTURE

(oecr, c¡RoEns) SUBSTRUCTURE

(ptEns, cor-u¡ns)CONFIGURATIOII A

CONFIGURAÏION B

o EXPANSI0N BEARING

ô FIXÊD BEARING

CONFIGURATION C

FIGURE I Bearing configurations for elevated structure
girders.

thermal Èensile load is agaín sustained in equilib-
r ium.

Part of the load fro¡n a broken rail is transferred
to the unbroken rait(s) of the guideway, and part is
transferred to the substructure through fixed and
expansion bearings. The exact nagnitudes of these
loads depend strongJ.y on the substructure (bent or
colunn) longitudinal stiffness, the structure-bearing
configuration, and the rail fastener restraint char-
acter istics.

The effects of column and girder bearing stiff-
nesses depend on the specific bearing configuration
used in t.he structure. Three conmon conflgurations
used v¡ith aerial transit structures âre shown in
Figure t. The first of these (A) is a symmetrical
arrangernent co¡ilnon to noclern transit systems such as
BART. The second configuration (B), also sym¡netrical'
is used on the level track sections of the MDTA sys-

2L

ten. The third configuration (C) is an asymmetrical
arrangement cornmonly used on railroad and highway
bridges.

Rail Stresses

An analysis of rail stresses ¡nust include contribu-
tions of vehicular and structural loads, as weII as
the thernally induced stresses. Current transit track
design practice uses the factors reco¡nmended by the
Association of A¡nerican Railroads (AAR) when raiL
bending stress is calcr¡Iated (ÀL). Starting with the
naxirnu¡n bending stress under the peak exPected dy-
namic wheel load, these factors account for contri-
butions attributed to lateral bending' track condi-
tionr rail wear and corrosion, and unbalanced
superelevation. Additional components can include

. stress caused by acceleration or braking of
vehicles,

. stress in rail caused by bending of super-
structure t. AxiaL stress causetl by conposite-beam bend-
ing, thus inducing shear in fasteners and load into
rail, and

. stress caused by rail or structure interac-
tion force (or both) through fasteners.

The total of these stresses plus the rnaximum
expected temperature-induced stress is subtracte¿l
from the yield stress of the rail. This difference,
reduced by a suitable factor of safety, wÍll estab-
lish the maxímum ilesign stress resulting from dif-
ferential novement between rail and superstructure.
From tvro recent desígn studies (6'7) 

' the following
rail stress contributions were expected:

. Bendíng stress (aI1 sources, nultiplied by
the factor of safety): 37 to 40 percent of yield
stres s i. ThernâI stress: I7 to 18 percent of yield
stress; and

. Rail or structure differential tnovementr or
boÈh: 26 to 29 percent of yield stress.

Several methods are used to calculate the load
generated in the rail by thernally induced movenent
of the superstructure (girders or deck). One method
assunes a constant fastener restraint per unit
length over the total span length. This is conserva-
tive (i.e., the calculated load is higher than the
actual load), and not too inaccurate for lovr- to

FASTENERS

Longitudinal Restraint Load
(max., aerial, lb)

Nonslip SIip

Aedal
St¡ucture
Total Length

Span Length (ft) Aerial Structure

Typical Min. Max. Girder Deck Span Type

Rail-Laying
Temperature
('F)

Expected Tempera-
ture Range (oF)

Structure

2,000-3,000

1,200-r,600
t,540-2,400

250-750

4,658 (fÐ

l0,5oo (ft)
20.8 (mi)

9 (mi)

3,090 (fÐ

Steelt307070 Floating

PCC unit Simple
PCC unit Floating
PCC unit Simple

Steel CIPC SimPle

80

80
60-80
60-80

55-75

160
130

!7010,000

t o,ooo-t s,ooo

7,000-l 0,000

85
80
'70

80

160
+50

-9od

65
40

63

95
ll0
100

107
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nedium-restraint fasteners. Another method assumes a
J-inearly decreasing fastener load over the J.ength of
the span, based on fastener shear stiffness and the
¡naxi¡num ther¡na1 novement at. the expansion end of the
span. This nethod assumes that the fastener shear
force does not exceed the slip limit force of the
fastener, and is therefore accurate only for high-
restraint fasteners. A nuch better solution is ¡nade
possible by including the slip-limit force, up to
the point where the linearly decreasing shear force
drops beLow thís force ]i¡nit.

Over the span length of a gírder, the iail is a
relatively flexible element when compared v¡ith the
girder itself. A sma1l computer progran was set up
during this study to calculate fastener loads into
the rail. assuning the rail to be a nu¡nber of finite
flexible elements betseen individual- fasteners,
rather than the rigid rail of the previously cited
methods. An iÈerative solution is necessary, but the
solution converges quickty (5 or 6 iterations), and
the prograrn can be run on a desk-top computer. Total
loads bethreen the rail and superstructure over one
80-ft span were calculate¿l for three representative
cases: a high-restraint fastener (BART), a rnediun-
restraÍnt fastener (MARTA, MDTA-Uetrorail), and a
low-restraint fastener (Ì$tlATA). Loads computed for a
flexible rail are conpared in T_able 2 with loads
calculated frorn the three cited rigid-rail methods.
An inportant point in considering the rail flexible,
however, is that the total load into the raíI is
distributed so that less than 70 percent of this
Ioad is reacted at the expansion end of the span at
the highest-stressed point in the rai1. This peak

TABLE 2 Comparison of Methods for Estimating Total
Longitudinal Load Between Rail and Superstructure

Longitudinal Loads for Diffe¡ent Methods (lb)
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The rail-break gap size is generally eÊtirnated by
an equation in the form:

6=2 (Xcl +YcZ-Y,cS)

where

xCt = Pfns/Kfr the maximum longitudinal
deflection of the "nonslipn fastener;

Xg2 = oATLsr the noninal rail contractioni
Xç3 = (n P¡" + nr"P¡¡g)Is/2\Ep the reduction

in rail contraction caused by fastener
constraint¡

q = coefficient of expansion, 6.5(10)-6
in.,/in.-oF for steel¡

^T 
= temperature change, oFi

Ls = length of span (fixed to expânsion
point) ;

Pfns = minirnu¡n longitudinal restraint force,
nonslip fasteneri

P¡s = mininum longitudinal restraint forcet
controlled-slíp fastener ¡

Kf = fastener longitudína1 stiffness (Ib,/in. ) I
nrr" = number of nonslip fasteners in span;
n" = number of controlled-slip fasteners in

spani
Ar = cross-sectional area of rail (I1.25 in.2

for lI5 lbrzyd RE rai1, the most com¡nonly
used size in U.S. systems) t and

Er = rail ¡nodulus of elasticÍty, 30(10)6
Lb/ín.2.

A sinplifieil form of this vras used in the MDTA

l,tetrorail design, based on a Length, L, n...either
side of the break over which full rail anchorage is
provided...rn so that

G = (c^T)2 AxF.t/Rf

where Rf is the longitudinal restraint per inch of
rail in pounds per ínch.

To check the validity of these âpproxinate rneth-
ods, a finite-element model of the track structure
was used with sone typical syste¡n paraneters given
in Table 3. This nodel, ca1led TBTRÀCK, has been

TABLE 3 Test Casee Rrm in Parameter Variation Study

(1)

(2',,

FastenerRestraint Constant
(slip, lb) Restraint

Linearly Computed
Decreasing (flexib1e
Plus Slip rail)

Linearly
Decreasing
Shear Load

Hieh (10,000) 320,000 166,000
Medium (2,500) 80,000 166,000
Low (750) 24,000 166,000

165,000 134,000
70,000 67,000
23,000 23,000

Note: Thefollowingconditionsa¡easumed:F--E/E--Fgilderbeqringconfigura-
tion, 60o F lempe¡ature change, and an 8o-ft span length.

rail stress ls a function of fastener shear stiff-
ness: the lo}rer the stiffness, the lower the per-
centage of total load (down to 50 percent) reacted
by the rail at the expansion end.

Control of a Rail Break

A raiL break or pulJ.-apart will occur when the ther-
nalJ.y induced tensile force in the rail attributed
to a large drop in temperature exceeds the ultinate
tensile strength of the rail. À pull-apart will ¡nost
probably occur at or near an expansion joint ln the
superstructure (deck or girders), but the actual
Iocation of the break wiII be at a bad welcl, rail
f1aw, or other weak spot.

Controllíng a rail break presentÊ two dÍstlnct
problems denandlng a sonewhat opposite solution: (a)
for safety reasons, the length of the rail-break gap
nust be minimized to reduce the possibilíty of de-
railment if train wheels pass over the break, and
(b) the forces and tnoments lnto the superstructure
attributed to the release of the locked-in thermal
load must be ¡nÍninized. The first requires higher
fastener longitudinal restraint limits, and the
second requires lower restraint limits.

Case
Stiffness
(lb/in.)

Restraint Limits
Ob) (lb) Description

1

1

3
4
5
6
7
8

30,000
30,000
I 0,000
30,000

I 00,000
30,000
30,000
30.000

2,500
1,250
1,250

1 0,000
2,500

250
750
500

Spring clip (MARTA, MDTA)
Spring clip, worn
Spring clip, worn
Bolted clamp (BART)
Stiff pad, spring clip

2,500 Low-slip, loose clamp
2,500 Medium slip, loose clamp

10,000 Nominal slip (\YMATA)

used for several years to investigate the råil buck-
Ling phenonenon (I1). The preceding equatlons for
estirnating the rail-break gap size aEsu¡ne Iinear
load distributions. Results fron the finite-element
model, however¿ shoyr the fastener load distributions
to be nonlinear. Using the para¡neter values of Table
3, raiJ--break gap size for several cases as a func-
tion of tenperature drops fron the zero-stress
(neutral) point are plotted in Flgure 2.

The finite-element ¡nodel is sonelrhat awkward and
costly to run. Instead of completing the pararnetric
study with TBTRÀCK, a simply iÈerative solution
si¡nflar to that described in the previous section
was developed. This model, called TRKTHRM, considers
each rail elenent betneen fasteners as a sprLngr and
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FIGURE 2 Rail-break gap size predicted by finite-
element computer model,

each fastener as a bilinear spring with longitudinal
slip (restraint limit). Girder displacements are
inputs at one end of the fastener spring, with rail
motions calculated for the other end.

Progra¡n TRKTHRM assumes that the rail breaks at
the expansion jointr one spacing ahead of Fastener
1, and the locked-in Èhermal Ioad must then be dis-
sipated over an unknown number of fasteners. A first
estinate of this number is calculated, just to start
the iteration process. The solution noves ín the
appropriate direction to add or subtract fasteners
until equilibrium with the locked-in load is
achieved. The effects of girder contraction, which
depend on the particulår bearing confíguration that
is used (see Figure l-), are included in this model
(see Figure 3).

The several methods for predicting rail-break gap
size are compared in Table 4 with results fro¡n the
two cornputer progransr TBTRACK and TRKTHRM. Note,
first of all, that the finite-elenent model TBTRACK,
with its linited number of lumped-fastener elements'
tends to underestirnate gap size. With medium-to-high
fastener restraint, girder contraction increases gap
size from 25 to 72 percent of that predicted if the
girder does not contract. with low-restraint fast-
eners, girder contraction hãs Iitt1e effect because

'f
+

l- a,

I

xc0

FIGURE 3 Model of broken rail on elevated transit structure.

movement is all in the slip zone. Equation J- provides
a reasonable estinate of gap size for medium-to-
high-restraint fastenersr but badly underestimates
gap size with low-restraint fasteners. Equatíon 2

provides a surprisÍngly accurate esti¡nate in many
cases, except where high-restraint fasteners are
u sed.

Improved accuracy can be obtained with Equation I
if the term Xç2 is ¡nodified to use the esti¡nated
total number of fasteners over which the locked-in
Ioad is distributed so that

G=2(Yrt+)¡çz-Y.g:)

where

XCZ = 0.5cATnxLsi
n* = P/P¡*¿x = PfmaxKr/2P'yK¡i
P1 = cATA¡E¡, the thernal loadr 1b;

Pfmax = (nnsPfns + n"P¡s),/(nn" * ns) r
the average fastener restraint lirnitt

Kr = AtE/Lt, the raíI spring, Ib/in.¡ and
Ki = fastener l-ongitudinal stiffness, Ib/ín.

Limited data are available on rail-break gap sizes
for specific fastener systens. Records of gap size
and rail tenperature are seldom kept. Rail breaks
with high-restraint fasteners (e.9. 

' BART and MARTA)

have produced gaps of less than I in. The large gap
sizes experienced by WMÀTA, on the other handr may
be induced by the dynamic stick-slip resPonse of the
rail in low-restraint fasteners.

Load Transfer l4echanisms

As discussed in the previous sections, Iongitudinal
loads are developed between the CWR and the suPer-
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TAtsLE 4 Comparison of Rail-Break Gap Size by Different Formr¡las

Rail-Break Gap Size Estimates (in.)

Case Equation 1 Equation 2
TBTRACK TRKTHRM TRKTHRM

Equation3 ATg=0 Atg=0 ÀTg=$a

I 0.69
2 0.72
3 0.89
4 0.51
5 0.57
6 0.85
7 0.82
8 l.2l

0.62
t.23
1.23
0. 15
0.62
2.29^
1.434
0.68

0.8 3

1.3 5

1.5 5

0.99
0.68
2.47
t.62
1.44

0.55
0.8 5

0.97
0.40

1.77

0.7 4
r.29
1.38
0.50
0.66
2.39
1.54
t.20

o.67
1.3 I
L47
0.79
0.63
2.68
I .61
\.14

Note: 
^Tg 

= temperâtùre change in the girder, the girder bearing coûfigurat¡on = È-F/F--E/E--F. the lencth
oIthe spân - 80 ft. the length of the fâslener = 30 in, and the temperalure change in the rail = 60"F (tempera-
ture drop).
aUsing average o1 Rf = (nsPfs + ûnsPfns)/(Ns + nns) where ns = the ¡umber of slip fasteners' and nns = the

number of nonslip lasteners.

L. 
RAIL DISPLACEMENTS

I **r/ xnJ xn(¡¡-l) . xnl.. xn(r+l)
Kn I oR I I .-1R- I l* |
v\ 

^+^^¡^-ò- 
¡¡. i ¡îâÂt i¡!1Â/å

r- l*- l*^- t-, B

C,ASE q (BART)
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the possibility of a second break. Note that vrith
high-restraint fasteners (Case 41, more load Ís
transferred into the unbroken rail and less into the
colu¡nn than with rnedium-restraint fasteners (Case 1).

PARAITTETER VARIATION STUDIES

An analytical ¡nodel was developed during this study
to evaluåte the rnore simple ¡nethods of predicting
rail stresses and rail-break gap size. This program
was expanded to âccount for sÈructural compliances
ând the effects of the other, unbroken (but flexibLe)
raiLs on the elevated transit structure. Basically,
a relaxation nethod of solution is used in the model
in which an initial solution based on rigid rail and
structural elements is calculated, and the resulting
loads are applied iteratively to the ftexible ele-
ments until boundary conditions are satisfied.

Än analysis of the effects of substructure (e.g.,
bent or column) longitudinal stiffness was conducted
with the expanded model. Decrêasing column stiffness
was found to (a) increase rail gap size by as rnuch
as 90 percent over rigid-structure estinâtes, (b)
increase the load transferred into the unbroken
rail(s) and decrease the load transferred into the
coLu¡nns, and (c) increase colu¡nn deflections.

A parameter variation study was then conducted to
ínvestigate the effects of different fastener stiff-
ness and restraint characteristics using the three
different girder bearing configurations of Figure l.
With unbroken rai1s, Configuration A (E---F/E---E/
E---F) produced the highest loads into the girders
and highest rail stresses, although Configuration B
(E---E/E---E) produced the lowest l-oads and stresses.
Configurat,ion C (F---E/F---E/F---E) generally feII
between the other two in load and stress magnitudes;
however, because this configuration is nonsymrnetri-
cal, the girder loads are not baLanced and nust be
reacted Èhrough the coLumns in bending. Reducing
fastener longitudinal stiffness or slip force limit,
or both, for a given configuration reduced the
girder loads and rail stresses.

In the event of a rail break, girder bearing con-
figuration was found to have little effect on the
resulting rail gap size. Decreasing the fastener
J-ongitudinal stiffness or slip force lírnit, or both,
increased the gap size, reduced load into the girder
and the unbroken rail- over thê first girder, but
increased loads transferred to subseguent girders.
The asymmetric Configuration C produced the highest,
column bencling loads on the fixed-bearing side of
the raíl break and these loads were substantially
higher than the other two configurations for high-
restraint fasteners. Configurâtion B, girders float-
ing on expansion bearings, transferred the lowest
Ioads into the columns. Configuration A transferred
the least load to the girder, and rnore load to the
unbroken rai1, which was reflected in the highest
unbroken rail stress of the t,hree.

An older elevated transít structure was also
modeled by the expanded conputer code. This struc-
ture represented the proposed SEPTA reconstructed
Frankford line with concrete deck, direct-fixation
fasteners, and CWR track. The salient feature of the
line is 23J--ft-long girders supported on four rather
comPliant bent,/column substructures. The proposed
system will utilize high-restraint fasteners on one
girder rnidway on a (¡naximum) 3r300-ft CV{R string¿
with low-restraint fasteners used on the rest of the
superstructure.

Results of this study shon that the low-restraint
fasteners do not adequately control the rail-break
gap size. In addition, cornputer resuLts showed that
although rail st,resses were increased as the low-
restraint-fastener, slip-force 1i¡nit was increased,
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FïGURE 4 Typical force distributions on rails, girders, and
columns,

structure (deck, girders) of an aerial guideway by
differential ¡nove¡nent and shear of the fasteners.

A typical axial force distribution diagram is
given in Figure 4 for Case 1, the nedium-restraint
fastener. Irlhen a rail breaks, the substructure must
then resist the unbalanced forces and moments trans-
mitted through the girder bearings. part of the l_oad
fron the broken rail is transferred to the unbroken
rail(s), and part is transferred to the substructure
through fixed or expansion bearings. The exact
nagnitudes of these loads depend strongly on the
substructure (bent or cotumn) longitudinal stiffness,
the structure bearing configuration, and the rail
fastener restraint charâcteristics. The longitudinal
stiffness of ¡nodern elevated guideway coLumns--de-
pending on shape, dinensions, reinforcing steel, ând,
nost importantly, column height--can typicai.ly range
fron 40,000 to 200,000 Lb/ín. Girder bearing stiff-
nesses act in series with the colunn stiffness, re-
ducing the overall effective stiffness, even for
fixed bearings.

An analysis of load transfer attributed to col-umn
stiffness r.vas conducted, using an expanded version
of TRKTHRI'I to account for the unbroken (but flexible)
second rail. Results of the analysis for Case I
(mediun-restraint) and Case 4 (high-restraint) fast-
eners are given in Table 5. with even an effectively
rigid (500r000 lb,/in.) substructure, less than 40
percent of the broken-rail Ioåd on the first two
girders is transferred to the colunn. progressively
lower loads are transferred to the colu¡nns as colunn
stiffness decreases. Higher loads are, however,
transferred to the unbroken rail, increasing the
thernally induced stress in this rail and raising

TABLE 5 Effects of Unbroken Rail and Column
Longitudinal Stiffness on Loads Transferred to the
Substructure

Medium Restraint High Restrâint
Column
Stiffness
(lb/in.)

Load
(lb)

Gap Size Load
(in.) (lb)

Gap Size
(in.)

Rigid
500,000
I 00,000
40,000

l31,000
50,600
17,700
9,300

0.67
0.89
1.17
1.27

134,000 0.79
3s,800 0.89
1 1,600 0.96
5,800 1.1 5

Nole: Assuming a symmetrical g¡rde¡ bearing configurâtiof, of
F-'-F/F--E/E--F, and a 600F temperature d¡op.
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maxinum girder tongitudinal deffections were reduced,
thus decreâsing the loads into the columns. A ned-
ium-restraint fastener (2'500-1b slip-force limit)
throughout the track structure could control the
rail-break gap size and eliminate the need for rail
expansion joints without producing excePtional rail
s tresses .

CONCLUSIONS

current guideway design criteria were reviewed and
co¡npared in this study to assess their application
to the use of CWR on elevated transit structures.
The status of current design criteria and standards
can be summarized as follovrs:

L. No specific criteria exist that govern the
thermal interaction with CWR structures.

2. No technically justifiable guidelines exist
for limiting the rail-gap size for rail breaks at
low arnbient temperâtures.

3. Large variations exíst in structural design
methods frorn one transit system to anotherr feading
to the conclusion that some systems may be overde-
signed (hence cost inefficient) ' although others nay
have a lower factor of safety or (rnore likely)
develop maintenance problems early in their lives.

4. current methods of anal.ysis range frorn símple
formulas to complex finite-element nodels. The sin-
pler methods arer for the nost partr unreliable in
predicting stresses and structural behavior critical
to several major CwR-reJ.ated design elements. These
include (a) the control of stresses in rails attrib-
uted to thermally induced differential move¡nents
between rail and supporting structurer (b) the con-
trol of rait-break gap size and resulting loads into
structures during 1ow-temperature rail pu1I-apart
faiJ.ures, and (c) the transfer of thermafly induced
l"oads from the superstructure (deck and girder )

through expansion bearings or fixed joints into the
substructure (colurnns, piers, and foundations).

5. Decisions concerning CI{R can have significant
cost inpacÈs on system construction. Based on a cost
of $12 rniJ.lion/rni of eLevated structure r4¡ithout ClvR

and thernal effects considered in the systen design,
the most conservative aPproach to design for CwR and
thernal effects could increase structure costs by 23
percent. The least costly (though probably inade-
quate) design encountered increased structural costs
by only I percent. Hence, a clear understan¿ling of
c!\lR behavior and of its implication on design
criteria can substantially influence cost savings
and perfornance.

The success of an operating syste¡n with aerial
structures' DF fasteners, and CWR track isr to a

large degree, a tribute to the successful application
of particular ¿lesign criteria. This success can be
predicated to at least some degreer.however¡ on con-
ponent manufacturer, fielil construction and fabrica-
tion skills, andr eventuallyr maíntenance practices.
In this context' the BART track systen (!) has been
highly successful' and the system design criteria
are therefore proven to be effective. In so¡ne fea-
tures, however, the design nay be overly conserva-
tive. The newer systens' such as ¡,IARTA and MDTA

Metrorail, will hopefully prove to be equally as
trouble-free.
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t,o 100 ft was satisfied with a box girder that was 7

ft wide and nominalLy 4 ft deep. To facilitate steel
fabrication, a rectangular girder cross section was
chosen. Deck slab width was 30 ft 3 in. wÍth a depth
varying fron L3 in. over the girder to I in. at the
outboard eilges. ComposÍte action betvreen the glrder
and the deck slabs was achieved by shear studs (or
lugs) and bolted hold-downs 1n slab block-outs along
the top flanges of the girders. Deck slabs were
nominally 10 ft long, keyed together at transverse
j oints.

Although the single type of superÊtructure af-
forded a market for both steel and concrete, the
concrete industry was not satisfíed with its share.
In response to its requests, alternative designs
were developeil as follows: (a) a cast-in-place deck
slabr transversely post-tensionedt (b) precast, pre-
stressed (pretensioned or post-tensioned), concretê
box girders nith precast or cast-in-place deck slabs;
(c) a rnonolithic girder and deck of cast-in-place,
post-tensioned concretei and (d) although no ¿lesign
was presented, the prescription of requirements to
be ¡net if the contractor elected to build the super-
structure segnentally. All alternatives preserved
the superstructure cross aection that was ínitía1ly
establ.lshedl to optimize the steel-and-concrete
design.

EARLY SUPERSTRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION

On Projects CEl25, C8130, Cw560, and CIl565, which
vrere the first four construction projects to include
the standard aerial structure, the contractor elected
to use steel box girders and precast, pretensloned
deck slabs. The box girders for all four projects
were fabricated in ,fapan. The results would perhaps

Segmental Aerial Structures for Atlanta's

Rail Transit System

DOUGLÄS J. IVIANSFIELD

ABSTRACT

The typical superstructure of the aerial structure of the Metropolítan Atlanta
RapÍd Transit Authority (MARTA) rail transit systen Ís a rectangular box girder
supporting a concrete deck for the tlvo paral1e1 tracks. Alternative designs
permit a steel box girder with either a precast or cast-in-p1ace deck or a
¡nonolithic girder and deck of cast-in-plâce concrete. Segnental construction of
the monolithic superstructure is perrnitted. Precast ¡nonolithic superst.ructure
is not practical, however, because of highway load 1i¡nits. On tvro separate
projects constructed from 1982 to 1984, the contractor elected to build the
¡nonolithíc superstructure by the segmental ¡nethod and gained approval for a
value engineering proposal to change the girder cross section fro¡n rectangular
to trapezoidal and to increase its width and depth. One of the projects (on
MARTATs South Line) included 65 spans with a total superstructure length of
5'23I ft and the other project (on MARTATS North Line) included 20 spans with a
total length of Ir880 ft. Some property that had been acquired for the proposed
parking lot for MARTATs Oakland City Station afforded the contractor a con-
venient site for a casting yard (within I rni of the centroid of the South Line
aerial structure). Although the same yard was used for casting segments for the
North Line aerial structure, those segments had to be hauled nore than 10 mi to
the erection site. The completed structures have been in service since late
1984 and represent what ís believed to be the first employ¡nent of segmental
construction nethods for rail transit aerial structures in the United SÈates.

EarIy route locat,ion studies for Atlanta ¡ s rail
transit systen placed consÍderable portions of the
system in corridors occupied by existing transporta-
tion facilities such as railroads or streets, or
both. In most locat,ions, the corridor was too narrow
to accommodate the rail transít system either at-
grade or on conventional aerial struct,ure.

STRUCTURE CONCEPT

The solution to the constricted corridor was an
aerial structure with single-shaft piers and a
single box-girder superstructure supporting a 2-
track deck slab. This concept permitted the transit
system to be fitteil in a ground-level strip only I
ft wide. Another advantage was that it enabled the
use of a minimu¡n-heÍght aerial structure as follows:
by supporting the tracks on the cantilevered portion
of the deck s1ab, the transit syste¡n track profile
could be set as litt1e as 2 I/2 ft above the ceilíng
of the clearance envelope of the underlying street
or railroad. Certainly the concept exemplified the
adage that form follows funct,ion.

EARLY SUPERSTRUCTURE DESIGNS

When the dlesign of the standard aerial structure was
undertaken in 1973, the intent was to provide a
single type of supêrstructure: a steel box girder
acting co¡Trpositely with deck slabs of precast, trans-
versely pretênsioned concrete. The goal of provid-
ing a famiJ.y of standard designs for span lengths up

Parsons Brinckerhoff/Tvdor, P.O. Box 469, Atlantâ,
ca.3030I.
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have been different had current ¡tBuy Anerica" provi-
sions (Federal Public Transportation Act of I982'
P.L.97-4241 been in effect, but those contracts
were awarded in the nid-J-970s, when American steel
wâs rapidly increasing in price and wasr ât tines,
available only with long lead tines.

DESIGN REFINEMENTS

rt became evident during the late I970s that all the
design alternatives being offered were not practical.
The Departnent of Transportation of the State of
Georgia rnade clear thaË it intended to enforce the
highway load limits, which restrict gross vehicular
weights on the state highway system to 75 tons. As a

result. the portfolio of designs was reduced by
elirninating the precast concrete giriler alterna-
tives. There was sone degree of disconfort with those
alternatives anyway as the degree of composite action
between the precast concrete girders and the precast
deck slabs was based on design assunptions whose
validiÈy was rnade questionable by tests conducted by
the construction Technology Laboratories of the
Portland Ce¡nent Association.

IT{ONOÍ. ITHIC SUPERSTRUCTURE

Project CS310 and cs350, started in 1979, utilized a
superstructure in which the girder and deck were of
cast-in-place concreter the girders post-tensioned
longitudinally and the deck slabs post-tensioned
trânsversely. Project CS520r which was started in
1984, was constructed in the same manner.

SEGI4ENTAL STRUCTURE

It was on two projects in the early 1980s that the
segnental method was proposed for construction of
the aerial structure for Atlantars rail transit sys-
tem. The two projects had so¡ne co¡n¡non characteristics
and sorne differences. The rnost relevant common char-
acteristics were that the two projects erere to be
built during the same period and that the sane con-
tractor, J. Rich Steers, Inc., wâs the lovr bidder
for each. This cotnnonality had the obvious advantage
of enabling the contractor to spread over th'o proj-
ects the design and mobilization costs of pioneering
the segmental construction method for MARTA aerial
structures. Bid dÕcuments for both projects presented
the design, arnong others, of a nonol-ithic girder and
deck of cast-in-pLacer post-tensioned concrete and
permitted the contractor to build that structure
segmentally provided that he develop and gain the
engineerrs approval of the segmental design and pre-
serve the di¡nensions of the superstructure cross-
section.

PROJECT CS36O

Bids for Ì4ARTA Project CS360 vrere opened in August
198I. The projectr which was designed by Parsons
Brinckerhoff/Evdor, included the construction of 65
spans of aerial structure with span lengths between
70 and I00 ft. All spans were simply supported with
expansion bearings at both ends. The total length of
the superstructure is 5r23l.l ft. The aerial struc-
ture extends south from a pier, built under an
earlier contract, near the intersection of !{est
Whitehall Street and Lee Street to an abutnent near
the intersection of Oakland Lane and Lee Street. Its
narrow corridor, bounded on the west by Lee Street
and on the east by the tracks of the Atlanta & west
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Point Railroad, roughl-y parallels those two facil-
ities. The elevation difference between finished
grade and the soffit of the girders is typically
about 20 ft.

The contractor retained Figg and Muller Engineers¡
Inc., for the preparation of the segmental design.
The contractor proposed, as a value engineering
change proposal, increasíng the girder depth and
width and sloping the girder webs 60 degrees from
horizontal. The proposal was accePted' althought
obviously, the girder cross section was changed.
what appeared fro¡n the ground to be a  -ft-deep by
7-ft-wide rectangle was instead a 6-ft-deep traPezoid
with a bottom width of I ft and a top width of 14 ft
11 in. The cross section offered obvious advantages
such as greater torsional stiffness, Iower prestress-
ing requirements, lower cantilever moments in the
deck s1ab, less differential deflection of the deck
slabs at girder ends, and the ability to span greater
distances (the original cross section limited the
span of the steeL girder to 100 ft and the span of
the cast-in-place monolithic concrete girder to 96
fr).

on acceptance, in princípJ-er of the eontractorrs
proposal, Figg and Muller Proceeded e¡ith redesign.
The typical interior segnent was I0 ft long. The
segment at each end of each span r,râs 5 ft 1ong, and
the length of the next segment was between 2.5 ft
and 7.5 ft as required to achieve the sPan length.
Longitudinal post-tensioning tendons were encased in
ducts run in the girder voids and vrere held dor'¡n in
interior segments by deviation blocks cast into the
top of the bottom flange at its juncture with the
girder webs. The steel sleeves in the deviation
blocks and the subsequent grouting of the tendons
i{ith portland cenent grout achieved bonding of the
tendons to the concrete only at the locations of the
deviation blocks. For purposes of determining ulti-
nate nonent capacity, the structure could therefore
not be considered ful1y bonded. The joints between
segments had nultiple shear keys.

MARTA nade the property acquired for the proposed
parking lot for its oakland City Station available
to the contractor for use as a casting yard. Segnent
casting vras thereby rnaile possible within 1 mi of the
erection site. Segnents were match-cast by the long-
line nethod. (Note: match-casting is the use of the
end of a previously cast segment as Èhe end for¡n for
the abutting segmenti long-Iine casting is the use
of a single bed for the sequential casting of all
the seg¡nents naking up one girder.) Transverse pre-
stressing of the deck slab was achieved by preten-
sioning strands in a portable steel frarne and then
supporting the frane in position while placing the
deck slab concrete. The project required 643 seg-
ments.

Segnents r,¡ere haul-ed to the erection site in-
dividually on modified dunp trucks and set by crane
on a pair of erection trusses temporarily supported
by brackets on the aerial structure piers. The

trussesr t,riangular in cross-section with the apex
up, supported each segnent by'its wings. Shims and

rollers between the toP chord of the erection truss
and the underside of the deck sLab facilitated erec-
tioni the rollers enabled the segments to be set at
one end of the span and winched longitudinally to
their final position; the shims rnade it possible to
adjust the vertical position of the segments prepa-
râtory to their being longitudinally post-tensioned'
After post-tensioning, the girders were lowered onto
their bearings and aroun¿l their anchor bolts by means

of hydraulic jacks between the trusses and the truss
support brackets. Tendon grouting followed. I'Ùhen

Iowered, the rear of Èhe truss was supported, through
a C-frane' by a rubber wheel that ran on the top of
Èhe deck. The front of the truss r'¡as then supported
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by crane, and the truss eras advanced to the next
pier. The contractor achieved maximum erect,ion rates
of 1 span per day and 4 spans per week.

PRO.TECT CN480

Bids for MARTA Project CN480 were opened in January
1982. The project, designed by Anderson-Nichols &

Company, Inc., included the const,ruction of 20 spans
of aerial structure with span lengths between 75.2
and J-42.7 ft. Tvrelve sinply supported spans were
under 92 ft long and therefore could have been
either steel box girders with concrete deck slabs or
monolithic girders and decks of cast-in-place con-
crete¡ four other si¡np1y supported spans were nomí-
nally 115 ft long and were designed as 7-ft-wide by
8-ft-deep steel box girders with cast-in-place con-
cret,e deck s1abs. The four longest spans i.rere com-
prised of two 2-span, continuous steel box girders
with cast-in-place concrete éleck slabs; box girders
were 8-ft wide and 6-ft deep. The total" Length of
superstructure is 1,879.8 ft. The aerial structure
extends north from an abutment near the intersection
of Burke and Canterbury Roads, runs alongside and
east of the trâcks of the Southern Railvray, crosses
over the tracks, then runs alongside and west of the
tracks of the Southern Raili.ray to an abutment near
the intersection of Lenox Square parkway and East
Paces Ferry Road. The elevation difference beti,reen
the existing ground line and the soffit of the
girders varied widely but averaged about 30 ft.

Figg and Muller served as the contractorrs engi-
neer for preparing the segnental design for this
project a1so. The contractor ¡s value engineering
change proposal included rnore thân just changing the
cross section of the 4-ft, by 7-fÈ box girders, how-
ever. The contractor proposed using the section
developed for Project CS360 for the entire super-
structure and also proposed a reconfiguration of the
continuity of the spans. As designed by the Anderson
& Nichols Company, Spans I and 9 were a 2-span con-
tinuous girder, Spans 10 and 1I were a 2-span con-
tinuous girder. and Span 12, as welL as the other 15
spans, were sinply supported. The contractor proposed
to build Spans 9-12 as a  -span continuous girder
and Span 8, as well as the other 15 spans, as a
simply supported girder.

On acceptance, in principle, of the contractorrs
proposal, Figg and Mul1er proceeded with redesign.
Much of the design done for the simple spans of
Project CS360 was reusable. Like Project CS360,
typical interior segments were 10-ft 1ong, and the
segment at the end of each simple span was 5-ft long.
The length of the precast segment next to the end
segment was between 4.4 and 7.6 ft, as requíred, to
achieve the span length.

The  -span continuous girder, with a total length
of nearly 448 f.t., necessitated additional originaJ.
design effort, including consideration of the long-
term moment redistribution due to creep. On top of
each of the three interior piers of the 4-span, con-
tinuous structure, a 10-ft-1ong pier segnent v¡as
created by placing a 2-ft 6-in.-long, cast-in-place
segment betr,reen the 3-ft 9-in.-long end segnent.s of
the two spans. 1o provÍde a construct.ion toÌerance,
a 6-in. cast-in-place closure pour ¡{as placed at
each side of the three píer segnents and betr.¡een the
first and second segments at the simply supported
end of Span 9. To resíst the negatlve rnoment over
the interior supports, longitudinal post-tensioning
tendons for the 4-span continuous girder were over-
lapped through the tops of the 10-ft-Iong pier seg-
ments at those supports.

The 223 segnents for this project were cast at
the yard developed by the contractor for Project
CS360. The location of the erection site required
that the segments be hauled nore than IO mi. fhe
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erectíon trusses fro¡n Project CS360 were reused al-
though the greater span lengths necessitated inter-
rnediate supports for the trusses. The overlapping of
prestressÍng tendons between adjacent spans of the
4-span continuous girders necessitated that the seg-
ments for those spans be erected at their final ele-
vation rather than be lowered into place after being
post-tensioned together.

PRXCAST SEGMENTAL VERSUS CAST-IN-PI,ACE

Compared with casting the superstructure in place,
the seg¡nental construction rnethod had the follovring
several advantages:

1. Precasting enabled better control of the
quality of both the concrete and its finish; steam
curing was used, as were steel forns.

2. The require¡nents for falsework and elevated
for¡nwork were eliminated for Project Cs360 and for
the rnajority of the spans of Project CN480.

3. Traffic disruption in Project CS360 was re-
duced because of shorter occupancy times of the curb
lane of Lee Streêt.

4. Except for the pier segnents and closure pours
of Project CN480, cure tíme for field-placed concrete
did not delay post-tensioning.

No construction method is conpletely problem-free,
however, and minor difficulties were encountered
such as

l-. Prediction of segnent lengths required to
achieve the specified girder length in the post-ten-
sioned structure was not always accurate. As a re-
sult, slotted holes in the girder sole ptates did
not always align vrith the anchor bo1ts, and the width
of the transverse joint in the deck betr,¿een girders
v,¡as noÈ uniform.

2. Provisions were inadequate for moving the
post-tensioned girders longitudinally to achieve
centering over design bearing locations.

3. Minor spalling of concrete occurred at the
natch-cast joints during handling ín the yard¡
transportâtion, and erection. Some also occurred
during post-tensíoning, presumably due to imperfect
alignment of the segments on the erection trusses.

Available cost data for these projects in Atlanta
do not make it possible to deternine the cost ad-
vantage, if there is any, of building transit aerial
structures by the segmental method. The MARTA con-
tractor benefited fro¡n (a) being able to set up his
casting yard on a site near one of the erection 10-
câtíons and (b) being the contractor for two projects
built at the sarne ti¡ne. It is the authorrs opinion
that the cost advantages of segnental construction
are not fully realized for typical transit aeríal_
structures in an urban/suburban environment (i.e.,
for short spans built from 20 to 30 ft off the
ground in accessible areas).

CONCLUSION

The two projects including aerial structure con-
structed by the segmental methoil were incorporated
into MARTATs operating rail transÍt system on Decem-
ber 15, 1984, erhen the system was extended by five
stations and 8.8 mi. The structures are believed to
represent the first ernploynent of this construction
method for rail transit aerial structures in the
United States. Subsequent utilization will therefore
not be a "first" but a mere application of a tech-
nique whose practicality has been proven by the joint
efforts of the MARTA, Pârsons Brinckerhoff/Tudor,
Figg and Muller Engineers, Inc., ând iI. Rich Steers,
Inc.

Publication of this paper sponsored by Task Force on
Rail Transit Systen Design.
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Continuous-Welded Rail on BART Aerial Structures

ROBERT E. CLEMONS

ABSTRACT

A review and description are presented of thê design approach and development
of naterials needed to directl-y attach continuous-welded rail (CWR) to pre-
stressed concrete aerial structures on the san Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit
(BART) Project. The methods used to calculate the interaction forces ând nove-
ments between the cwR and aerial structure are defined and the results are

illustrated. special designs for track crossovers and anchor abutments are

described. BARTfs construction of 24 route mil-es of aerial track was the first
large-scale insÈal-lation of cwR directl-y affixed to concrete girders in North
America. The design concepts and hardware developed for BART estâblished a basis
for the design of all subsequent new transit projects'

The san Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART)

Project, which was authorized in 1962 and placed in
systemwide operation in f9?4, has bèen the subject
of articles and discussions describing the nany in-
teresting engineering and construction issues' Few

of these papers have covered issues relating to
trackworkr al-though significant etork was accomplished
in such areas as direct-fixation rail fasteners,
concrete cross ties, and the installation of con-
tinuous-welded rail- (cv{R) on aerial structures. The

Iatter issue is (a) of continuing irnportance in the
transit field and (b) of growing importance to rail--
roads. It is, therefore, the subject of this paper'

EarIy on in the Projectts design, the following
three basic clecisions were rnade that controlled track
and structure design:

1. CwR would be used to the maxirnum extent pos-
sible to reduce track rnaintenance costs and to mini-
mize noise and vibration.

2. eerial structures r'tould be simple-span pre-
stressed or Post-tensioned concrete girders sup-
ported on T-shaped concrete piers. A standard design
woul-d be used systenwide for (a) single grade sepa-
rations Longer than 200 ft (61.00 ¡n) and (b) long
viaduct-type structures, the longest of which is 10

¡ni (I6.f fm). BaIIast deck bridges woutd be used for
all grade separations shorter than 200 ft.

3. Track construction on aerial structures would
be by direct attachment of rail to concrete girders
to minimize dead load, thus contributing to the
aesthetics of mininiurn gírder depth ând pier dian-
eter. In addit,ion, the rail fastener design would
incorporate sound and vibration absòrption, electri-
cal insulation, and a ¡neans for adjusting the line
and grade of the track.

Individually, these requirernents did not break
new ground in engineering design. KnowLedge and ex-
perience were available in the râilroad applications
of CWR' in post-tensioned concrete bridges, and in
rapid-transit applications of direct-rail fastening'
However, the combination of these requirernents pre-
sented a challenge that few engineers had ever faced
before on a domestic railroad or rapid transit proj-
ect. Ho!¡ this challenge etas net is the subject of
the following sections, each of which describes a

component or aspect of the track-aerial structure
system.

Francisco, Calif . 94119.
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BART AERIAL STRUCTURE

The standard BART aerial structure consists of two

lines of precast' post-tensioned, concrete box
girders, spãced 14 ft (4.27 m) apart' and supported
án 5 ft (1.525 n) hexagonal concrete T-shaped piers
(1). Simple suPport is used for sPans up to 100 ft
iîó.s tl-an¿ continuous supports or composite steel
girders with cast-in-place concrete deckt or both'
are used for longer sPans.

The stândard box girder is trapezoid-shaped' 4 ft
(L.22 t\') deep with an overhanging deck-slab 11 ft I
in. (3.556 n) wide to suPport the 5-ft 6-in' (L'6775-

^) SuS" track. Figure I shows a typicat girder in
the casting yard. The aerial girder deck provides a

l!i-

continuous, 31-in. (78.7-c¡n) wide by 3-in' (7'6-cn)
deep block-out undler each rail to receive a second
pou; of reinforced concrete to supPort the rail
iasteners. stirrups project up into each block-out
on 10 in. (25.4 cn) centers to anchor the second
pour concrete to the girder.

The design of aerial structure was controlled by

stringent ciiteria covering expected loadings in the
aay aiea, aesthetic considerations, and BART operat-

FIGURE I Àerial girder in casting yard in Richmond, California'
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ing requirenents. Of these reguirenents, the follovr-
ing are of particular interest to the track engineer:

1. Longitudinal thermal interaction forces be-
tween the CIrfR and the sinple-span structures vrere
mathenat.ically sirnulated and found to be significant
on the first three piers frorn an abutÌnent or the end
of an aerial crossover. Design interaction loads of
17,000 Ib (75 650 N) per rail were applied to each
of these piers.

2. Gírder lengths were controlled and a unifor¡n
pattern of girder fixed or free (or both) end sup-
port was adopted to minimize the relative thernal
movenent between the rail and structure. These re-
quirements, along with rail fastener requirenents,
avoided the use of such special devices as rail-free
fasteners and rail expansion joints.

3. Transverse loading due to CWR of ]-]- TOOO/
radius lb/f.t. (L 604 918 N/m) of rail was applied to
all curved structures.

'4. All girders were ca¡nbered to conpensate for
deflections due to dead and live load inctuding
impact. Actual camber values were subject to wide
variations¡ however, the typical 70-ft (21.35-¡n)
gírder was designed for initial nidspan camber of
0.23 ín. (5.8 n¡n) , which rdould gror,r to 0.56 in.
(14.2 mm) over the long tern. Designed live load
plus inpact deflection on the sarne gir¿ler was 0.34
in. (8.6 mm). The top of the rail was installed at
the profile grade, without regard to the camber of
each girder.

5. ALI gÍrders were designed with notch ends to
mini¡nize the dÍstance fron the bearing surface to
the top of the rail. This feature increased the sta-
bility of the girder under lateral loads and reduced
the relative longitudinal. push-puIl movenent beth,een
rail and girder due to girder end rotatÍon produced
by live-load deflectíon. This push-pull. movement
produced fatigue loading on the rail fastener and
was introéluced âs a laboratory test requírenent dur-
ing the fastener developnent program.

RÃIL FASTENER DEVELOPMENT

A BART rail fastener development progratn, initíated
in January 1966, by the AAR Research Center, con-
sisted of (a) a detailed investigation of exísting
rail fasteners to attach rail to concrete, (b)
¡nechanical and fatigue testing of selected rail
fasteners, and (c) sound and vibration studies (2).
Concurrent with the effort, seven supplier firms
v¡ere working on the devetoptnent of nes¡ rail fast-
eners to meet the BART service reguirements. This
cooperativê effort between the engineers and the
suppliers provided an excellent cliirate for the
developnent of rail fasteners that could (a) be
manufacturecl at a reasonable cost and (b) satisfy
BART service requirenents.

All ínput to this program was gathered and eval-
uated during the first half of 1967. In Àugust 1967¡
BART issueil a performânce-t!¡pe specification for
alirect-fixation râíI fasteners that ínctudedl the
f ollowíng princípal requirernents :

l. Genêral requirernents:
(a) Sing1e design for all concrete trackbeds.
(b) One-man instâlIation.
(c) Transverse adjustnent of plus or minus I

in. (2.5 cm) in l/9-ín. (3.2-¡n¡n) increments.
(d) Maxi¡nu¡n thlckness of L L,/2 in. (3.81 c¡n).

2. Rubber component tests in a hostile environ-
ment.

3. Laboratory test requÍrernentss
(a) Statlc longitudinal load versus deflec-

tlon. The loail at 0.I-in. (2.5-mm) deflection
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¡nust be between 1r800 and 3r600 lb (8r000 and
16,020 N).

(b) Static lateral versus deflection. The
deflection at a lateral load of 31000 lb (13.350
N) rnust not exceed 0.33 in. (8.47 ¡nm).

(c) !4ininun direct current resÍstance of I00
megohns.

(d) Minimum alternating current inpedance of
101000 ohns to frequencies between 20 Hz and l0
kHz.

(e) Repetitive push-pull test of pLus and
tninus 1,/8 in. (3.2 mrn) for 1.5 nillion cycles.

(f) Repetit,ive tíe-wear tests of a 14,500-Ib
(64,525-N) vertícal load wíth a lateral load that
varied fron 5,000 Ib (22,250 N) on the gage side
to 2,600 1b (11,750 N) on the field side applied
to the railhead for 3 million cycles.

(g) Heat aging at 2I2oF for 70 hr before
J.ongitudinal and lateral statíc tests.
4. Quâlification--laboratory test reports were

required before proiluction to prove confornance.
5. Quality control--additional laboratory tests

irere conducted at ranilom during production to ensure
quality.

Three bids were received in Decenber 1967 ranging
fro¡n $9.05 to $10.90 per fastener. Hoi,rever, these
bids srere rejected and the responsÍbility of fur-
nishing rail fasteners was transferreil to the track
installation contractors. Using this methoil, the
contractor would select the fastener with the lowest
total cost for furnishing an¿l installation.

The first trackwork contract was avrarded in Aprit
1968 to Dravo Corporation. The contractor elected to
furnish and install the Landls fastener. Thís fast-
ener was al.so furnished in the four subsequent
trackwork contracts that hrere split betl¡een Dravo
corporâtion and the l{iIlia¡n À. Srnith Contracting
Co¡npany, Inc. Figure 2 shows a Landis raÍl fastener
installed on a BART aeriaL structure.

The raiL fastener is a sandwich-type pad consist-
ing of a L/A-ín. (6.4-¡n¡n) thick, steel lower plate
and a l,/2-in. (12.7-n¡n) thick, steel upper plate
bonded together by a 3/4-in. (19.1-mm) thick elasto-
¡ner pad. The rail is clanped to the upper plate rrith
cast steel cLÍps and high-strength boLts and the
lower plate is anchored to the concrete dleck by two
7 /B-in. (22.2-nn]- diameter high-strength botts
threaded into embediled fnserts in the concrete. The
elastometer provides electrical resistance, vertical
elasticity to darnpen sound and vibration, and longi-

FIGURE 2 Landi¡ rail fastener installed on BART aerial ¡tructu¡e.
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tudinal- eLasticity to accorì:modate rail structure
interaction novernents. Transverse elasticity is
restricted because of the design of the pad' The

elast.icity constants of the fabricated fasteners are
as follows:

l-. vertical-- 21 kips,/in. (735t827 N/cn)'
2. Longitudinal (new)--23 to 36 kiPs,/in' (40,295

to 631071 N,/cn) .

3. Longitudinal (vrorn) --28 kips/in. (49,055

N,/cm). This spring rate is almost constant to the
point of rail sIip, which varies between 5 and 7

t ip" (22,250 and 31'150 N) of longitudinal load'
These are laboratory values deterrnined on a single
fastener.

4. Maximum allowable longitudinal shear move-

¡nent--l,/3 in. (8.4 mm) limited by the el-astomer'

AERIAL TRACK DESIGN

The concept of BART aerial- track was set by two

decisions described previously (i.e., the use of CwR

and the direct attachnent of rail to the concrete
deck of simple-span, concrete girders).

Aerial track consists of three co¡nponents: raiJ-st
rail fast,enersr and the direct connection details'
They are as foll-ows:

1. Rails for the BART rnainLine are 1I9 Lb/yd
(59.24 kg/nl American Railway Engineering Association
(AREA) section.

2. Rail fastener ileveloprnent and the selected
rail fastener were described in a previous section'
The adjustnent features were of particular irnportance
for rail fasteners on aeríal structures' Vertical
and horizontal- adjustrnent capacity h'ere required
during constructíon to compensate for errors and

structural tolerances, and during operation to com-

pensate for rail wear, long-term creep in the con-
crete girders, and for differential settlement of
the supporting piers. The rail- fastener provided for
lateral horizontal adjustment by moveable rail clips
on a serrated base p1ate. Vertical adjustment was

obtained by varying the 3,/8-in' (9'5-mn) no¡ninal
thickness polyethylene shi¡n instaLled between the
rail fastener and track concrete.

3. Direct connection detail v¡as a second pour of
track concrete placed in the continuous block-outs
of the aerial girders. The function of this track
concrete tras to transmit wheeL forces to the girder;
to support the rail fastener in proper elevationt
cant, and superelevationi to embed Èhê threaded
anchor bolt inserts in the proPer positions; and to
allovr for girder construction tolerances. The track
concrete varied in thickness from 3.5 in. (8'9 cm)

to 8.5 in. (21.6 cm) clepending on the girder con-
struction tolerances and the posítive camber of the
girder. The track concrete was reinforced for tem-
perature and load distribution with three longi-
tudinal No. 5 bars and No. 5 transverse hook bars at
12-in. (30.5-crn) centers. The specified concrete nix
¡¡as similar to that used for thin precast slabs using
smaII aggregate (-.5 in.) (-12.7 mn), high-cement
content (6.5 sacks per yd3)r 3-in. (7.6-cn) aver-
age s1ump, and moist curing. The mix provided
strength and workability for the difficult placenent
around forns, rail- fasteners, embedded insertst and

reinforcing bars. The surface between the track con-
crete and the girder deck was considered a construc-
tion joint and therefore required surface Preparation
by sand blasting or other neans. Curing by water or
membrane nethods was required to protect againsÈ
drying on the exposed aerial girders. Figure 3 shows

the jig used to form the track concrete.

The fastening of CVIR was controlled by the speci-

FIGURE 3 Jig used to form the track concrete.

fication to prevent the build-up of excess rail-
structure interaction forces produced by temperature
change. Rail" fastener advance on each rail was stag-
g.r"ã firru girder lengths frorn any other- rail on the
áa¡ne structure during perioils of rapid temperature
change or if the fastening operation wa-s. interruPted
tor 3 nr or rnore. No restrictions applied during a

uniform rate of advance and a constant rail ternpera-
ture.

The specifications required the actual rail te¡n-

perature at zeto thernal stress to be within t
10oF of a temperature 10oF below the ¡nedian of the

long-tern temperature extremes of the region' This
requirernent was set to protect the thermit-type rail
*uid" fro¡n putl-apart failure' while recognizing
that high-temperature sun kinks were almost impos-
sible on aerial- structures. RaiI was norrnally laid
at a tenperature lower than the required range and

then strelched by hydraulic rans (before field weld-
ing and fastening down) to shift the actuaL zero

stiess temperature to v¡ithin the allowable range'
Fielcl recoids of the rail tenperature and the amount

stretched were used to calculate the theoretical
zero stress temperature' Figure 4 shows the

completed aerial track.

ttn':

þ'IGURE 4 Completed aerial track'
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RAII,-STRUCTURE INTERÀCTION

A structural systen is forrned when
stalled on an aerial structurê. The
of this system are

ClfR track is in-
¡najor conponents

1. Long, elastic CwR, the ends of ¡+hich are
anchored in the bâllasted track beyond the abutments.

2. Elastic rait fasteners to attach the rails
directly to the girders.

3. Simple-span elastic girders.
4. Elastic bearing pads.
5. Elastic piers anchored to rigid foundations.

Forces and ¡novenents bet!¡een the components
(caLled rail-structure interaction) are produced
when the system is subjected to 1oads from its own
weight,, rnoving trains, and tenperature chânges. The
Iargest loâds on the system are induced by tenpera-
ture changes of the components. In the San Francisco
Bay area, these changes anount to plus or minus 30oF
from the no-load temperature of concrete structures,
and plus or minus 50oF from the no-load tenperature
of the rails.

Temperature changes affect the systen in two ways.
Fiist, a uniform internal force is developed in the
end-restrained rail in direct proportion to the tem-
perature change. For a 5ooF change in 119-1b,zyd
(59.24-kg/t¡) rail, a force of 113,200 lb (503,740 N)
is developed. If the end restraint is sufficient to
resist this force, the rail witl not nove. Note that
this force exceeds the nominal 100r000-Lb (445.000-N)
capacity of a bolted rail joint.

Second¿ the change in tenperature causes longi-
tudinal expansion or contraction in each girder.
This novenent produces noments in the elastic rail
fasteners, which, in turn, create the following3

1. A longitudinal shear novenent in the elastomer
of each rail fastener.

2. Longitudinal forces on the rails that. produce
l-ocal stretching or compressing. This situation can
be dernonstrated with a rubber band that is stretched
to si¡nulate the unifor¡n internal thermal force in a
rail. rf a seríes of opposing longitudinal forces is
applied to the rubber band, the original tension is
locally reduced or increased depending on the place-
ment and direction of the applied forces.

3. Longitudinal reaction forces acting on the
girder are trans¡nitted to a pier through the fixed-
girder connections.

Because the major components are elastíc members,
the structural system can be analyzed and the inter-
actions iletermined for specific loadings. The com-
plete analysis was complex becâuse of the large num-
ber of nembers, and required a high-capacity computer
and program such as ICES-STRUDL.

Interaction studies on the typical BART aerial
structure of 70-ft (21.35-m), sinple-span concrete
girders were conducted throughout the desÍgn phase.
Early studies defined the basic approach to be fol-
lowed throughout the structure and track design.
(This approach is shown in Figure 5 with plots of
reLative rail and fastener forces.) Further studies
were conducted to establish rail fastener critería
and to deterrnine maximum loads and deflections in
the systen (!). Results of these studies are surn-
¡narized as follows:

l. Longitudinal elasticity of rail fastener. The
maxirnun nodulus was set at 36r000 Lb/Ln. (63rO7l
N/cm) to limit the interaction forces acting in the
CWR ând on the piers. The ¡ninimun rnodulus was set at
18,000 lb/in. (31,535 N/cm) to 1imit rail break gap
to a target value of 1 in. (2.54 crn).
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FIGURE 5 Standard aerial structure,

2. Longitudinal shear novement of raiL fastener.
Studies indicated that shear movernents up to O.15
in. (3.8 mm) would occur on typical systems t50-ft
(2I.35-m) spânsl and up to 0.25 in. (6.4 m¡n) on
special long span systems [170-ft (51.85-m) maximun
spans] .

3. Spacing of rail fasteners. The 36-in. (91.4-
cm) spacing was determined by analysis of rail bend-
ing stresses, interaction forces on the rail anil rail
fasteners, ând the amount of pull-apart at a weld
failure. The light static wheel loads (12,500 lb) and
the stiff rail (the moment of inertia is 7I.4 in.r)
contributed to the relatively large spacing.

4. Total axial rail stress. The studies indicated
locations of peak rail stress. Field welding by
thernit methods was prohibited at these locations of
high rail stress.

5. Interaction forces on abutments and piers.
The three piers nearest an abutment and an aerial
crossover were designed to withstand a longitudinal
interaction force of 17r000 1b (75r650 N) per rait
applied at the top of the pier. Interaction forces
were not applied to standard abutments because
girders vJere not fixed t,o the abut¡nents. Exact solu-
tions at the abutments cannot be computed because
the end restraint of the CwR in crosstie and ballast
track is neither elastic nor rigid and is subject to
variation as a result of ¡naintenance practices.

Additional interaction studies hrere conducted
throughout the design phase to check special struc-
tures such as long-span girders, high piers, changes
in girder support patterns, aerial crossovers, and
CWR anchor abutments. As vatuable as these studies
v¡ere to the design of BARTts structures and track,
the identification and location of high-stress com-
ponents is equally valuable to the BART operating
staff.

AERIAL CROSSOVERS

BART operating criteria requÍred main Iine crossovers
to be located throughout the system to facilitate
single-track operation during maintenance and emer-
gency situations. These crossovers normally consist
of two, single No. 10 crossovers between main tracks
that are 14 f.L (4.27 n) apart. The special work in-
cluded No. 10 rail-bound ¡nanganese frogs and 19-ft
6-in. (5.948-m) curved switches. All rails and
special trackwork items v¡ere connected vrith American
Railway Engineering Association (AP;EA) bolted joint,s
for ease of replacement. Five of these crossover
locations are on aerial structures.

Two special problems were encountered during the

C.W.R. AXIAL FORCES
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design of these aerial crossovers. The first was the
method of attachment of the frog and switch to the

concrete girders. Direct attachment' which was simi-
far to the standard aerial track, was a possibilityt
however, this was discarded because of the lack of
available hardware and service experience' Short
timber ties embedded in concrete and supporting
standard turn-out hardware were sel-ected'

Special flat top girders were designed to support
the crossovers. These girders were set 6 in. (L5'24
cm) lower than the adjacent standard girders to ac-
co¡nmodate the concrete-embedded short ties. In addi-
tion, a poured-in-place closure deck was constructed
between each pair of girders to support the crossover
track. The structural l-ayout was designed to ¡ninimize
the girder thermal movement under the switch and aI1
bolted rail joints. Each single crossover was sup-
ported by three 76.4-tlL (23.302-n) pier spans or four
57.3-ft (I7.477-n) pier spans depending on local
conditions.

The second special problem was how to avoid
excessive rail-structure interaction forces caused
by the interruption of CWR at the crossovers. Pre-
vious studies indicated that the cWR thermal and
interacÈion forces can exceed the capacity of AREA

bolted rail joints. In addition, the interruptÍon of
two or more CwR at one location caused by joint
failure couLd overstress the aerial structure under
normal- Bay-area tenperature changes.

The initial approach was to avoid any rail joints
by welding in reinforced frogs and stock rail and by
designing a structural load transfer member between
the curved stock rail and the straight closure rail-'
This has been done successfully on BritÍsh RaiJ-ways
(3). However, this approach vras rejected because of
the lack of domestic hardware and service experience'

The atternative was to solve the rail-structure
interaction Problem withín the design of the aerial
structure and avoid the use of the track conponents
as structural members. This allowed the use of
standard track hardware including bolted rail joints.
This alternative was selected and the BART "tie bar"
was developed.

The concept of the tie bar is quite sinple. The

CWR is a interrupted at the crossover and the rail
ends are attached as rigidly as possible to special
"AXo" girders adjacent to the outer ends of the pair
of sinqle crossovers. (The Axo girders are similar
to standard girders except for the addition of ern-
bedded steel plate for the welded attachnent of the
tíe bar.) The tie bar, a strucÈural steeL member of
cross section that is equal to t$to rails, is located
on the centerlíne of each track and is welded to the
embedded pl-ates on the centerLine of the tv¡o AxO
girders. The tie bar is approximately 550 ft (167.75
m) long and rests on Teflon bearÍng pads directly on
the concrete deck. Figure 6 shows a tie bar installed
on an aerial crossover.

During a tenperature change, the thermal force
built up at the end of each pair of CWR strings is
transferred to an Axo girder through a group of 20

standard rail fasteners spaced at 20 in. on centers'
An equaL and opposite ther¡na1 force is developed in
the tie bar and transferred to the Axo girder through
a welded connection. Therefore, the net tongitudinal
thernal force on the AxO girder is zero. The cwR

thernal force is directed through the tie bar instead
of down into the piers where structural damage could
result or ínto the jointed special work where track
bolt damage could result.

The tie bar presented nany design challenges' The
location of the tie bar in the girder drainage chan-
nel required the use of rusb-resistant ASTM 4441

steel. The 2- by 24-in. (5.08- by 60.96-cm) cross
section and the J.ong length required many heavy butt
fieLd welds during fabrication. The operation of the
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FIGURE 6 Tie bar on aerial crossover'

tie bar in compression as well- as tension' required
the placenent of hold-down devices every 4 fE (I'22
m) to prevent buckling during hot weather' Ideally,
the tie bar should be completely free of the sup-
porting crossover girderst therefore, Iow-friction
Teflon bearing pads were used on all contact sur-
faces. Train control designers required Ínsulated
joints at each end of the tie bar to ¡ninimize inter-
i"r.n"u with the control system. Finally, the 6-in'
(15.24-cm) step between the deck of the AXo girder
and the crossover girder required an eccentric con-
nection.

CONCLUSION

In sunmaryr the BART design and construction of cwR

on aerial structure has provided the following bene-
fits:

1. A concrete aerial structure design that does

not induce unaccePtable local stresses in the rail'
2. A single-raíl fastener design that is elastic

enough to allow for relative movement between rail
and ltructures for standard spans up to 100 ft (30'5
n) and special spans up to 160 ft (48.80 m) ' In ad-
dition, the fastener conforrns Èo a number of other
¡nechanicafr electricâ1, and vibration absorption
requirements.

3. Aerial track design, which proved to be con-
structible and substantial enough to withstand and

distribute the inPosed loads.
4. Structural crossover tie bar details that are

sufficient to transnit interaction loads around the
track special work and avoid overstressing the
bolted rail joints.

5. Special anchor abutments that are able to
withstanå the ful1 thermal and interaction loads
that can be develoPed Ín the rail.

In operation for 13 yeârs, the rail-structure
systen has functioned as expècted and without any
uãrrer"" incidents. A BART Rail Fastener RePort issuecl
in 1983 (4) indicated no failure in l0 years of ser-
vice, andìo deterioration of physical properties of
the fasteners after 5 years of service' The latter
conclusion was based on a repeat set of laboratory

t
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qualification tests and a comparison of results be-
tv¡een used and unused fasteners. BARTTs conclusion
was

...the useful lífe of â BART fastener wíll
in a1l likelihood not be a factor of the
l-oads on the rail systern undêr normal ser-
vices conditions and may well depend on
other conditions, such as environmental
deterioration, heat, ozotìê¡ sunlight, or
some unknown type of failure. Hohrever, fron
visual inspection and from the electrical
tests, none of these factors has causedl
significant harm to these fasteners to date.

In conclusion, the BART challenge to install CWR
on aerial structures was successfully net by a prac-
tical design that has been confir¡ned by 13 years of
exper ience .
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Manufacturing, Reclamation, and Explosive Depth
Hardening of Rail-Bound and Self-Guarded

D. R. BATES, C. L. GOODMAN, and J. W. WINGER

ABSTR.ACT

RaiL-bound and self-guarded manganese frogs have been used on the Chessie Sys-
te¡n for many years. For the past hatf-century, they have been manufactured or
reclaimed at shops operated by the railroad. In May 1961, explosive depth hard-
ening was inítiated ând the policy established whereby this process was applied
to all rail-bound rnanganese frogs, self-guarded frogs, and one-piece nânganese
guard rails ¡nanufactured or reclaÍmed by the railroad. This arnounts to approxi-
mately 90 percent of the systens requirernents. In aildition, any of these con-
ponents purchased complete fron outside suppliers are sent to the Chessie Sys-
tem and are explosive depth hardened before being put ínto service. Tests
indicate that this process extends the service life of product,s nanufactured
from austenitic rnanganese steel and also acts as a quality control check on the
integrity of the products exposed to this process.

Manganese Frogs on the Chessie System

In the case of rail-bound manganese frogs, the corR-
ponents are acquired fron various sources and the
fínished products put together at the Chessie Systen
plants in Martinsburg and Barboursville, west vlr-
ginia. Àlthough the e¿ord nmanufacturingn is more
conmonly used to describe the activity, nassenblingn
viould be a more accurate ter¡n.

Chessie Systens Railroads, 80I Madison Avenue, P.O.
Box 1800, Huntington, ![. va. 257L8.

MANUFACTURING FROGS

Rail-bound manganese frogs are used primarily on
heavy density lines where traffic ís approximately
equal on both 6ides of the frog. Figure I shows the
na¡nes of detail parts of a rail-bound manganese frog
per Àmerican Railway Englneering Associatlon (ÀREA)

Plan 690-52 in the Portfolio of Tråcknork Plans. The
najor components are the manganese ínsert, wlng
rails, leg rails, filler blocks, and necessary high-
grade bolts of sundry lengths. The inserts are pur-
chased fro¡o various sources. Head and toe fil1er
blocks and necessâry bolts âre Iikewiee obtained
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FIGURE 1 Preferred names of parts for rail-bound manganese steel

from outside sources. Wing and 1eg rails are manu_factured from standard stock rail received fronvarious rail rolling mills. They are cut to length,planed, drilled, heated, ând bent at the shops to
conform to the type of frog being nade. The neces_sary co¡nponent.s are brought together and assembledto form a finished frog. Tests are being conducted
concerning the use of various types of fasteners.AIso, epoxy glues håve been used to bond the wingrails to the casting. These tests are being anal-yzed
to determine whether the service life of the frog is
extended sufficiently to justify the additional costinvolved. To date, the data assembled are inconclu_sive. To de¡nonstrate the rnagnitude of this operation,
the two plants manufactured 462 new frogs in I9g5.

RECLAIÀlED FROGS AND GUARD RAIL

As with ¡nany metallic trackwork material-s, certainportíons of a rail-bound manganese frog experienceconsiderable wear while others are o.rfy slightlyaffected. Bêcause of this fact, many pãrts of ascrapped frog are sal.vaged and used to produce a
secondhand frog that is as good as a nei{r one, with
no li¡nitations regarding where it may be installed.

Used frogs are shipped to the ptants and inspectedto ascertain their condition. Those found to have
usable parts are moved into the shop for dÍsassenbly.Castings are inspected for wear Ãnd cracks. Thosefound sound and ri'orthy of reuse are $¿elded to confornto a preestablished acceptable profile. Either neh,or -¡eclairned components are used to assemble a sec_ondhand frog. The criteria used to determine whether
ner¡J or repair components are used depend on theavailability of salvageabLe parts. shoulã there be asufficient quantity of repaíred or repairable parts,
then reclaimed frogs will_ be built using such items.
Hor,rever, if used parts are not available, new andused components are interiningled. After assembly,the frogs are noved to a finishing location in theshops where they are ground to final tolerances andinspected for conformance with specifications.

Approximately 350 rail-bound manganese frogs arereclaimed annualLy. Recent economic studies inãicatethat this practice results in the production of afrog Èhat has unrestricted usage foi about 42 per_
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cent of the cost of a new one. (Note that there isno significant difference in service life betweenreclai¡ned and new frogs.)

Manganese Self-Guarded Frogs

self-guarded frogs are not manufact.ured at the
Chessie System plants. They are, however, explosive
depth hardened and reconditioned. A1l new self_
guarded frogs are given a one-shot explosive_harden_
ing treatment before instaltation in the track. Whena frog becomes worn beyond acceptable limits, it is
removed fro¡n the track and shipped to one of theplants where its condition is inspected and adetermination is ¡nade as to wheth., lt i" repair_able. Usually, the vrorn areas are built up by weld_ing and the missing components are replaced.

Various welding electrodes with a variety of
chemical compositions are used for rebuilding. Ithas been deterrnined that an electrode with an a1loycontent of approxirnately 40 percent (consisting oi
chrornium, nanganese, nickel, silicone, and carbon)will provide the best r,¿elding properties with mini_
mun plastic deforrnation. Such an electrode produces
tensile properties of about I30rOO0 psi with a 2_in.
elongation of approxirnately 33 percent.

Surface preparation using air carbon arc orgrinding, or both, is employed. When actually weld_ing¡ care should be taken to minimize overheating
the inanganese casting. Good practice calls for apiplying a 500o to 6O0oF tenpelstik to the castiìrg
adjacent to the area to be v¡elded. When the tem_pelstik begins to me1t, it indicates that the casting
has absorbed excessive heat and the welding should
be stopped until the metal cools off at that loca_
tion. To continue welding the casting r.¡hen the tem_perature exceeds these timits will result in an in_ferior weld that will not fuse with the parenÈ metal
and will result in premature fâilure.

Each used frog is evatuated and if the estimatesindicate that repairing it would require in excessof 60 lb of electrode, the casting iJ scrapped. Thisis based on the fact that the coÀt involved exceeds
the benefits. Any usabLe components are salvaged for
use ín other frogs. This is only â guideline and nota rule because other extenuating factors are given
consideration.
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FIGURE 2 Manganese steel one-piece guard rail in accordance with AREA Plan 510-40.

Manganese One-Piece Guard Rail

Manganese one-piece guard rails are standard on the
chessie System. They are purchased from various sup-
pliers on the basis of plans and specifications that
accord $/ith AREA Plan 510-40 (see Figure 2). The
guard raiJ- is exactly 10 ft overall and incorporates
fixed tie plates, which requires spiking seven ties.
As v¡as the case with frogs, the prinary wear on
these components is on the guarding face. Chessie
Systen standards dictate that nerd guard rail be in-
stalled with a I 7/8-ín. flange-way opening. The
cuard Check Gage and cuard Face Gage allowable linits
are based on the class of track involved. when the
wear on the guarding face reaches the point at which
it. is irnpossible to maintain the permissible toler-
ances, the guard rail is re¡noved fro¡n the track and
shipped to a reclamation shop. Each item is inspected
with regard to structural integrity and measurernents
are taken regarding physical wear. If an item is
determined to be sound, the guard rail is checked
for alignrnent and straightened if necessary and the
guard face and rail seats are built up by welding.
They are then ground to approxirnate an original nnew"

contour. ReclaÍmed guard rails are not restricted
with regard to future installation. Service life is
equal to that of the original product. cost cornpari-
sons indicate that a one-piece manganese guard rail
can be reconditioned to as-good-as-new condition for
less than 10 percent of the initial nevt cost.

Manganese Crossings

Except in emergency situations, the Chessie Syste¡n
purchases al1 railroad crossíngs from outside
sources. The corners are explosive depth hardened
(tvro shots) at Martinsburg before installation. When
rail- crossings r.rear beyond the economical point of
field welding, they are replaced and the various
segments are inspected to determine if reclamation
is feasible. Several factors determine vrhether a
crossing will be repaired. The extent of wear and
the characteristics of the traffíc passing over the
crossing are the primary factors used in making this
decision. Because of the customized features of each
individual crossing, few are interchangeable. Heavy-
tonnage high-speed crossings are sel-dom reclaimed.
Those in minor traffic terrítories are rebuilt if
conditions warrant it.

Manganese steel is an extrenely tough nonmagnetic
a1loy in which the usual hardening transformation
has been suppressed by a combination of high nanga-
nese content and râpid cooling from a high tenpera-
ture. The resultant steel is characterized by high
tensile strength, high ductiliÈy, and superior wear
resistance. It is particularly suited to raiJ-way
track hrork conponents, such as frogs and crossings
that are subjected to severe service of combined
abrasion and heavy impact loading. Manganese steel
is produced in various chemical combinatíons varying
fro¡n 1.0 to 1.4 percent carbon and 10 to 14 percent
manganesei however¡ Chessie Systen castings are pur-
chased according to AREA specifications for specía1
track work that conform to ASTM A-J-28, Standard
Specification for Austenitic Manganese Steel Cast-
ings, except that the chemical properties nay be
¡nodified to satisfy special situations. Manganese
steelrs unique abitity to rrwork-harden" under inpact
Ioading is an extreme advantage to railway users.
Hardnesses in the 550 Brinell Hardness Number range
have been achieved, but because of the low yÍeld
strength of nanganese steel-, plastic defor¡nation or
fl-ow will occur in isolated areas as a result of
inpact before surface hardening. To mini¡nize ¡neta1
flow and the resulting problems, however, Ít is
necessary to preharden manganese steeL castings be-
fore their installation. Such prehardening will re-
tard the plastic deforrnation and t.hus provide in-
crèased service life.

EXPLOSTVE DEPTH HARDENING

Prehardening can be accomplished by harnmering,
pressing, or explosÍve depth hardening (EDH). The
Chessie System has used EDH since 1961 and is con-
vinced that it is a beneficial process. In 1956, a
new type of detonating explosive h'as developed in
the form of a flexible sheet of uniform thickness.
It was safe to handle, easy to cut to any pattern to
fit complex shapes, and could be attached to castings
using an adhesive, thus making it adaptable to track
hrork components.

The high-velocity hardening technique is based on
an entirely dífferent principle than the pl-astic
defornation of cold metal using the hammering or
pressing concept. The nanganese steel is subjected
to shock waves with extremely thin interfaces that
travel through the casting at high velocities. The
pressure rr¡aves set up the slip or strain lines within

a
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the manganese steel that characterize the col-d work_
ing process. Velocity impact-hardening can be car_ried out on practicalJ-y a1l of the casting surfacesproviding thât the explosive sheet can be cut to,
and shaped to fit, irregular and nonflat surfaces
such as fillets and radii.

After numerous tests, ít was determined that the
rnost practical and economicaL procedure to follor,, inusing this process is as follows:

One shot using a flexible plastic explosive having
0.083-in. uniform thickness and 2.0-g/in.2 weight.
This increased the hardness of the areas subjected
to the hardening to approximately 325 Brinell Hard_
ness Number (BHN).

Others have experi¡nented with two and three ap_plications ¡ which increases the hardness of theparent metal to betvreen 350 and 390 BHN. Laboratory
and field tests have sho!¡n that no more than threeshots should be made on a casting. Additional at_tenpts to further increase the hardness could resuttin surface fatigue in the form of nicrocracks and
thereby defeat the benefits of the process.

An additional benefit of EDH is that as well as
extending the surface life of manganese castíngs, itaids in locating casting defects ãnd, as such, acts
as a quality control rneasure.

EDH on the Chessie System is performed at Mâr_t,insburg, West Virginia. The shootìng bed was fash_ioned frorn a retÍred building foundation in a remot,elocation about 7 rni -f-ro¡ thJ city. The pit is 15 by40 by I ft deep. A 39-in. frane síts o,i top of thewall and supports a curtain of t-in. rubber belting,which darnpens the shock waves. The botton of the pithas a 24-in. bed of river sand. frogs to be shot areplaced into the shooting bed using a 5_ton capacitycrane mounted on a truck. The frogs are positioneã
on the floor of the bed so that the raí1 ends arefree and not restÍng on the sand. This helps to pre_vent bending of the frog when detonation occurs.Next, each frog is cleaned to renove oil, grease,protective coatings, and so forth. This is accom_plished by using a sol-vent and wire-brushing theareas involved. Moisture is removed frorn the frogusing a propane torch. when the frog is thoroughly
cLean and dry, an adhesive is applieá wÍth a paint_
brush.

F1exible-sheet explosives 0.0g3 in. thick andweighing 2.0 g/ín.2 come in 2}-in., 20-1b rolls. Theyare precut using templates that conform to the frogareas to be shot. The precut explosive pieces arãplaced on the adhesive and snoothed out so that noair bubbles exist. Also, the explosive ¡naterial Ís
extended below the top of the vreâr surface by atIeast I in. The entÍre surface to be hardened is
covered with explosive material. A blasting cap isaffixed in the vicinity of the point and connectedto underground wires t.hat terminate at the shootingbuilding approximately 350 ft from the bl_ast site.Àfter detonat,ion, each ite¡n that was explosive_hardened is inspected for defects, checked forhardness, and stamped to indícate the'¡nonth and yearthe iten was hardened before it is shipped and used.Extrene care is taken to ensure that al.l of Èheshooting operations are performed safely. The sheetexplosive is stored in an approved nagazine and adaily perpetual inventory ís naintained-. Detonatingcaps are kept separate fro¡n the explosives anãstored in a bunker away from the blasiing pit andexplosives. OnJ.y qualified persons are permitted toperforrn the EDH process. They nust be iamiliar and

comply with the rules and regulations of the stateof West Virginia and U.S. Bureau of Explosives.
A I'¡ORD OF CAUTION

For_ the past 5 years, Iocal residents, the newsmedia, county co¡n¡nissioners, and the Governor,s Of_
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fice have applied pressure to force relocation ofthe Chessíe System,s shooting fací1ities. It is a
"no-win" situation. Anyone planning an explosive_
hardening operation should conduct an extensive en_vironmental irnpact study and obtain the necessãrypermits to carry out the operation before investintthe required funds. The environmental aspects of theoperation are becorning critical. Although seisrno_graphic ¡neasurements t.aken at distances of I1500 to3,000 ft from the shoot.ing site indicate that theresulting vibrations and noíse levels are h,el-L withinsafe ranges, the nuísance factor exists and rnust begiven consideration.

TEST R¡SULTS

Based on previous studies, the average vertical wearin the vicinity of the point of a frog ís 0.0006ftlmillion gross tons (McT) for EDH frogs and 0.002ín./McI for nonhardened frogs. Chessie àystem nngí-neering Departnent Maíntenance RuIe I42g requiËesthat a slow order be p1âced on rnain-track frogs withvertical wear at the point in excess of 3/g in. rtrefrog should be built up by welding before the slovrorder is lifted. When the wear exceeds 0.5 in., thefrog is taken out of service and replaced or re_paíred, vrhichever is t,he rnost practical- and econorni_cal. Using the preceding figure as a basis, EDH frogs
should accomnodate 625 McT before reaching the slow_order status and 833 McT before removal. Nonhardened
frogs will only sustain Ig7 McT before reaching
slovr-order lirnits and 250 MGT before removal. Theseare only average figures and could vary considerably
depending on the physical characteristics of thet.urn-out and ¡naintenance practices.

CONCI,USIONS

EDH costs an average of $410 per frog. Based on anaverage cost of $3r000 per frog, the process in_creases the cost of the item by L2 percent while
extending the service life fro¡n 2 to 3 times that of
nonhardened frogs. It can be proven beyond a doubtthât EDH is a justifiabLe process. !'or ã 12 percent
increase in the cost of a frog, the service life is
extended 2 to 3 tinesr pro¿lucing a 44 to 63 percent
annual savings in frogs only. Other ¡naintenance
functions such as weJ.ding. surfacing, adjustment tobol-ts, and so forth, are likewise lninimized. a re_duction in the cost enhances the justifÍcation ofthe process, but, for this pap.i, ít has beenquantified.

There is some cont,roversy regarding the number ofshots a nanganese casting should receive. Tests onthe Chessie System indicate thât one shot produces
the desired results. Each shot adds approximately
$400 to the cost of the end product. es lan be seenfro¡n Figure 3, the relationship between the numberof explosíve applications and the h,ear hardness isnot a straight line functíon. V{ear occurs rapidlyduring the first 3 to 4 MGT. Beyond ttris point, tt¡ãrate of wear is much less. A seríes of tests indi_cates that after 20 MGT, one-shot frogs have reached
approximately 350 BHN hardness.

These results are a combination of EDH anat workhardening of the wheel_s over the frog. lrfheel r,¿ork
hardening is a noncost process. If manganese castings
are artificially hardened to 350 BHN or greater, the
work-hardening process is 1ess efficient anal theadditional cost questionable.

GI,OSSARY (1)

Frog--A track structure used at the intersection oftwo running rails to provide support for wheels and
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angles to the gage line at a point 5/8 in. below the
top of the head of the running rail.

cuard Face Gage--The distance between guard lines
measured across the track at right angles to the gage
Iine.

Guard Raíl--A râiI or other structure laid paral-
le1 with the running rails of a track to hold wheels
in correct align¡nent to prevent their flanges from
striking the points of turnouts, or crossing frogst
or the points of switches.

Alloy Steel--Steel containing more than 1.65 per-
cent manganese or nore than 0.60 percent silicon or
other elenents added for the purpose of modifying or
impr.oving the mechanícaI or physical properties
normally possessed by plain carbon steel.

REFERENCE

1. The Track Cyclopedia. simmons-Boardman Publish-
ing Co., Onaha, Neb.r 1985.

Publication of thiE paper sponsored by Connittee on
Railroad Track Structure System Design.
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passågeways for their flanges, thus perrnitting the
transfer of wheels fro¡n one rail to the other.

Rail-Bound Manganese Frog--A frog consisting of a
cast manganese insert that is fitted into and between
properly bent rolled rails and held together vrith
bolts.

Sel-f-Guarded Frog--A single manganese steel cast-
ing frog with guides or flanges above its running
surface that contact the thread or rims of wheels
for the purpose of guiding their flanges correctly
past the point of the frog.

Heel End (Frog)--That end of a frog that is the
farthest fron the snitcht or the end that has both
point rails or other running surfaces betv¡een the
gage lines.

Toe end (Frog)--That end of a frog that is nearer
the switch or the end that has both gage lines be-
threen the wing rails or other running surfaces.

Frog Point (Frog)--That part of a frog lying be-
tween the gage lines extending from their intersec-
tion toward the toe end.

Half Inch--A point located at a distance from the
theoretical point toward the heel.

Guard Check cage--The distance between the gage
line of a frog to the guard line of its guard rail
or guarding face, measured across the track at right
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Manganese Steel castings: New Technology for
\ilelding Frogs to Rail
M. BARTOLI and M. DIGIOIA

ABSTRACT

Manganese steel frogs are nornally connected to raíls with the use of bolted
fishplates because of the inabirity to werd the frog directly to the rail (as
is normalry done when connecting raíls to each other). Described ín this paper
is a new process that nakes the frog-to-rail connection possible by Ínseiting
an adapter casting that is flash-butt weldedr first to the frog and then to thecarbon-steel rai1. thus elirninating the mechanical discontinuity between theparts to be connected. The chenical cornposition of the adapter casting is suchthat it can withstand, v¡ithout e¡nbrittle¡nent, the welding ihermal cycle of theaustenitic manganese steer of the frog and that of the carbon steer of therail. rn addÍtion, it can undergo work hardening either before or after theinstallation, with a hardness betr,¡een that of the frog and that of the rail.unlike previousLy proposed techniques, this new process does away e¡ith the l_ocal
deformation of the rair where the adapter is installed, which is a source ofprobrems to the track ând rorling eguipment. Test sections of the proposed
material have been frash-butt welded t,o both frog and rail ends witÀ highry
successful results.

Austenitic manganese steel has the well-knor.rn prop_
erty of work hardening under repeated impact or other
nechanical loading. Surface hardnesses of fron 500to 550 Brinell_ Hardness Nunber (BNH), depending onthe carbon content, may be achieved while maintaining
the typical toughness of the austenitic structure inareas away from the surface. For these reasons,austenitíc manganese steel is widely enployed as
wear-resistant rnaterial under heavy-irnpact loading
conditions.

Frogs for railway switches are often provided as
austenitic ¡nanganese steel castings with a solution
heat treatment. This heat treatnent. is necessary toeliminate embrítt1ed precipitated carbides in thegrain boundaries and the acicular carbides withinthe grains that deveLoped during the slow cooling
through the critical range of 800;c to 300oC follow_
ing the pouring of the casting. A general.relation-
ship of the increase in brittteness of austenitic
manganese steel versus the time-at-temperature is
shown in Figure 1.

It is for this reason that nanganese steel Ís not
enployed in services for which temperatures over
260oC are expected. WeldÍng, therefore, is usually
considered to be a hazardous operation with manganese
steel and partícular1y so vrhen extrene precautions
are not taken to maintain a cold-welding procedure
(-11 '

As a result, austenitic manganese steel frogs arenormally connected to raits by the use of boltedfishplates for the precedÍng reasons. This causes adiscontinuity at the frog-rai1 interface¡ which, inturn, results in increased wear of both the track
and car wheels, especialJ.y on hígh speed railways.

The dÍrect weld connection between manganese frogs
and carbon steel rails cannot be carried out with
the usual welding processes (e.g., thermit weJ.ding,
shielded manual arc welding, etc.) nor with relá-
tively modern processes such as flash-butt welding,

Breda Fucine Meridionali, Via T. Colu¡nbo 7, 70100
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FIGURE I Time-temperature relationship for
embrittlement of austenitic maganese steel.

which is widely employed in railway track appli_
cations.

This is due to the netallurgical incompatibility
of the tr.ro steels. RaiL carbon steel reguires a slowcooling from the welding temperature to àvoid brittle
microstructures, while a slow cooling would produce
serious anounts of carbide precipitatíon in austen_itic manganese steel. Numerous unsuccessful methods,including other adapter designs, have been proposed
to resolve the problem of joining the ¿ilsi¡nifarsteel cornponents together. They all differ, however,
as to the technigue to be used to connect the adâpter
to the frog and rail, and âs to the size and struc-
ture of the adapter itself. The follo¡.¡ing considera_
tions should be taken into account in or¿Lr to obtain
the nost reliable connection:

1. Material for the Adapter. The adapter nust be of a quality that
wiIl enabl"e it not to embrittle âfter welding,
whether cooled rapidly or slowJ_y.

Bari, ftaly.
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' It ¡nust be able to work harden under re-
peated impact loading, so as to present a hard-
ness inter¡nediate between the materials it con-
nects.
2. Dinensions and Shape of the Adapter

. Because the material conponents of the
adapter are the most costly of aII those under
consideration, owing to their special properties'
the adapter must be as short as possible. Ho¡4r-
ever, it rnust be long enough to ensure that
neither of the two welds will have any thermal
effect on the other.

. Because the frog/aðapEer/xai]- connection
is essentially subjected to fatigue loading in
service, the transverse cross section should have
a profíle sinilar to that of the rail to avoid
stress concentrations resulting from sudden
changes in shape.
3. Welding Characteristics

. Flash-butt weldíng is the most suitable
procedure for thís kind of application because of
its rapidity' quality' reliability. and con-
sistency, as well as the capability it offers to
control the supply of heat and Ii¡nit it to a
restricted area.

. The utilization of this procedure perrnits
butt welds without special and costly prepara-
tions on the end faces to be welded. For all the
foregoing reasons, flash-butt welding is widely
used in the railway industry to connect rails to
each other.

PROPOSED TECHNOLOGY

In accordance with Èhe preceding considerations, the
technology that. the authors propose for connecting
frogs to rails involves the following steps:

1. The redesign of the frog end to obtain a
transverse section with a profile similar to that of
the rail so that it can be flash-butt welded to the
adapter. It should be noted in this regard that frogs
designed by Breda Fucine ¡"teridionali and used on the
Italian railway network already have end sections
rrith a profíJ.e that is similar to that of a rail-, as
shown in Figure 2. In order to be able to use the
proposed technology for the "self-guarded" frogs
designed in âccor¿lance with the A¡nerican Railway
Engineering Association (AREA) rules, it nay be
necessary to nake so¡ne design changes, as schemati-
ca1J.y shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Transportation Research Record 10?I

FIGURE 4 "Modified" self-guarded frog.

2. The production of an adapter, also with a
profile similar to that of a rail, and r¿ith a length
of between 100 and 200 mn. This length represents,
ín fact, a compromise between the two diverging
requirements as to liniting the cost of the materiâLs
and al-Iowing for sufficient distance between the two
rrelds to avoíd ther¡nal effects of one weld on the
other.

3. The use of the flash-butt weldíng technique
for the joiníng of the adapters to the frog ends and
rail ends. This will successively a1low one to empJ-oy
technology and equipment now used by the railroads.

4. The control of heat input, flash fumes, and
quenching rate are i¡nportant for successful frog-to-
adapter welds as is the controlled cooling rate fo1-
lowing the welding of the adapter-to-rail joint.

EXPERIMENTAL RESUI,TS

To verify the validity of the proposed technology' a
set of test samples and raíI pieces, outlined in
accordance with Union Internationale des Chemins de
Fer 60 (UIC60) r was prepared for the following
mater ials:

I. Austenitic manganese cast steel, in the solu-
tion heât-treated condition, representative of the
manganese frog;

2. Carbon steel for the rails, in an as-roll,ed
condition¡

3. High-aLloy cast steel for the adapter, in a
solution heat-treated condítion.

All these samples have been flash-butt welded to
each other under different conditions, with result,s
that can be described as follows!

1. Base Material Properties. In Table 1, the
nain physical, chenical, metallurgical, ancl mechani-
cal- propert,ies are summarized for the three types of
matería1s. These properties have been obtained from
samples A and C in a solution heat-treated condition
with water cooling fron 1100oC, and in an as-rolleil
condition for the rail, steeL sanple B.

2. Propert.ies of the WeId Between A and C. For
the purposes of deternining the properties of this
weldr samples erere used t.hat had square cross sec-
tions with 22 nm per si¿le. These rr'ere flash-butt
welded and cooled with water.

Bend tests, as idenÈified by ASTM specification
A 128, were made using a load perpendicular to the
weld. In addition, inpact tests on Masnager K-Èype
specimens with a 2-nm U-notch on the fusion line as
well as tensile tests of round specirnens wlth welds
at the center of the gage length were used for the
evaluation. The results of the tests are given in I

Tab1e 2 and are frorn specimens in an as-welded con-
d itiôn.

With respect to the base ¡naterials, the tensí1e
test confirms that the weld does not diminish these
mechanical properties. In fact, the tensile test
fractures occurred in the C-type material at slightly
higher ultimate values than were obtained fron the
unwelded C material without affecting the weld it-
self. The inpact test values in the fusion zone were
lower than those of the two base materials (A and C)

la
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FIGURE 2 Italian railway frog.

FIGURE 3 Self-guarded frog in accordance Ìì¡ith AREA rules.
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TABLE I Base Material Properties at Room Temperature

4I

Mechanical Properties

Material

Chemical Yield Strength
Composition 10.2% offset, in
(%) Mpa (Ksi)l

Tensile
Strength Elongation
lMPa (Ksi)l (%)

Hardness
Bend (co) (BHN)

Impact
lJ lcm'

K
(ft lb)l

Type A (frog)

Type B (rail)

Type C (adapter)

c 1.20
Mn 13.00
si 0.40

c 0.45
Mn l 00
si 0.20

c 0.15
Mn 6.00
si 1.80
C¡ 23.00
Ni 13.00

360
(a) )\

540
(7 8.4)

295
(42.8)

730
( 1 05.8)

780
(1 1 3.0)

575
(8 3.3)

230
(136)

35
Qo.'r)

150
(88. s)

215180

19018050

Note: C = carbon, Mn = manganese, Si = silicon, C¡ = chromium, and Ni = nickel.

TABLE 2 Mechanical Properties at Room Temperature

Tensile Tesl

Yield Strength
lQ.2% offsel, in

Weld Type MPa (Ksi)ì

Tensile
Strength Elongation
lMPa (Ksi)l (%) Failure Location

Impact K
lUcm'(ft lb)l Bend (oo)

80

8038B-C

A-C 310
(44.9)

290
(42.1)

580
(84.0)

580
(84.0)

Failed in C material 80
(4.1.2)

Failed in C material 30
(17 '7)

connected togetheri however, the resul-ts wêre still
significantl-y higher than those of the base rail
material-. The bend testr hor.¿everr during which the
first cracks appeared at approxinately 80 degrees,
showed that the fracture presented totally ductile
features.

Rotating fatígue tests vrere also carried out in
accordance with (DIN) Specification 50I13. The re-
sul-ts indicated a fatigue 1i¡nit exceeding 220 N/rrtJJI.z.

All specimens had the weld at the center of their
gage length and broke in the C-type naterial at
distances greater than I0 mm from the fusion line,
thus indicating that the weld performed well when
subjected to fatigue.

The research vras conpleted with a microscopic
examination that showed a negligible anount of car-
bide precipitation at the grain boundaries and within
the grains of the austenitic manganese steel. An
increase in carbide precipitation occurred on the C

material side of the weld between the A and the C

materials (Figure 5). Thís latter precipitation is
the result of the significant difference betr.reen the
carbon contents of the two ¡nateria{s, and, as the
results of the tests clearly demonstrater does not
cause a reduction in the property values of the ereld.
On the contraryr a series of tests perfor¡ned on
specínens that were solution heat-treated after
welding showed a drop in the inpact propertÍes, vrith
average values of only 4 J/cmz r notwithstanding
the ¡nicroscopic studyr which shovred an absence of
the carbide precipitation line.

3. Properties of the weld Betvreen B and c. Simi-
1ar to the tests performed on the r,¡e1d joining mate-
rials A and C, a second series of tests was carried
out on specimens obtained by fl-ash-butt welding
rnaterial B ivith materÍa1 C and controllinq the post-
weld cooling by sending current impulses through the
joint. The results of these tests are suru[arized in
Table 2.

This weld also shows mechanical properties con-
parable to those of the materials r+e1ded: the bend
and impâct test values are influenced by the carbon
steel properties of the rail. During the course of
the bend test, the fracture of the B-c joint started
after approximately 80 degrees and involved only
material B, without affecting the fusion area.

The rotating bend fatigue tests confirmed the
results obtained on the weld linking materials A and
c. The microscopic study revealed an absence of
brittle structures on the carbon steel- rail 6ide of
the we1d.

4. weld between RaiI Speclnens with an outline
in Accordance with UIC60 and Materials A, B, and C.

rr,\i, qteel

ilcil qLeel

FIGURE 5 Micrography of A-C welding (75x).
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For the purposes of verifying the effectiveness of
the technology proposed in the present paper, studies
on the small sampJ-es were followed with tests on
welds connecting specimens of rail having an outline
conforming with UIC60.

Bend Tests

These bend tests were performed in accordance with
the provisions of the ltalian Railway Rules to verify
the quality of the flash-butt weld between the rails.
The values of the resulting deflection, measured over
a length of 1 m and obtained before cracks began to
appear on the fJ-ange, were (a) weld between A and C

¡naterials: > 60 ¡nm; and (b) weld between B and C

naterials! > 40 mm. (It nust be noted, however, that
the mini¡num ãeflection value required for the accep-
tance of flash-butt welds between rails is 25 mm.)

Plain Pulsatí Bendi Fati Tests

Two plain pulsating bendÍng fatigue tests were per-
for¡ned in accordance with the loading configuration
reproduced in Figure 6, using a load varying fron 30
to 300 kN to verify the nanner in which the proposed
procedure reacted to fatigue.
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The two joints presented a fracture initiation
after 1.5 x 105 and 2.5 x 106 cycles, respectivel-y;
in both cases, the fracture occurred at approximately
10 mm from the fusion line of the A-type material,
which simulated the frog cast in manganese steel.

ThÍs result, considering also the rotating bending
fatigue tests carried out on specimens and previously
describedr leads the authors to attribute the cause
of the fracture to defects already existing in the
rnanganese steel, and not. to weakness factors induced
by the weld itself. ThÍs wâs also confírmed by the
results of a fractometric and microscopic study done
on the fracture face. The propagation of the fracLure
occurred slowly, an indication of the toughness of
the joint structure.

Verificat,ion of the Size Effect

Samples were taken from the weld zone of actual rail
specimens for tensile, Ímpact, bending, and rotating
bending tests. The results of thèse tests confirmed
the data obtained from the tests described
previously.

Verification of the Vüork Hardening of Material C

As stated earlier, a prinary goal of the proposed
technology lies in the ability of the adapter to
harden on impact loading, or to undergo prework
hardening before installation when subjected to one
of the techniques usually adopted for austenitic
manganese steel. AIso, it Ís necessary for the
adapter to have a hardness intermediate between that
of the cross-frog and that of the rail.

TA.BLE 3 Surface Hardness A,fter Explosion

No Shot One Shot Two Shots Tfuee Shots
Material (BHN) (BHN) (BHN) (BHN)

352 388
245 265

315
22s

Type A
Type C

215
190

FIGURE 6 Fatigue test configuration.

FIGURE 7 Hardness trend after explosion hardening.
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Because data relative to parÈs already in service the rail without mechanical discontinuities, and
were not available' explosion hardening tests v¿ere that overcomes Iimitations arising from other similar
performed to verify the soundness of the preceding proposals. In addition, a series of successful re-
affirmations. The results obtained on the A- and sults has been presented from tests performed at
C-type steels are summarized in Table 3. Breda Fucine Meridionali on flash-but,t welds between

The extent to which the C material- of the adapter experimental samples and between specimens of actual
wiII harden varies frorn 190 BflN for the solutíon track materiaLs.
heat-treated rnat,erial to 265 BHN after three explo- The results obtained all-ow the authors to affirm
sions. As expected, it thus presents a hardness that that the proposed process is extremely reliable and
is inter¡nediate between the hardened cross-frog and has net all of the initial- objectives. Other mate-
that of the rail. rials, also patented in ltaly, are presently being

Figure 7 schematically shov¡s the hardness trend tested at the authorsr plant in Bari.
close to the two welds and along the adapter.

It must be noted that a special microscopic study
showed that the hardening of the adapter nust be REFERENCE

traced back not so ¡nuch to slidíng planes, as occurs
in austenitic nanganese steel, but to the fragnenta- f. irl. Bartoli. Welding Filler MetâI (Materiale
tion of large austenite grains into smaller and ¡nore dtapporto nella saldatura). II Gionale dellrof-
numerous ones. ficina, No. 3, Milan, Italy, March 1985.

coNcrusroNs

A new technology has been presented in this paper Publication of this paper sponsored by Colilnittee on
that permits the connection of the manganese frog to Railroad Track Structure System Design.
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Evolution of the Rail-Bound Manganese Frog

E. E. FRANK

ABSTRÀCT

During the 19th century, the rail-road frog was fabricated from standard carbon
steel rai1. During this period, there were nany designs for the rigíd frog fron
riveted plate frogs to the current ARIA standard rigid frog. In the late 1800s'
however, R.A. Hadfield of England developed "Hadfield Manganese Steel." The
unusual properties of this manganese stee1, as well as its toughness and aLríl-
ity to withstand severe inpacts, nade it most suítable for railroad service.
The first manganese steel castings were nade for street railway frogs. The
success of nanganese steel in the street railway castings led to its use in
steam railh'ay special work frogs, crossings, and swítches. By the fírst decade
of the 20th century, the rail-bound frog was introduced to the American rail-
roads. Since then, the rail-bound manganese frog has progressed through nany
design inprovernents. Currentlyr there are new designs being developed to neet
the needs of the heavy-haul railroad.

The rail-bound manganese frog evolved fro¡n the need fillers, and, in later yeârs, with rolled steeL
to greatly improve the life of the rail-built frog, fíl1ers).
which was the standard frog used during the f9th
century. During thÍs period, the rail-built frog was
nanufactured from Bessemer steel in a variety of de- IqANGANESE STEEL rN spEcrAL TRACKÍ{oRK
signs (i.e., riveted plate rigid frogs, cJ-arnp-type
rigíd frogs, bolted rigid frogs with cast iron During this era, Bessemer rail-built frogs instal.led

in severe locations would last on the average of 3

months.TheindustryrecognizedthattheBessener
Division, 200 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, I1I. rail-built frog was a high-rnaintenance' hígh-cost
60604. track component, and that a product having both
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longer life and inproved econo¡nícs was reguired. At
the present time, the rail-built frog is stíIl being
manufactured and installed in accordance rdith AREA
reco¡nmended practice in yards and industry tracks
where traffic is light.

rn the late 1800s R.A. Hadfield of SheffÍeld,
England, developed "Iladfield l,langanese Steel." The
unusual properties of this manganese steeLr tough-
ness, hardness, and ability to withstand severe in-
pacts, ¡nade it most. suitable for railroad service.

The Taylor lron and Steel Conpany of High Bridge,
New Jerseyr in cooperation with Hadfíeld secured
this nes, developÍìent for use in the United states.
Hadfield manganese steel was first. introduced in the
1890s for use in manufacturing car wheels.

It was not long, however, before it was realized
that manganese steel v¡as not suited for this appli-
cation. When nanganese wheels were used in railroad
service, the wheel- tread developed corrugations and
excessive flovJ was experienced during the work-hard-
ening period. Shortly thereafter, it was learned
that nanganese steelr which was a failure for steam
railroad car wheels, was a greât, success for special
trackwork over which the car wheels ran.

when the street railways supplanted the horse-
drawn cars with electrÍc cars, the heavier wheel
loads proved to be guite destructive to frogs and
crossings then in use. The necessity to inprove the
designs in the areas of greater wear i.l Èrackwork
components became evident. It vras apparent Ll¡at the
structures would have to be renewable, or durabler
or both.

The nanufacturers of special trackviork components
r,rorked on a sol-ution to this problen. The solution
seemed to be a reptaceâble manganese insert casting
knohrn at the ti¡ne as nHard Center Work.n Designs for
the application of a manganese insert. casting were
developed and a frog with a nanganese steel center
plate was nanufactured and installed on the Atlantic
Avenue Railroad in Brooklyn' New York, in 1894. The
design furnished is shown in Figure I. This design
util-ized lugs casÈ on the underside of the cast cen-
ter plate for locking Èhe insert in the frog boily.

ANGANESE STEE.L
CE.NTER PLATE

FIGURE I First manganese steel ineert
casting used in special trackÌvork-
installed in 1894.

That year several installations v¡ere nade on
electric railways using ¡nanganese steel- for various
trackwork conponents. The expectations for the
superiority of manganese steel for special trackwork
castings were nore than ful-fi1led by the result.s
received fron these test installations. shortly
thereafter, special trackwork conponents using
nanganese steel eJere developed for the electric
railways (e.9., frogs, tongue switches, and mates)
in both hard center designs and solid construction.
The typical hard center frog design used by the
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FIGURE 2 Typical manganese steel insert design frog used by
electric railways throughout the United States and Canada.

electric railways throughout the United States and
Canada during the 20th century is shown in Figure 2.

The fírst solid construction frog used by the
electric railways is shown in Figure 3, and was
furnished to the Delaware County Passenger Railway
Cornpany of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in 1895.

In 1899, the first tnanganese steel crossing was

VIANGANESÉ
CAST\I'1G

FIGURE 3 Firet solid manganese frog used in special
trackwork-installed in 1895,

designed for the Union Traction Cornpany of Phila-
delphia and is shog¡n in Figure 4. The crossing was
to be instal-Ied at a location where the electric
street railway crossed a steam railway. The solid
manganese steel rail of heavy box section vras to be
for the steam railway track and the Bessener rail
for the electric railway track.

During the same year, a solid nanganese frog as
shown in Figure 5 was designed for the Pennsylvania
Railroad to be installed in Philadelphia. This was
the first. solid rnanganese frog installed on a steam
railroad. The frog was installed in 1900 repLacing a
Bessemer rail-buiIt frog. The Bessemer rail-built
frog was lasting on an average of 3 months whereas
the solid manganese frog that replaceil it lasted L7
times as long. The solid rnanganese frog was renoved
from track once for regrinding to good surface. The
frog was then rêplaced ín track in the same loca-
tion, and was finally renoved after a total service
life equal- to the life of 25 Bessemer rail-built
frogs. The results of this test installationrs ser-
vice life did not change the misgivings of the stean
rail-road engineers. The stean railroad engineers
vJere concerned with the possible breakage of the
casting in high-speed locations. To overcome this
objection and the objection raised relative to the
necessarily short length of the soLid manganese
ftog, the rail-bound manganese frog wâs designed
(Figure 6). The first rail-bound nanganese frog was
installed in the Balti¡nore Terninal on the Pennsyl-
vania Rail-road in 1900. After 2 years of successful
service, the rail-bound manganese frog gained the
confidence of the stearn railroad engineers and its
use in high speed service was established. During

\
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FIGURE 4 First manganese steel crossing installed in track (stream railway
croæing electric railway)-installed in 1899,
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FIGURE 5 First solid manganese frog installed in steam railway
track-installed in 1900.

FIGURE 6 First rail-bound manganese steel frog-installed in
1900 on the Pennsylvania Railroad,

the period fron 1900 to 1910, the use of manganese
steel was extended to

. Solid manganese crossings,
' Rail-bound nanganese crossings,
. Solid manganese guard rails,
. Manganese steel-faced guard rail_s,
. Rail-bound nanganese spring frogs.
. Manganese steel-pointed split s¡ritches,
. Cast manganese steel rail, and
. Rolled manganese steel rail.

Ifith the use of manganese steel in special trackwork
having been firmly established and the economic
benefits obtained in severe service widely recog-
nized, the eastern railroacls began extensive use of
the unique ¡netat for special trackwork cotoponents.

The Europeâns vJere closely watching the results
being obtained in the United States and when manga-
nese steel was finally introduced in Europe for ap-
plication to special trackwork, it was apparently
receivecl with less skepticism than in the United
States.

DEVELOP¡{ENT OF THE RAII-BOUND MANGANESE FROG

After the successful service of the first, rail-bound
nanganese frog instalLation at the Baltimore Ter¡ninal

in 1900, the râilroad engineers gained confidence,
and. in L902, a rail-bound manganese frog was in-
stalled in high-speed service on the pennsylvania
Railroad. The success of this installation estab-
lished the use of rnanganese steel in special track-
work. The eastern raíl-roads recognized the econonic
benefits of nanganese steel in special. trackwork and
began extensive use of this unigue metal, corNnonly
referred to as I'the metal par excellence for the
purpose. 'l

During the succeeding years, there have been many
attempts to devel-op a metal superior to nanganese
steeli however, to date, none has been found. Fron
1900 to the 1920sr there were many designs for
special trackwork components developed and tested by
the stean railroads, resuJ.ting ín irnproved designs
and service life to rneet the demands of the ever-in-
creasing wheel l-oads and hígher speeds.

The first rail-bound manganese frog design shown
in Figure 6 was introduced with modifications by the
Pennsylvania Railroad in the 1940s. This design vras
successful but as the wheel loads increased, the
short heel length created wear problerns resulting in
the heel joint becoming loose, thus increasing the
need for naintenance. A new design rail-bound manga-
nese frog was introduced by the Ra¡napo lron Works ín
1905, as shown in Fígure 7. There were two basic
variations to thÍs design. one as shown in Figure Z
with extended fillers and the other design without
extended fillers.

MANGANESE
\- CAS'f\NG

- RA\L

FIGURE 7 Typical rail-bound manganeee frog introduced in
1905 and used extensively by eteam railroads.

The frog design in Figure 7 nas used extensívely
in the new crand Cent,ral Termina1, whÍch was being
constructed fro¡n 1906 to 19II. Other eastern rail-
roads made extensive use of this newLy ilesigned
râil-bound nanganese frog. A mo¿lification of the
design shown in Figure 7 is sti1l in use toilay and
is shown in FÍgure 8. (Note: the frog shown in Fígure
I has manganese wíngs that. were introduced about

MANGANLSE.
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MANGA,NESË
/.- CAST\NG

FIGURE B Frog design currently in use based on the design in
Figure 7.

19t5.) As the wheel load increased, the false flange
(in wheel terms hollovr tread) deveJ-oped, causing
crushing and vrear on the receiving guard line or gage

Iine in the area where the false flange traverses the
f langeway.

To overcome this probfen, in 1915 nanganese wings
were added to the basic design to provide a wearing
surface in this area. The manganese provicled a sur-
face that work hardened, thus reducing wear and
naintenance. This ¡nodified design as shown in Figure
t has the manganese wings fitted to a milled recess
in the wing raí1. To inprove the heel--rail connec-
tion, a heef extension was added to provide a means
of attaching the heel rails to the rnanganese insert
casting. The manganese recess at the toe enil provided
a continuous line on the gage liner which !{as desir-
able, but as v¡ear occurred, the manganese flowed re-
sulting in chipping and, in some instances, breakage
of the manganese guard. During this same periodt
integrally cast nanganese wear surfaces were added
to the rail-bound ¡nanganese center frog casting at
the bend in the guard rail as shown in Figure 10.
This wear strip nas discontinued in the second decade
of the century as neir designs becane avaílabIe. By
the mid-1920s, the rail-bound manganese frog design
shown in Figure 1I vras developed ancl beca¡ne the AREA

FIGURE 9 Improved frog design introduced in 1915.

FIGURE l0 Application of integrally cast
manganese wear surfaces to special trackwork
components.

FIGURE ll AREA rail-bound manganete frog design introduced
in the 1920e.
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standard rail-bound manganese frog referred to as
the AREA 600 design.

This design was in universal use until 1946 when
the current AREA 62l-design rail-bound manganese
frog shown in Figure 12 was introduced. As the wheel
Loads increasedr it became evident that a heavier
frog was required. The ¡nain deficiency in the 600-
desígn rail-bound ¡nanganese frog was the weak section
where the heel extensíon connected to the body of
Èhe frog' resulting in breakage at this location'
The new AREA 621-design frog had heavier walIs and
the section where the heel extension connects to the
body of the frog was inproved; in addition, the notch
in the wing rail was eliminated. To (a) inProve the
621-design rail-bound frog and (b) reduce mainte-
nancer the depressed heel shown in Figure 13 was
adopted in 1971. The depressed heel permits the wheel

MAÑGANESE

- cAS\\NG

FIGURE 12 AREA rail-bound manganese frog design introduced
in1947.

SECTìON A-A
FIGURE l3 Depressed heel for ARE.A,616- and 621'desþ
rail-bound manganese frogs introduced in 1971'

Ioad to be carried by the wheel tread on the heel
rail and ¡nanganese insert, gradually transferring
the v¡hee1 load fro¡n the wheeL tread to the false
flange vrhen the faLse flange engages the ranp that
is located inside the body of the câsting where there
is a stronger section. The nor¡na1 plastic flow and

resulting chipping experienced by the original ARSA

62l-ilesign rail-bound nânganese frog required grind-
ing Ín the heel extension area to control the netal
flow and eli¡nínate chipping. The depressed heel has
since been adopted as a standard by the AREA for the
62I-design (heãvy-wa1l) and the 616-design (mediun-
wall) rail-bound manganese frogs.

During this same period, the integral base-design
frog was introduced using the sane design crÍteriâ
aÊ the AREA 600- and 62l-design rail-bound nânganese
frogs except with the sections âs shogrn ln Figure
14. Thi6 frog design has been used with success in
heavy-haul locations.

During the last decade, the number of heavy-haul
lines and unit trains consisting of 100-ton carE has
greatly increased. This increase ln high-tonnage
cars has developed the need for an finproved raÍI-
bound manganese frog.

MA.NGA,NËSE
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FIGURE 14 Sections for integral base desig-n frogs.

FIGURE l5 Improved r¿il-bound manganese frog designed for
heary-haul railroads introduced in 1980.

In 1980, a new design rail-bound manganese frog
was introduced to neet these de¡nands. This new design
raiL-bound nanganese frog is shown in Figure 15 and
typical sections are shown in Figure 14.

To overcome the failure of the heel extensíon on
the current rail-bound nanganese frogs, the new de-
sign has the joints where the heel râils connect to
the rnanganese cast,ing staggered rather than opposite
as the existing design requires. The staggered joints
províde improved sections in the heel area that are
stronger than the existing design. In addition, the
casting section is improved.

MANGANESE IN EUROPE

After the use of manganese steel for special track-
work was firnly established in the United St.ates' it
vras íntroduced in Europe with great success. The re-
sults obtained in the United states with nanganese
steel in the application of special trackwork had
been closely monitored by the Europeans. The Euro-
peans began using solid manganese frogs and crossings
and experienced the same results as the U.S. râil-
roads--Ionger life anil econo¡nic returns.

It v¡as reported that one installat.ion on the cen-
t,ra1 London Line at the British Museum Station was
in use l-4 to 15 years handling approximateLy 700
million gross tons (MGT) of traffic whereas.the rail--
buiLt crossings previously had a life of 6 to I
weeks.

The Europeans sti1l use solid manganesè construc-
t,ion and, to date, have not used rail-bound manganese
construction. A typical frog currently in use in
Europe is shown in Figure 16.

CURRTNT NEW FROG DEVELOPMENTS

The preponderance of Lo0-ton cars and unit trains in
the Iast decâde has developed the need for frogs
that will withstand the inpacts delivered as the
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wheels cross over the flangeway from the point to
the guard (or wing) surface or conversely from the
guard to the point. CurrentLy, frogs have the
receiving guard line or gage line crushed by the
false flange, which requires maintenance.

To improve the dynanics of the turnout, the
welded,/epoxy-bonded turnout was designed and tested
ín !972 on the Penn Central Railroad. The tests
proved successful, and, with the eIi¡nination of
bolted joints, switch heel joints, and short frog
arms, the dynamics of the turnout were greatly im-
proved. The long switch-point rail and long frog
arms permitted the natural track wave to propagate
through the switch and frog providing a srnoother
ride. The welded turnout also included long guard
rails with the guard raÍl flare opposite the frog
flare. This greatly reduced the lateral ¡novement of
the frog, which reduced stresses in the casting and
frog bolts.

In 1984, a spring frog for welded or epoxy-bonded
turnouts was introduced and tested on Amtrak in the
Northeast Corridor. The tests have been successful
ín providíng a continuous surface for the wheel tread
to traverse. The long frog arns dampen the vertical
movement of the spring wing and provide additional
force biasing the spring force. It is to be noted
that a spring frog should only be used in a location
where 80 percent or more of the traffic is on the
main line and 20 percent or less is for the turnout
run. Further improvements are being sought and a new
generation of frogs is being developed, specifically,
movable wing and point frogs. These designs provide
a continuous surface for the wheel tread to trâverse
thus eli¡ninating the inpact del-ivered by the wheel
crossing a flangeway. These frogs are still in the
testing stage and results are to be evaluated. The
main drawback, however, is economic because an extra
machine is required for the frog and more circuitry
is necessary to have the switch and frog thrown in
correspondence.

CONCLUSION

Today, manganese st,eeI in special trackwork is ex-
tensively used throughout the world and stil-l rernains
"the ¡neta1 par excellence for the purpose" and, since
its introduction, nothing has been found superior to
ir.

GLOSSARY

Crossing (t,rack)--A structure used where one track
crosses another at grade, and consisting of four
connected frogs.

Electric Railway (track)--A t.rack whereon ís to
be operated rolling stock, the wheel-s of which have
srnaller flanges or narrower treads (or both) than
those of AAR standard wheels, the motive power being
immaterial (according to AREA Portfolio of Trackwork
Plans) .

Frog--A track structure useal at the intersection
of two running rails to provide support for wheels
and passager,rays for their flanges, thus permitting
wheels on either rail to cross the other.

Joint, Rail (manganese)--A fastening designed to
unite the abutting ends of a manganese casting and
rail.

Special Trackwork--411 raiJ-s, track structure,
and fittings, other than plain unguarded track that
is neither curved nor fabricaËed before laying.

Bol-ted Rigid Frog--A frog buiS-t essentialJ-y of
rolled rails rvith fillers between the raiIs, and
held together with bolts.

Rail-bound Manganese Steel Frog--A frog consisting

MAN€ANESE
CAST\NG

MANGANESE

FIGURE 16 Typical European Monobloc frog.
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essentially of manganese steel body casting fitted Toe End of Frog--That end of a frog that is nearer
into and between rolled raiLs and held together with the switch; or, the end that has both gage lines
bo1ts.

SoIid Manganese Steel Frog--A frog consisting
essentially of a single nanganese steel casting.

HeeI End of Frog--That ênd of a frog that is the
farthest frorn the switcht or, the end that has both

between the wing rails or other running surfaces.

point rails or other running surfaces between the Publication of this paper sponsored by Committee on
gage lines. Railroad Track Structure System Design.

Development Work on Switches and

Crossings by British Rail
C. LOCKWOOD and P. J. THORNTON

ABSTRACT

To meet Èhe increased de¡nands ímposed on switch and crossing instaJ-lations by
higher train speeds and higher axle loads, British Rail has a continuing pro-
gran of development work. This programrs purposes are to (a) provide junctions
for higher speeds and (b) reduce track rnaintenance costs by improving track
layout geometry and component design as well as materials and the support
structure. Recent work in these areas includes design of high-speed junctions
suitable for speeds up to 125 nph (200 k¡n/hr), and studies of the paths of
wheels through junctions, with particular emphasis on entry into switches. Com-
puter simulations have been developed to predict wheel,/raiL forces. Measure-
ments of actual forces by means of load-measuring r¿heelsets have confirrned
predictions. Theoretical vertical wheel trajectories through a variety of
crossings have been considered in detail, leading to proposals for changes in
loca1 railhead geometry to reduce impact forces. (Large vertical impact forces
measured at crossings are illustrated.) Inproved steels have been developed for
use in crossings that can be v¡elded into track, thereby eliminating troubLesome
bolted joints. Better support for srritch and crossing h'ork (in the form of pre-
stressed concrete bearers) is being evaluated.

The railways in Britain link conurbations that, in JUNCTIONS FOR HIGHER SPEEDS
many cases, are Less than 40 kn apart so railways
have to compete with the motorway netr.rork with its
speed lirnits of 113 kn/hr. Some of the longer jour- Historically, the geometry of switches has been de-
neys are up to 650 kn fron end to end and havL to signed on the basis of a rnaximum-a1lowable cant
conpete for business travel with internal air deficiency at the switch tip. This was based on the
routes. With these types of conpetition, it is im- amount of disconfort tolerable to passengers as
portant that the speed of passenger trains should assessed fron running tríal-s. The effective radius
not be unduly restricted at junctions, in order to at the switch tip on a diverging route is calculated
maintain the highest average speed possible between from the versine on a 12.2-¡n chord centered at the
station stops. switch tip (1). The short-lived cant deficiency on

that radius of curve nust not exceed 125 mn (5 in.),
and the sustained cant deficiency on the turnout
curve is linited to 90 mm (3.5 in.).

These rul-es are sti1l applied in British Rail
C. Iockwood, British Rai.Iways Board, Civil Engineer- (1). As speed requirements increased' switchblade
ing Department, Departure Side Offices, paddington geornetry was gradually refined, and straight planing
Station, London W2 IFT, England. P.J. Thornton, gave way in the 1950s to curved planing, which pro-
British Railways Board, Research Divisíon, Railway vides a narrower entry angle and inproved travel
Technical Centre, London Road, Derby DE2 8Up, from pJ-aned rail to full-sr.ritch rail (Figurê 1).
Eng1and. This vras further irnproved in the l-ate 1960s by making
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Svitch Btode

q) P¡e-1950's,
Stroight Ptoning

Swiich Blade

b) 1950's,
Iurved Ptoninq

È

L} Switch Btode

FIGURE I Development of British Rail switch design.

the swítch curve tangential to the plain rail ahead
of the switches, but with the svritchblade planing at
a slightly larger radius stilL intersecting the
straight to ¡naintain a sufficiently robust tip
(Figure I). The range of standârd turnouts was ra-
tional-ized t.o be in accordance with operating re-
quirements. A further developnent at this stage i,ras
to make aIl rails of svritch and crossing layouts
vertical instead of inclined at I in 20 as nost ¡.rere
hitherto. This led to a considerable reduction in
the number of different baseplates required for this
so-called "verticaln design.

AIl switch rails are flexible and have a fixed
heel. Turnouts that incorporâte such switches and
that are suitable for speeds up to 70 mph (I13 kn/hr)
are widely used (Figure 1 and Table l). Crossovers
incorporating these turnouts are subject to reduced
speed liníts, because of the rules for the rate of
change of cant deficíency (maximun 80 nm,/sec or 3.25
in./sec), to ensure passenger confort (f). . Use of
spiral-transition turnout curves with flatter cross-
ing angJ-es and a portion of straight track between

49

the tvro crossings enables the speed potential of the
switches t,o be realized in crossover situations.

In response to a recent operating requirement of
125 mph (200 klr./h.r, as the running speed on the East
Coast Main Line of British RaiJ-, switches suitable
for this speed when laid "spIit" synmetricatly [or
for speeds of 90 mph (145 kmrzhr) out of straightl
r,rere designed and put into service in 1983 (Figure
2) (2,p.I49).

A REAPPRAISAL OF SI/{ITCH DESIGN

Requirements for higher speed through junctions have
prornpted British Rail- to closely examine the vray
vehicles are affected by their passage through
switches and crossings, aided by the greater knorr'I-
edge of vehicle behavior that now exists. Large
lateral wheel/raiI forces are known to occur and
theoretical- assessment of switch designs by conputer
nodeling is an important part of the current work,
ained at reducing those forces.

The Tangential Switch

This switch configuration has been proposed in the
Iight of current knowledge of wheelset curving be-
havior with the aim of reducíng the angLe of attack
of the wheel on the switchblade and, hence, the im-
pact forces, i,rhile still adhering to the cant de-
ficiency criteria.

On Brítish Rai1, there commonly is a 6-mm noninal
clearance betr.¡een the wheel flange and the rail on
straight track. A wheelset running centrally ap-
proaches a set of switches in a straight line until
one vrheel flange contacts the diverging switch rail
where this is approximately 6 ¡nm thick, when all the
flangeway clearance is used up. In the current,
curved, planed switches, this contact is made at an
angle of attack slightly larger than the planing
angle at the tip of the switch (Figure 3).

To inprove the situation, the switch (and turn-
out) curve v¡ould ideally continue forward to its
tangent with the stock rail, but the resultant, ex-
trenely thin switch tip woutd be unsatisfactory.
However, if the wheel does not, normally contact the
sr.¡itch rail untit the latter is 6-mm thick, then the
switch rail in front of that point can be made
straight, thus giving a finite angle at the tip of
the svritch and still providing the desired reduction
in angle of attack. If a vrheel is hugging the stock
rail on the cl-osed turqout switch side, the irnpact
angle will be the same as for the 6-nn position. as
will be the exit angle for the reverse direction of
travel. The length of straight provided is short and
will barely affect the running of a vehicle onto or
off the switch curve. (Note: This design approach is
shown in FÍgure 4 ând is known as the tangential
sh'itch. )
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TABLE I Current Range of Switch Types

Switch and
Planing Planing Turnout Natural Maximum Speed

Switch Length Radius Radius Angle Speed Restriction
Type (m) (m) (m) (tmeasure) ([m/hr) (mph)

BV
CV
DV
EV
FV
SGV
GV
HV

2900 197
3 500 231
4250 287
5 200 367
7 000 740
8 550 t137

t0 150 1399
I 1 600 1826
16 500 3188

730
83s
9.250 45
10.750 50
15 70
18.500 85
21 100
24 lls
32.365 150

141
184
246
332
645
981

1264
I 650
300 1

15
20
25
30
40
50
60
70
90
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FIGURE 4 Design of tangential switch,

Lateral- Forces

Although the calculation of cant deficiency at switch
tips wilt give a reasonabLe indication of the lurch
that nrilL be experienced by a passenger, the study
of the track forces applied by the wheels of vehicles
gives a much more scientific approach to the assess-
ment of likeIy e¡ear and tear on the conponents. The
Research Division of British RaiL has studied the
forces generated by a wheelset negotlating track
a1ígnment irregularities. The lateral force at the
impact position on switches can be Likened to that
generated at such an irregularity. The levels of the
forces experienced by conventionally designed
switches have been preilícted by a conPuter model and
these have proved to be close to those recorded on
track by load-neasuring wheels fitted to a locomotive
and to a freight vehicle (Figure 5). This information
has been useil to investigate the lateral impact force
generated by the wheelset striking a divergíng switch
rail. Shown in Figure 6 are comparisons of predicted
inpact forces' which indicate that significant iÍt-
provements can be made by adopting a tangential de-
sign, especially for facing-dírection traffic. The
horizontal forces would be the same in the faclng
and trailing directions for this design.

when conpared with the current design of switches,
the new tangential design can be expected to give a
reduction of about 55 percent in the dynamic horí-
zontaL forces on a switch with a locomotive travelíng
through the turnout in a facing direction. In the
trailing direction, the forces could be reduced by
about 25 percent. The Ínprovenents would be achieved
at the expense of an increase in planíng length of
about I2.5 percent.

Measurenents of wear andl monitoríng of the integ-

FIGURE 2 High speed junction for 125 mph (200 k-/h.).

FIGURE 3 Switch tip angle and impact angle compared.

Sw¡tch t¡p ongle = lmpoct ongle

g kN

* -Bo

x = Dynomic effe(ts. Y = Cqnt def¡(iency force
z = 6quge spreoding force
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o) Plon ot
Turn ouì

b) Prediciion.
L.H. leoding vheet

a) Heosuîed tolÍe,
R.H. teod¡ng wheel

Origin of Swilch &
Turnout curve
tongentiol with

100.
- t . c) Meosured force,
: kN I I /ì ^ LH leoding vheelt [julþ*-""^-

:g kNl dlPredirtion.
3 I R.H. leodinq vheel* -801

NOTE - Vehicte in qlt coses ¡s o d¡esel treight locornotive

FIGURE 5 Comparison of predicted and mea¡ured lateral
forces in a turnout.

rity of components will show h'hether the increased
cost of the tangential swítch is outwelghed by the
increase in life expected as a result of the lov¡er
force levels.

VERTICAI. T{HEEL TRÀJECTORIES THROUGH CROSSINGS

The discontinuity of the running surface at a cross-
ing has allrays presented a challenge to the Permanent
way Engineer. Under traffic' large vertical lmpact
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forces can occur that can cause severe deformation
and, perhaps, danage to the railhead, and can so¡ne-
times lead to fatigue failure. Rail fastenings and
timbers are aflgqled and accompanying deterioration
of the track support, hastens these processes. At
higher speeds, the vertical trajectory of a coned
wheel passing over a crossíng is an important factor
governing the magnitudes of the wheel/rail forces
generated, which are similar in general. shape to the
irregularities presented by dipped joints or welds
and by wheelflats (3), and a knowledge of this
geometry is essential to the crossing designer. The
problem of how to provide the bèst possible support
for t,he wheel is cornpounded by the wide range of
tire profiles likeJ-y to traverse the track--fro¡n a
variety of brand new ones to those that are due for
reprofiling--each one producing its own resultant
wheel trajectory. Wear of the rails further conplí-
cates the issue.

The customary means of assessing the wheelrs ver-
tical path has been by the laborious drawing of wheel
and rail profiles larger than full size and super-
irnposing them on one another, for close spacings
along the track. The wheelrs height relative to a
datum could then be scal-ed and plotted. This is a
sloh¡ process and is probably a prime reason why the
wheel/rai1 interaction at crossings has not been
given as much attention as the rnaterials frorn which
the crossings are made.

Hovrever, the advent of powerful conputerized
drawing facil-ities has brought the possibility of
carrying out such work rnuch more quickly and ac-
curately and has encouraged detailed assessment of
trajectories. British Railrs Research Division has
carried out sone prelirninary analysis work on exist-
ing crossing designs and will extend this to a con-
sideration of modified designs. The effects of dif-
ferent tire profiles, new and worn, in dífferent
lateral positions can quickly be analyzed, once the
basic crossing and tire data are filed. Such an
assessment offers a quick ¡neans of comparing the
1ike1y results of ¡nodifications without the expense
of service trials, and also of identifying undesir-
able features no! otherwise apparent.

The working process is the same as for the manuaL
nethod but the infor¡nation provided is much ¡nore
accurate than hitherto and professional-standard
drawings are readily available. Having examíned an
existing crossing, the engineer can quickly test
design changes and assess their benefits.

Theoretical Trajector ies

The combination of tíre coning and railhead geometry
(the latter both vertical and horizontal) through
the heart of a crossing leads to an irregular wheel
path in the vertical plane, often of an undesirable
shape and magnitude.

The wheel has, in effect, a series of ramps to

30 10 50 60 70 80 90 mph

impact forces on switches (laterally unsprung mass

negotiate and nay even rneet sna1l steps. The results
of a computer-aided analysis of a new, coned tire
profile, type P.I (Figure 7), traveling through a 1
in 9.25 angle cornnon crossing fabricated fro¡n rolled
rail are shown in Figure 8. This tire profile, which
has a I in 20 tread coning, has been widely used by
British Rail for many years, although other types of
profile are becoming more numerous. This is shown
superimposed on the nose area of the crossing in
Figure 7. The t.hree tire positions (4, B, and c)
correspond to those of a centralized wheelset (B)

3 LATERAL POSIIIONS

FIGURE 7 New P.l tire at nose of rolled rail crossing.
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FIGURE B Vertical wheel trajectories for new P.l tire/rolled rails.
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and vrheelsets near their two lateral extremes (A and
C). The plan view in Fígure I shows the running sur-
faces in the throat and nose areas of the crossingt
irreLevant detail being onitted. The derived wheel,/
rail contact line for tire B is narked.

The path plotted in Figure I shows clearly that
as the left-hand wing rail departs fron the running
direction along I-2, a right-traveling (i.e., facing
direction) wheel descends by sorne 3 mm until contact
transfers to the vee at 3, behind the nose. The
sloping shape here (Figure 8) presents an uPward
ranp to the wheelr 3-4, to a heíght of I mrn above
the general railhead level, from where the descent
is made to the latter Ievel at 5. A wheel traveling
fron right to left will follo¡.¡ the sane path in
reverse.

This case, although easy to visualize and capable
of analysis by calculation, has been described in
so¡ne detail as an introduction to more conplex cases
where the tire tread is worn and needs to be drawn
accurately.

The ramped shape, I-2r 3-4, is well known. but
the rise above the railhead level to 4' ilue to the
machined railhead shape Iocally' is not so obvious
until analyzed in the nanner described. The paths of
a centralized wheelset and wheelsets near their two
lateral extre¡nes are al-¡nost ident.icaL (Figure 8).

Transportation Research Record 1071

This will usually be the case for a new P.L tire but
wifl not be so for a worn exanple or for any other
tire clesign r.rhose prof i1e is curved from new.

Figure 9 shows Èhat a moderately worn tire wili-
have a different path fron a nev¿ one, running with
the outer part of its tread on the ering rail and
giving a Less severe ramp angle at the bottom of its
deviation from a level path. The path of a heavily
worn P.1 tire is shovrn in Figure 10 and again is
seen to be so¡newhat less severe than that of a brand
nevr tire except at 1, where the abrupt step is worse
for wheels trãveling right to left (i.e., traiLing
direction).

The preceding discussion concerns a crossing that
has rolled rails. The use of castings gives the de-
signer rnore freedom in choice of running surface
shape to improve the wheelrs path. one such shaPe
widely used by British Râil is shovrn in Figure 11.
It has a 1-in-20 cross slope to match the P.l tire.
and the resultant wheel trajectories are shown in
Figure !2 î.or new and Figure 13 for worn tires.
CIearIy, there is an irnprovenent for these two over
the rolled rail crossing; however, the heaviJ,y worn
tire's path (Figure 14) does not comPâre so we1I,
particularly in respect of transfer of contact fron
vee to wing at 1 in the trailing direction of travel.
A slight ¡nodification to the outer part of the wing

Lrne of Contoct
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FIGURE 9 Vertical wheel trajectories for worn P.l tire/rolled rails.
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FIGURE l0 Vertical wheel trajectories for heavily worn P.l tire/rolled rails.
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rail surface could ease this, although it is ¿liffi_cult to satisfy the requirements for the smooth pas_
sage of alL the possible tire shapes.

The irregular wheel paths dlscussed previously
have been derived using as-designed railhead shapes,with no attempt made to relate them to real condi_tions in track. l{ear of the running surfaces wÍ11lead to modification of the paths.

Battering of the raÍls will quickly smooth outsmall irregularities, which nay not therefore beirnportant. Larger, abrupt changes cannot be ígnored,but may be amenable to redesign in the light oftheoretical anaJ.ysis. cenerally, the wheels will actto smooth out the path and the use of designed railshapes in analysis will tend to be pessimistic.
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FORCES

As already noted, the wheel_ trajectories resenblethose result,ing from plain rail jolnt irregularitiesalthough the rarnp angles to be negotiated in cross_ings can be ¡nore severe. Dynamic ,õd.1" used to pre_dict wheeJ./rail_ forces for ramp irregularities inplain rails are wel1 developed an¿ have been vali_dated experimentally. Extension of this lvork tocrossings would be of great value to the designer.
The following table gives values of theoretical

rarnp angle for ã new p.L tire traversing a varietyof crossings, cornpared with a severely aipp"A pt"inrail joint.

1
¿

3
4
5

Description
Severely dipped plain rail joint
Part-welded conmon crossing
AMS cast crossing
Switch diânond crossing
Fixed obtuse crossing

Trajectory
(millirads )

20
18
13.5
19
16

Other tire/crossing combinations can give much largerangles, perhaps as much as double ttlose guoted. Theforces generated i{ill depend on this g"o*Jtry and onthe effective mass and stiffness of the track struc_ture and of the vehicl.es and can thus vary consider_ably in practice.FIGURE ll New P.l tire at neck of cast crossing.
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track. At Presentr there is no econonically attrac-
tive aLternative to troublesome bolteil joínts. To
avoiCl lhe problem, a bainitic alloy steel has been
deveLoped as an alternative to AMs, which not only
has excellent casting and mechanical ProPerties' but
is readily weldable to pearlitic steels. collabora-
tive work with Eclgar Allen Engineering ttil. had led
to trials of cast center crossings (Figure 17) and
performance so far is encouraging.

CONCRETE BEARERS FOR SVÍITCHES AND CROSSINGS

The support for British Railrs switches and cross-
ings has received much less ínvestigative attention
than that for plain track. High-speecl main routes
are now largely equipped with plain rails on pre-
stressed concrete sleepers employing spring rail
fastening clips and rail pads, but owing to the
variety of rail-fastening positions ín switch and

crossing layouts, timber bearers have continued to
be usedl for these wíth gray cast-iron basepLates and

spring raiL fastening cliPs.
softwood bearers were used for nany years, but

their service Life was insufficient and ,Jarrah hard-
wood has been used in recent years. I{hen the rails
of older types of switch ancl crossing assemblies
needed replacenent' there was often little life left
ín the softwood' but inproved designs of steetnork
erere found to outlast the bearers. Hardwoodl has
helped to restore the balance but the need to irn-

PLAN Line of Contoct
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FIGURE 14 Vertical wheel trajectories for heavily worn P.l tire/cast crossing.
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Figure 15 shows exanples of forces recorded at
crossings, with plain rail joint responses for coÍl-
parison. The forces are J.arge and \dheel trajectory
analysis should play an important part in reducing
thernr thus prolonging crossing Iife and reducing
¡naintenance costs.

IMPROVED MATERIAI,S FOR CROSSINGS

Britísh RaiI has evafuated new materÍaLs for cross-
ings, seeking higher strength steels and harder
welding consu¡nables for the part-welded type of
crossing, and an al.loy steel for cast crossingst
which combines good casting properties with good

weldability and ¡nechanical propertíes. Inproved
naterials for use in part-welded crossings of the
type shown in Figure 16 have been developed by
British Rail in collaboration with T.w. ward Ltd'
(railway engineers).

Conmercially availabLe grades of rail steel an¿l

welding consumabLes have been subjected to labora-
tory assessment and selected combinations used in
service trials. That using 90 kg/mm'zulti¡nate ten-
sile strength (UTS) pearlitic steel rail with 433

welding wíre has beên adopted as standaril. This com-
bination gives a high resistance to deformation' can
be welded into track' and can be weld-repaired in
s itu.

A considerable drawback to austenitic manganese

steel (At{S) Ís the difficulty of welding it into
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FIGURE l7 Bainitic cast center crossing with welded-on legs.

in, then concrete bearers could be conpet,itive incost with hardwood.
The position and angle for each housihg were cal_culated by computer and the housings cast in duringmanufacturer of the bearers. oespitè the 1arge numbeiof individual nold plates required, this method isnow established and a range of standard turnouts andcrossovers is available. Repl_acement bearers, ifrequired, can.be supptied guickty. Bearers up to 6 nlong for plain rails and- crosãings wiln standardconcrete sleeper-type clip housings, rail pads, andinsulators have proved reLiable (Figure 1g).
Following the developnent work, carried out incollaboration ¡vith Dow-Mac Concrete Ltd. and Costain

Concrete Ltd., sone 30 turnouts and crossovers witha variety of switch and crossing combinations havebeen installed to date, with raifclip housings castdirectly into the concrete. A further refinernent hasbeen the casting in of the plastic plugs for theslide basepJ.ate screws (Figure 19).
Early problens nith splitting of a few shallowbearers under switches were overcome by providing

adequate drainage of the plastic plug to obviatef.reezing of entrapped water, and by rådesigning ofthe screw and plug assenbly to makÀ sure that hightensile stresses vrere not generated in the concreteon insertion of the screÍrs.
As with any railway track, it is considered es_sent,ial- to provide an adequate depth of clean, 1evel,

and vrell-conpacted ballast for the satisfactory per_
formance of concrete bearers. The layouts instailedso far, in lines with speeds up to 90 nph, have be_haved vrell. Geometry has been maintainãd well and
reduced maíntenance attention has been required con_pared vrith tinbered layouts.

CONCLUSIONS

1. British Railrs track engineers have respondedto demands for shorter journey tines by designingand installing junctions for progressiiely higheispeeds. A recent one on a major route diversion al_lows for a J.25-mph (200-km/hr) running speed, andhas proved satisfactory in service.

f
3J

FIGURE 16 Part-welded crossing in BS.ll grade steel
(90 kg/mm2 ).

prove the retention of track geometry, and reducemaintenance costs and reliance on imtorteO timber,has resulted in the devel-opment of prèstressed con_crete bearers. This is seen as a logical ¡nove tofolIoe,¡ plain track practice, and con-crete bearersare expected to last at least Èwice as long as thesteelwork and result Ín ¡nore economic renewal cycles.
_ A few trial layouts had been laid as early as1967 (one turnout) anð 1972-:-973 (six turnouts), in¡ninor lines. They took advantage of the then new¡rverticalr,switch and crossing designs. which re_quired baseplates only for tnã switã¡ slides. Theconcrete bearers were laid out as timber ones woul-dbe, with the steelwork laid on top as ã template,enabling holes for the ¡natleabLe -iron spring cfiphousings (Figure 1g) to be dril-led ín the concrete.A resin adhesive was used to glue in the housings.Stud bolts were resin-bonded into the concrete forholding down fabricated steel slide baseplates.

The service performance of these layouts encour_aged installation of three further on." in 19g1,incorporating irnprovements. Earlier problens withbowing of the longer bearers due to ìr,urrun dryingshrinkage Leading to track cross_Ievel errors were
overcome by casting then on their sides so that anybowÍng took place in plan. Standard gray cast_ironswitch slide baseplates were adoptedr- ui.r¿ th. th.bearers here are correspondingfy snafiower to main_tain uniforn construction depth. In these three in_stallations, the holes for spring clip housings werepercussion driIled, either as described previouslyor using jigs for Location. The latter proved to bethe more expensive. À1so, cost studies showed thatif the labor costs associated with the fixing ofrail clip housings could be reduced by casting them

icd,ffl
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FIGURE 1B Deep concrete bearer with spring clips.
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FIGURE 19 Shallow depth bearer with slide baseplates.

2. Conputer ¡nodels of wheel,/raiI interaction at
srfitches have been val-idated by site running tests
and used to examine design proposals. Significant
reductions of lateral inpact forces are considered
possibfe with attendant economies in maintenance and
conponent renewal costs. Crossing forcesr toor have
been measured by instrumented wheelsetsr and computer
models of wheel,/rail interaction are being developed.

3. careful choice of crossing geornetry could
¡nake a significant reduction in forces causing bat-
ter. Conputer-aided drawing facilities have enabled
modified railhead shapes to be assessed and it has
been shown that vertícal ramP angles to be negotiated
by wheels at, crossings can be nore severe than those
at plain rail joints.

4. work on irnproved rnaterials has leal to the
adoption of a higher strength steet for part-welded
crossings and evaluation of a weldable aIloy steel
for castings is well advanced. Substantial economíes
are anticipated frorn using these ¡naterials.

5. Increasingly, svritches and crossings are beíng
supported on concrete bearers and maintenance periods
have been extended.

acknowledge the heIP and advice of colleagues in its
preparation.
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ABSTRACT

A nodern track has to cope with modern rolring stock and increasing road and
speed and has to be cost-effective. This is why the French national railroads
have deveJ.oped continuous welded raÍls on their rnain lines. As a resurt, new
techniques are being developed to weld or glue switches and crossings into con-
tinuous r.rerded rail track. Also, it is essential to increase the resistance of
the material to make it more cost effect,ive (longer lifetirne, less maintenance).
The results of this effort to irnprove cost effectiveness and cope with increâs-
ing loads and speeds are tangent, constant, or continuously varying radius
geometryr flexible, thick-web, solid switch points (high or Low web)r solid
cast nanganese steel frogs (glued or welded); novable point frogs; and concrete
and very hard wood ties.
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Basic French Technology for crossings, Switches, and

Special Trackwork
GERARD E. CERVI

Turnouts and special trackwork provide the various
route arrangenents needed by railroad traffic. The
speed requested on the diverted track and the com-
fort reguired for passenger traíns determine the
geometry. Increasing speeds and axl-e loads as well
as the improvement of cost effectiveness require a
constant effort to irnprove the design and the engi-
neering of switches and crossings (e.g., flexibLe
thick-web switch rails, solid cast mânganese steel
frogs, welded sr,¡itches and frogs, movabLe point
frogs, and resilient fasteners) are the result of
this search for improvement.

Diverging and converging routes require turnouts(switches and crossings). Crossing routes sirnply
require ciossings. Single- or doubie-s1ip switcneã
al-lor,, for diverging, converging, and crossing insmall spaces. The components of a turnout are (a)
the switch (points, stock rai1s, and braces), which
splits the route into two, (b) the crossing (frog
and guard rails), and (c) the cl-osure and turnout,
rails. The conponents of a diamond crossing are (a)
two obtuse frogs or central frogs and (b) two acute
frogs or end frogs.

In ¡nost cases, the main line in a turnout is on a
tangent run. If necessary, it can be curved, opposite
the direction of the curve of the diverted track
(contra-curved) or curved to the same direction as
the diverted track.

Diamond crossings can also be curved (one track
or both tracks). The proper use of turnouts and
crossings allows setting up single and double cross-
overs, pocket tracks, sidings, classification yards,
and so forth.

GEOMETRY OF TURNOUTS

The radius in the diverted track witl depend on the
required speed. On the curved run, the centrifugal
acceleration is expressed as

'r = K v2/R

Techtrans,
ton, D.C.

1818 N Street, N.W., Suite 100, WashÍng-
20036.

The accelerat,Íon is proportional to the square of
the speed and inversely proportional to the radius.
To avoid this t,ransversal acceleration, it is neces-
sâry to superelevate the high rail. This is commonly
done in running tracks. The superelevaÈion never
absorbs the complete lateral acceleration. DependÍng
on required co¡nfort for passenger trains, there is a
certain cant deficiency. In special trackwork and
especially in turnouts, it is impossible to set the
running surfaces of rails at different levels at a
proper superelevation for each route.

To ¡naintain the centrifugal acceleration within
reasonable limits in such conditions, it is necessary
to set. up a proper ratio between speed and curvature.

The Union Internationale des Chemins de Fer
Français,/Office de Recherches et. d'Essais (UICIORE)
have deternined that the maxinun centrifugal ac-
ceLeration acceptable, with good comfort and mainte-
nance cost effectiveness, is 0.067 g (or 0.667
millisecond'?). This acceleration is obtained with
a cant deficiency of 4 in. and takes into account
the break-off of the curvature at the end of the
point, which generates a sharp acceleration that Ís
twice higher than in the reguJ.ar curve. This cant
deficiency value cornplies with the needs for mainte-
nance. Examples of rnini¡num radius on diverted track
with corresponding cant deficiency follow.

Cant Deficiency
(in.)
3 r/6

4

Speed
ffi
R = 51000 ft

(1.16o)
R = 41000 ft

(1.46o)

R = 151800 ft
(0.37o)

R = 101000 ft
(0.58.)

Generally, the geometry of the diverted track is
a constant radíus [e.9., a turnout n.20 with a con-
stant radius (1) on the diverted track wiII allow a
speed of 62.5 nphl (see Figure 1).

In crossovers, the diagran of centrifugal ac-
celeration is different. The two opposite accelera-
tions in a short lapse of time, due to the short
distance, are prejudicial- to comfort and linit the
speed ín the crossover to a lower value than on the
diverted track of a single turnout (see Figure 2).

It is necessary to establish a portion of tangent
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-0
FIGURE I Diagram of centrifugal acceleration.

FIGURE 2 Diagram of centrifugal acceleration in a crossoyer'

track between the two opposite curves in orcler to
aLlow the vehicles to stabitize (self frequency of
vehicles is about L Hzl. The required lapse of tirne
is constant at 1 or 2 sec. The length of track re-
quired will thus depend on the speed. This nay pos-
sibly have an effect on the distance between central
lines on the tr{o tracks.

In special conditions' such as high speedr parab-
o1a or curves with a constant variation of curvature
can be used. The use of curves with constantly vary-
ing radius improves the perfornance of crossovers.

For instance, on the Très Grande Vitesse (TGV) Iine'
between Paris and Lyons' the Société Nationale des
Che¡nins,de Fer Français (SNCF) uses crossovers with
parabolic curves with radii increasing steadily from
their ¡nininum value to infinite (see Figures 3 and
4).

Tvro turnouts have been developed by the sNcF for
the Paris-Lyons high-speed line: (a) n.65 with a
maxi¡nu¡n speed of I38 mph on the diverted trackr and
(b) n.46, which is mostly used for crossovers with a

maxi¡num speed of 100 nph.

FIGURE 3 Diagram of centrifugal acceleration in å crottover with continuowly varying
radius,

nax . 0, 067 g

curvature varying from R to êê

n clarp_polnt of acqeleratíon
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POINT AND CROSSING TECHNOLOGY

Rails

The SNCF specifies UIC 60 rails
or 320 Brinell Hardness Number
raiLs are machined in a special
called thick-web switch rail.

-r
FIGURE 4 Centrifugal accelerationwith double curvature variation.
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(I22 ]-b) with a 270
(BHN). The swiÈch

reinforced profile,

Switches

In the previous section, the author mentioned the
geonetry where the diverted track is tangent to the
nain stråight track at the point of the switch (see
Figure 5). In fact, the physical point of the tongue
is beyond t.he theoretical point of tangency, and the
point of the curved tongue is straight when the
thickness of t,he ¡nachined head is comprised between
3/32 and 7/32 in. (see Figure 6). Consequently, at
the real point of the tongue, there is a sma1l angle
between the point and the stock rail (4.60 of a
degree for an n.65). Neverthel-ess, this angle is
sma11, and substantially inferior to the angles
existing in straight switch points.

The gage on the diverted track is the same as on
the main track, with the exception of small radii,
or svJitches, or both, where low speed is acceptable
on the diverted track. In such cases, two sol-utions
can be used:

1. The theoretical point of the curved tongue ís
beyond the theoretical point of the straight tongue,
the physical points of both tongues remaining square.FIGURB 5 Theoretical point of switch.

> 7 7/8n
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FIGURE 6 Angle of deviation at point of switch.
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Consequently, the gage of the diverted track is
wider, but there is a material swell at the gage line
ín the stock rail and at the point of the straight
tongue (see Figure 7).

2. The theoretícal point of the curved tongue
remains beyond the theoretical point of the straight,
tongue. butr to avoid this drawback, it is wiser to
cut the gage line of the straight stock rail with
the gage Iine of the curved tongue. consequently'
the theoretical point of the curved tongue is beyond
its physical point, which re¡nains square to the
physical point of the straight tongue.

This solution hâs the inconvenience to increase
the value of the angle at the point of the curved
switch. In any case, this value will be under I
degree of angle (see Figure 8).

In Èhe vertical planr the points of switches are

Transportation Research Record 1071

milled to avoid the wear by the wheel, in an area
where the head of the tongue is thin. The undercut-
ting and posit.ioning of the point of the tongue under
the running surface of the stock rail beyond the gage

Iine guarantees that even sharp flanges wiIl not
force the point open.

The SNCF has generalized the use of flexible
points for a long time. The rnovement of the tongue
is allowed by the ftexibility of the switch rail.
There is no articulation or novenent at the heel of
the tonguer which is usually welded to the closure
rail. It is also locked to the stock rail through a
tightfy bolted block and to the ties (see Figure 9).
The minímurn length of flexible switch point is 30 ft
and the ¡naxi¡num driving effort is under 550 lb. The
flexible svritch points are ¡nilIed ín reinforced pro-
files with thick web, and heavier foot and head.

There are tr,ro types of sr.ritch rail: (a) high web

lAl
[*-J

Theoretical point of swltch

CUÊs
r3
U.'{

' rheoreticel_ry11. d_î]Ï

FIGURE 7 Gage widening on diverted track (Solution I ).

FIGURE B Gage widening on diverted track (Solution 2)'

devi.atf on

É

o

i
6
U

Ø

tu

0 nngre of

Theoretical point of switch

heel block

míninun gap for
flange clearance

FIGURE 9 Diagram of a flexible thick web tongue.
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(sane height as f-he stock rail), and (b) low web
(lower than the stock rail). rn the high-web flexible
switch point, both the switch and stock rails have
the same height. The feet of both have to be machined
to a1l-ow a proper contact. They are laid on flat
sliding chairs, and the heel of the point is milled
to the exact profile of the closure rail to âlLow
easy field welding with standard eguipment. Switch
rail-s have al-so to be machined ât the heel to in-
crease the flexibility of the tongue (see Figure 10).

slide chôir

FIGURE 10 High-web switch rail.

The low-rreb flexible switch point is mostly used
for long points. Because the switch rail is snaller
than the stock rail, there is no neeil to machine the
feet of both switch and stock rail. The foot of the
switch rail comes over the foot of the stock rail'
sliding on a two-level slideplate. The heel of the
point is forged and welded to a piece of running
rail to allow field weléling to the closure rail-
(co¡npromise weld) (see Figure 11). Flexib1e thick
vreb points (low or high) â11ow for the elimination
of the joint at the heel of the poínt and of the
reinforcíng bars with ho1es, bolts, and rivets.

slide chair

FIGURE 11 Low-web switch rail,

0 = flange clearance
< = crosslng angle

FIGURE 12 Gap value.
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Crossings

Fixed-Point Frogs

The SNCF uses solid manganese steel frogs exclu-
sively. The castÍng temperature is 1450oC. The long-
est units âre 40 ft long. The thickness varies be-
tween 3/4 and I in. Heat-treatecl Hatfield steel with
a nanganese rate of 12 percent is used. The hardening
is done on track by the vehicles and reaches an
average value of 450 BHN. (Note that the French
¡nanufacturers are also able to preharden either by
explosion or hanmeríng. )

The running surfaces, the surfaces in contact
with the ties, ancl the joint barring area are
systernatically rnilled, and holes are drilled.

Solid manganese steel frogs represent the large
majority of frogs used on SNCF 1ines. They have
proved to be highly reliable and long-lasting with
low naíntenance costs.

Movable-Point Frogs

The basic problem with crossings is the gap inherent
to alL frogs (see Figure 12)¡ the lesser the angle'
the longer the gap. The answer to t.his basic problem
is the use of the movable-point frog, especially
with heavy haul and high speed--that is. irhenever it
is necessary to suppress the gap and the shocks it
generates.

The point. of such frogs is generally milled in
thíck-web switch rai1. It is rnachined, assembled,
and adjusted to a solid cast nanganese steel cradle.
In cases like n.65 frog for the TGV' this cradfe is
assembled and bolted together in three pieces. The
point noves in the cradl-e in coorclination with the
switch points. Interlocking between the switch and
the movable point of the frog ís necessary. The heel
of the novable poinÈ is tightly locked to the cradle
and the movement of the point is allowed by the
flexibility of the rails (1ike flexible switch
points) .

cuard RaiLs

with convenient frogs, ít Ís necessary to use guard
rails to guide the axle through the proper track,

0gap=-
s1n

1fo(\ gap y'

stock ra r I

stock
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and to protect the frog point. There is no need for
guard rails wíth movabLe-point frogs (see Figure
13). The SNCF has developed an interest,ing profile
for guard rails, easily adjustable and replaceable,
and with no link with the turnout rail. It has proved
to be far more efficient than standard rails fixed
to the t,urnout rails with blocks and bo1ts.

sol id'manganese
guard ra r Ifrog

FIGURE 13 Guard rail.

G1ued Frogs

cenerally. frogs are glued into the continuous rrelded
rail track (insulating glued joinÈs), which allows
for the necessary insulation related to track cir-
cuits. Thís also provides a continuous rolling sur-
face with no gap ând no risk of looseness. For the
last 17 years, the SNCF has systernatically welded
turnouts into cont.inuous welded rails. On ¡nain linest
expansion joints viere suppressed with the exception
of long bridges (movable ends).

It is necessary to anchor the turnout and junction
raíIs into the ballast through the ties with resil-
ient fasteners. Those fasteners have to avoid the
canting and the creeping of the raíI.

Ties

The sNcF prefers to use ekki wood ties under special
trackwork. This African h'ood has a density of I.2
and is far superíor to oak as far as weightr hard-
ness, and lifetine are concerned. In perfornance, it
is ¡nore comparâble to concrete ties than to soft or
even hard wood.

Motors and Heating

Most switches are notorizeil and equipped with a
locking or controlling system located on the stock
rails. Both points nove together since the ¡notor is
directly linked to the center of a rod located be-
tween the two points. when the length of the tongue
is rnore than 30 ft, the notor is linked to tero or
more rods to ensure that the proper clearance bethreen
the open tongue anal the stock rail is obtained. Also¡
additional control systema rnay be used to check that
it is at this proper position. (Note that all these
control and locking dlevices are linked to the signal-
Ling systern. If anything goes wrong' the lights turn
red to stop the train.)

The SNCF uses both gas and efectrlc heating, de-
pending on the situation of the track. cas is cheaper
but needs ¡nore maintenance, and is nostly used in
stations and classification yards. Electric heating
is more expensive but hardJ.y needs any nalntenance,
and is used in remote pl,âces on rnain lines.
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Dia¡nond and Right-Angle Crossings, Double- and
sinqle-sIip switches

Central frogs (obtuse), end frogs (acute) r and right-
angle frogs for diamond and right-angle crossings
are solid rnanganese steel, just like standard frogs
for turnouts. Double- and sÍngle-slip seritches are
also designed and ¡nanufactured according to the same
principles as the turnouts (i.e.r solid cast manga-
nese steel frogs and dianonds, thick-web flexible
switch points, etc.). In sorne very special cases,
solid nanganese steel jump frogs are used.

CONSTRUCTION

originally, nost of the ¡nachining of the raíIs and
cast nanganese steel was done on conventional planing
¡nachines. Modern conputerized planing machines are
still used, but computerized ¡ni1ling machines are
taking over. They are fasterr more flexibler and
more accuratet and allow long tables for the longest
nachining (I20 ft for the switch point of the n.65
turnout of the TGV) with a tolerance of less than
0.01 in. The precutting and drílling of the rails is
also done by cornputerizeal equipnent. Timbers are
preâdzed and predríIled on conputerized nachines.
They are thus ready for preassembly in the workshop
before shipping to the site whenever this is neces-
sary.

WETDING OF SPECIAL TRACKVIORK INTO CONTINUOUS

WELDED RAILS

,Joints ¡nay be the ¡nain weakness in a track: the
rolling stock and the irrheels suffer, rail ends are
beaten down, joint bars get 1oose, tíes are stamped,
and the ballast requires more frequent ta¡nping. All
this means shorter lifeti¡ne and heavier rnaintenance
for both rolling stock and tracks costwise' joints
are a real nuísance. This is whyr for more than 17
yearsr the SNCF has generalizecl continuous welded
raí1s on it.s main tracks.

The key to welded track is the total rigidity of
the raiL,/ties structure' and its fixed anchoring
into the ballast (i.e.' the fastening of the rail to
the tie must remain square and restrain all creeP-
ins). The ladder 6tructure of the rails and ties
¡nust be tíghtly anchored to the platform by a proper
ballasting including high and heavy shoulders.

Forces in the closure rails are transferred to
the turnout raíLs with increasíng strengths at the
switch heel. These increased strengths are restrained
by longitudinal movements of the track skeleton in
the ballast bed (see rigure 14).

vlith resilient fasteners' proper ties, and heavl'
ballasting, the experience of the SNCF railroads is
such that the laterat forces are restrainêdr and the
naxi¡nun longÍtudinal rnovement of the switch heel of
t I/5 in. is perfectly acceptable.

NElf DEVELOPMENTS

welded solid-caEt nanganese steel frogE have been on
track for testing on SNcf ¡nain lines for several
years. several standard turnouts laid on Prestressed
concrete ties are also on track for testing under
high-speed traffic (I00 ¡nph on the rialn track, 37.5
nph on the diverted track). The uníque crosstie sec-
tion has been studlêd so that the posítive bending
¡nonent under the rail seat and the negatlve nonent
betneen rail seats support the dyna¡nic effortst
whatever the position of the rails is. The unique
cro6s sectlon supports the híghest bending efforts.

oack tJ 9¿ck
,l I siånc3
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FIGURE 14 Welded turnout.

These turnouts are equipped with inilirect fixa-
tion: a plate with a polyethylene hígh density pad
underneath is first bol"ted ínto a Plastic dowel
anchored into the tie. The rail is bolted to the
plate with another rubber pad in between' and with a
resilient eLastic fastener. The weight of the con-
crete t,ies is about twice the weight of creosote-
treated oak ties. The concrete ties require a thick-
ness of ballast of L0 in. mini¡num underneath. So
far, turnouts equipped with concrete ties Prove to
have better stability and to require less leveling.
The plastonere anchoring syste¡n and the rubber pads

insulate the track.

CONCLUSION

The basic French technology for crossings, switchest
and special trackwork has been described briefly.
This technology results from constant studies to
keep pace with this sensitive part of the track'
whíIe speed and axle loads have increased. Important
factors such as safety and reliability have also
been kept in ¡nind. Both technology evolution and

reductíon in maintenance costs are necessary' Con-

stant efforts have also been maile to implenent spe-
cial trackwork maintenance as cost-effectively as
possible, by means of ¡nechanization and welding.

This special attention fro¡n the railroad engineers
allows a wide range of applications such as

. Heavy loads of 30 gross tons or nore (steel
industry) '. A combination of high-spee¿l (I20 ¡nph) Passen-
ger and freight trains, which is illustrated by the
rnajor part of the French network fixeil plant'

. Commuter trains, rapid transit syste¡ns'
' A very high-speed iledicated line betv¡een

Paris and Lyons (175 mph).

The French technology is the result of progres-
sive engineering and pernanent efforts to improve
conpetition in coping with the demands of the träns-
portâtion ¡narket.

Publication of this paper sPonsored by Cornmittee on
Railroad Track structure system Design.
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Installation Factors That Affect Performance of
Railroad Geotextiles

GERALD P. RAYMOND

Conventional ballasted railway track is essentially
a Loose assernblage of rail, crossties, bal-last,
granular subballast, and subgrade. These materials
spread the load from the vehicle's axles and wheels
to the earthen foundation beneat.h the track struc-
ture. In order that ballasted railway track ensure
good riding qualities, there are two main require-
¡nent,s for adequate subgrade stability. First, a
sufficient granular cover between the basè of the
crossties and the subgrade to reduce the loadíng
intensíty to a safe leve1 for subgrade stability is
requíred. Second, a granular filter, blanket to be
used in preventing fine-grained particles fron the
subgrade fron penetrating upward into the ballast
should be installed.

Both subgrade strength and the mininizing of
particle migratÍon are facilitated by good drainage
practices. Such practices include (a) adequate side-
ditch drainage to deal with surface water, (b) the
Iowering of the groundwater to increase the subgrade
strength, and (c) the internal drainage or cross-faIl
sloping of subgrade and subballast surfaces to pre-
vent water from seeping into the subgrade load-bear-
ing area. fnternal track drainage is by far the nost
difficult to ensure in rehabilitation work; hor,rever,
in new construction, both the subgrade and subballast
layers shoul-d be constructed with a 5 percent slope
as illustrated in the typical cross section shown in
Figure I for a tvro-track line.

In any corrective work involving the use of sub-
ballast or geotextiles, proper and adequâte drainage
¡nust be incorporated into the planned maintenance.
Although granular material for track support may be
required to reduce the subgrade stresses to an ac-
ceptable level, geotextiles within the track struc-

Department of Civí1 Engineering, Queenrs University,
Kingston. Ontario, Canada K7L 3N6.

ABSTRACT

The design of tracks on subgrades, which are identified as likely to be unstable
if ballasted without the use of a separation layer, needs to have special at-
tention paid to details that will prevent track pumping. These include, within
the cross sect,ion, both good draínage practice and a suitably graded granular
subbal-last or a granular-geotext,ile co¡nbination to function as â separation
layer. Good draínage practice includes attention to side-ditch drainage, ground-
vrater lovrering, and internal track drainage. Particular attention is paid to
internal track drainage because this topic has been found to receive insuf-
ficient consideration in nu¡nerous case histories investigated by the writer.
Track that has been constructed with the deficiency of a suitable separation
layer, or whose drainage is poor, or that is impacted at discontinuities of the
rail such that segregation of fines from within the separation Layer occurs,
will need rehabilitation that should incorporate drainage improvement and pos-
sibly a heavy geotextile. These improvement requirernents are explained for a
number of typical locations where such problems are likely to occur. The re-
quirements are illustrated with the description of a turnout. pack geotextiJ-e
used in Canadian Nationalrs Atlantic Region. Geotextiles nust be correctly
installed in order to rnaintain good track condition. Indeed, incorrect in-
stallation (particuLarly the lack of good drainage practice) may result in
detri¡nental behavior.

2I35 TANGENT + 25 PER DEGREE OF CURVATURE

FIGURE I Typical track crosg section for new
double track construction.

t,ure should be selected only on the basis of their
handling st.rength requirernents and their abilíty to
separate, filterr and facilitate drainage. Of par-
ticular inportance is the geotextíters ability to
facilitate drainage by transnitting water withín its
plane (1). Reinforcing can only occur if deformatíons
are perrnitÈed to tension the geotextile, thus gener-
ating its tensile strength. Defornation failures are
unacceptable as good design. Discussion of such de-
formâtion failures along with the depth of granular
cover is beyond the scope of the v,¡ork reported
herein.

UNSTABLE SUBGRADES CAUSED BY DEFICIENCY OF
SEPARATION REQUIREMENTS

Irrespective of the anount of compaction a subgrade
or a subball-ast receives during construction, sone
degree of permanent, deformation occurs due to repet-
itive traffic loadíng. This loading is greatest below
the rail causing the formation of a depression,
which, if deep enough, would collect \dater during a

OOmm CAPPING SAND ON SUBGRADES
WITH 25'lo PASSING 74Fm
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rainstorm. On good subgrades' this depressíon may
only be nillimeters deep, but this could be suf-
fícient to cause hrater ponding and considerâble
softening of any fine-graíned subgrade soi1s. In
order to prevent silt-sized fines from penetraËing
upwards fro¡n such subgrades, a separation layer will
be required. such a J-ayer may be a subballast that
incorporates nonplastic sand-sized materials grading
down to the 74-nicron (No. 200) sieve or a nonplastic
sand-sized granular capping material. TÕ be effec-
tive, whatever material is used nust act as a filter
to prevent subgrade fines fron being vibrated or
pumped upwards, or both. Similarly, subballast or
capping sand should be either graded to prevent its
fÍner particle sizes from vibrating upwards into the
ball-ast, or a geotextile should be placed on the
subballast or cappíng sand to prevent such movement
(213). Il is the authorrs opinion that the geotex-
tile, if used, should be of a nonvroven type (1).

Geotextiles have been receiving considerable
prominence as a possible alternative material for
perforning thê separation function (4r5). Unfor-
tunately, because of their equivalent opening size
in relation to silt and clay-sized particles, if
used alone, they only act as a partial filter to
such sil-t- or clay-sized fines. l"lost geotextiles, if
used alone, only retard ball-ast fouling. They are,
however, beneficial where granular ¡naterial is
scarce or expensive. Geotextiles are also used on
soft subgrâdes during nev, construction as reinforce-
ment or as a working platforn. Hor{'ever, as already
noted, discussíon of such reinforce¡nent use is
beyond the scope of the work presented herein.

In highway construction, nodified clay l-ayers are
sometimes used as a subbase to perform the function
of a separator layer. Unfortunately, dynamic loading
experienced within a railway track support fill is
¡nuch greater than that generally experienced by any
highway support system. Impact loading from flat
wheels can impose dynamic loads several ti¡nes those
resulting from static loading (6). Modified clay
subgrades, which form a brittle, hard subgrade sur-
face, are therefore generally subject to cracking,
which, during wet conditions, results in erosion of
the underlying subgrade. Consequently, they must be
covered by a nonplastic granular filter material.

Should a granular subballast lacking fíner sizes
be used on a silt or clay subgrade, even if both are
well compacted, sunner dry weather nay be expected
to cause drying of the surfaces in contact with the
subballast. Wetting after such dry weather rnay then
be expected to cause, on the surface of the subgrade,
collapse of the soil structure, vrhich accelerates the
erosion of fines upwards into the subballast. Over
tine, such erosion would be expected not only to foul-
the substandard subballast but also to foul the bal-
last. Once fouled, both materials may be expected to
heave during freezÍng weather.

The importance of using a suitably graded sub-
balLast material on new construction projects, such
that the material would remain unfoul-ed by erodÍng
fines from any underlying material and also be suit-
ably graded (so as not to itself be vibrated upwards
thereby fouling the ballast), cånnot be overstressed.
This material must be nonplastic so as to deform (or
collapse) easily by flowing and not perrnit vertical
fractures. On rehabilitation work, it ís generally
too expensive to undercut suffíciently to incorporate
a subballast, Iayer. Thus, geotextiles can be of great
benefit. (r.rhen correctly installed) and are often
found to be the only economical soLution.

GENERAL METHODS OF REHABILITATION OF
FOULED BALLASTED TRACK

Rehabilítation of fouled ballâst generally takes one
of three forms. In Èhe first form, undercutting of
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the track is performed using (a) a chainlike belt
feeding down under one side of the track and up the
other side, or (b) a chainsaw-type blade that extends
under the track fro¡n one side only. In the belt
technique, dirty ballast nay be cleaned by sieving
and the cleaned ballast, returned for future use.
Alternatively, like the chainsaw-type technique,
bâIlast may be conpletely wasted. Where geotextiles
are used, it is general practice to waste the baLlast
because it is difficul-t to install geotextiles be-
tween the undercutter chain and the discharge chute
of the cleaned ballast.

In the second form, the track is removed by a
crane, or by being pulled out of positíon, or by
sone nechanized removal equipnent. Typical of the
mechanized renoval systens are the various switch
and panel exchangers (7rB).

The third form of surface preparatíon for geotex-
tiles invol-ves the ploughing or stedding of fouled
ballast. In the forner technigue¡ the ploughrs
blades remove the crib baLlast (i.e., the ballast
above the base of the tie) and a smal1 distance
(about 50 mn) of ballast below the existing crosstie
base level (!). Alternatively, the crib ballast rnay
be flattened by sledding (19_). When either ploughing
or sledding is used, the track elevation (after
rehabilitation) is raised as much as 300 nm, par-
ticulârly if a geotextile is installed.

PURPOSE OF GEOTEXTILES

The accunulated fines in the dirty ballast nay have
come from many sources including subgrade migration,
imperrneable fines in the original subballast source,
aggregate breakdown of either subballast or ballast,
transported fines in fJ.ood.water, freight car drop-
pings, winclbl-own sources, \ocomotive sand, and so
forth. Geotextiles wilf not prevent fines fro¡n for-
eign sources such as freight car droppings, windblown
sources, and so forth fron contaninating any cleaned
ballast but are of value where the foreígn source
has already contaminated the track support and action
has been taken to prevent or rnini¡nize further foreign
source conta¡nination.

In the presence of excess water, most contaminat-
ing fines below a track, subject to repetitive wheel
Ioads, will be punped and migrate upvrards through
the track structure. The more free water there is,
the faster (in general) the upward nigration of
fines. Thus, drainage improvernent (whether the im-
provement of side-ditch drainage, or the lowering of
the groundwater, or internal track drainage) is aI-
ways the first and most essential iten in any sub-
grade stabilizâtion work. This is true v¡hether or
not geotextil-es are used.

Special attention should be given to the under-
cutting of J.ong lengths of track wherer as shown in
Figure 2, a "canal-" effect is produced by under-
cutters. If, after or before undercutting, the
shoulder ballast is not re¡nove¿l and cleanedr drain-
age cannot occur fro¡n the load-bearing area to the
side ditches. where possible, the shoulder undercut-
ting should be deeper than the track undercut, as
shown in Figure 3. On flat and narshy land, French
drains (shown in Figure 4) nay be required. Sini-
larly, as shown in Figure 5r short lengths of under-
cut track such as grade crossings that are not sub-
sequently (or during undercutting) provided with
drainage wíl1 result in a "bathtubn effect. Grade
crossings also suffer from the disadvantage of lack-
ing drainage along the width of the highway. They
should be provided with French drains through the
crossing, as shown in Figures 6 and 7. that discharge
into side ditches beyond the crossingrs linits. Geo-
textiles should never be used as a substitute for
good drainage. Indeed, if the geotextiLes are in-
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FIGURE 2 Canal effect created by undercutting operation before
removal of shoulder ballast.

LEAVE EXISTING SUBBALLAST IN PLACE

FIGURE 3 Recommended undercutting and shoulder ballast
reh¿bilitation,

INSTALLATION OVER FLAT TERRAIN.

FIGURE 4 Recommended undercutting with French drains over
flat terrain.

stalled without an abiJ.ity to drain and discharge by
gravity to side ditches or French drains, they wÍllr
as shown in Figure 8, facilitate the retention of
water within the load-bearing area of the track.
ü¡ater that is trapped wÍthin the load-bearing area
of the track can be expected to provoke or stímulate
the pumping phenomenon aJ.ong wlth the possibility
during cold weather of frost heave.

Geotextlles for tangent track have found their
greatest use in terrain that is poorly drained, such
as flât and marshy country. They are al.so being used
at locations where it is dlfficult to maintain good
drainage or at locations that have high localized
impact loadings and where the geotextiJ.e, by facíIi-
tating drainage, reduces the anount of maintenance
required. This ís particularly true of places such
as grade crossings, dia¡nonds, turnouts, and track
structures.
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FIGURE 5 Bathtubeffectproducedat grade crossing rehabilitation
before construction of outlet drains to ditches.

BASIC FUNCTIONAT REQUIREMENTS OF GEO{TEXTILES

In general' when dealíng with track rehabilitation
problerns, the track has beên in existence for so¡ne
tirne and excessive subgrade settlenents have ceased.
The use of a geotextilers strength for Eubgrade re-
inforcenent wilt notr under these circumstances, be
a najor consideration. Rather' they should be highly
abrasion-resistant and durable to withstand the
harsh environnent of baLl"ast particle movement on
ballast or subgrade aggregate. On undercut' Ploughed,
or sledded track in which the rail remains in place
during rehabilítation, the prepared surface to
receive a geotextile, as shown in Figure 9, will
contain ballast particles either lying on the sur-
face or protruding fro¡n the surface. Although raking
would re¡nove sone of these protrusions, the prepared

PLANKING AND
BALLAST NOT SHOWN

GRADE CROSSING SECTION

SECTION EEYOND CROSSING /
./

\J//-
GEOTEXTILE

INSTALLATION THROUGH GRADE CROSSING

FIGURE 6 Typical grade croæingrehabilitation with geotextile.

4 UNIT GEOTEXTILE GRADE CROSSING

E6E æ-..*

2r. TOWARDS DRAINS

tosogrm2 l3ooz/ ydz \ NEEDLE PUNcHE0
GEOTEXTILES AND l5Omm(6") DIAMETER
PERFORATED DRAIN PIPES (DRAIN HOLES
DOWN }

FIGURE 7 Recommended grade crossing
rehabilitation with encapeulating geotextile to
minimize fouling by ralting and sanding.

CLEAN
ANO SHAPE EXISTING
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SHOULDER CLEANER

2?. SLOPE TOWARDS DITCH

SHoULDER CLEANER DEPTH lOOmm GREATER
THAN UNDERCUTTER DEPTH. DEPTH SHOULD
NOT RESULT IN REMOVAL OF FILTER LAYER
OR SUBBALLAST

3OOmm (12")
UNDERCUT WITH
48:t SLOPE 
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FIGURE B Effect of installing a geotextile without adequate
drainage.

surface will- re¡nain rough and any geotextile pIäced
on it v¡ill not only have to be abrasion-resistant,
but shoul-d also l'rave the abiJ-ity to elongate around
such protrusions r.¿ithout puncture or tear. If punc-
tured or worn through, the geotextile wiJ-1 clearly
Iose sone of its abitity to filter and separate.

The ability to transnit water within the plane of
the geotextile has been observed on a number of in-
stallations during the passage of a train. When an
axle or group of axles passes a location, the track
support compresses. If saturated or near-saturateil,
water will eÍther escape or try to escape along the
path of least resistance. ceotextiles with in-plane
permeability offer such a path even when placed in
sand or broadly graded gravel layers. Water punping
from the edge of a geotextile vrith the passage of
each group of axl-es has been observed on a number of
install-ations. Such water [ìust be permitted to drain
into the side ditch and not back into the load-bear-
ing area of the track.

From the ¡naterial ãIready presented, it is ap-
parent that the basic functional requirernents of
geotextiles in railroad bed rehabilitation technology
are the capacity

1. To drain water away fro¡n the track roâdbed
(on a long-term basis, both lâtêral-Iy and by gravity)
along the plane of the geotextile without build-up
of excessive hydrostatic pressuresi

FIGURE 9 Typical condition of undercut surface prepared to
receive geotextile.
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2. To withstand the abrasive forces of moving
aggregate caused by the tamping and conpacting pro-
cess during cyclic maintenance, tamping during ini-
tial conpaction, and by the passage of trains on a

frequent basis¡
3. To filter or hold back soil particles while

allovring the passage of wateri
4. To separate two types of soils of different

particle sizes and gradings that would readily nix
under the influence of repeated l-oading and of water
migration¡ and

5. To have the âbility to elongatê aroun¿l pro-
truding large angular gravel-sized particles while
resisting rupture or puncture.

SHOULDER REMOVAL FOR DRAINAGE

When fouled ballast is renoved from a track struc-
ture, it is important to achieve good drainage in
the track shoulders. As shor.vn in Figure 3, the bal-
last shoulders should be removed and cleaned or re-
placed to a level below the freshly prepared track
surface. Care shouLd also be taken to see that the
excavated surface is sloped toward the side ditches.
Where shoul-der replacement is not practícalr a French
drain or equÍvalent should be usetl. Dirty bal-last
will reÈard lateral- drainage to the side ditches or
French drains unless care is taken to adequately
remove the spoiled piJ-e of dirty ballast at the
shoulder, particularly when the spoil has been dis-
charged on the shoulder. Another undesirabl-e feature
that has been frequently observed is the backfillíng
of undercutter trenches (typically produced by turn-
out or switch undercutters) with dirty ballast on
the pretext of cost savings on ballast replacement.
Un1ess water can drain away fron the track-bearing
area, it will pond within the track structure'
softening the trackbed and facilitating its return
to the original fouled condition. Such trenches
should be used to advantage and converted into
French drains. In nultitrack areas, it nay be neces-
sary, as shown in Figure 4r to excavate additional
French drains on both sídes of the track. Underdrains
should also be used to discharge the central French
drains to the side ditches if side ditches exist.
Excavated soil should not be deposíted on the track
because this alLows water to e¡âsh the fouling fines
back into the ¡'rench drains or into the track-bear-
ing area.

rf, in cutting the trench' the subballast is re-
noved so that the botton of the trench is situated
in the subgrade soil' a geotextile should be placed
on the trench bottom and sides or a correctly graded
subballast pl-aced on the botton of the trench as a
separator. The geotextile should be engineered to be
compatible with the surrounding soil so as to prevent
or ninimíze fouling or in-filling. The trench shoul¿l
then be backfilled with clean ball-ast aggregate to
aid side drainage. Fouled spoil that has been pre-
viously renoved from the trackbed should not be used
within the drainage trench. It is recommended that
the depth of clean ba1lâst within the trench be a
minirnu¡n of 100 ¡n¡n (4 in.) below the prepared undercut
surface to a1low for quick drainage away frorn the
area bel-ow the track ties. Again, the fouled ballast
should be deposited below the prepared trench bottom
or removed completely so as to ensure good side
drainage.

INSTALI,ÄTION BELOW LOCAL GROI]ND ELEVATION

In locations such as are shown in !'igure 4, where
the geotextile wiIl be installed below the loca1
ground elevation, steps should be taken to guard
against the inflow of water fro¡n the ground surface
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on any sides of the track that may be elevated above
the geotextile. A number of installations inspected
have shown that the ballast above the geotextile and
the geotextile Ítse1f nay be fouled with fines fron
beyond the end of the ties. This fouling results
from water draining laterally from above the uncler-
cuÈ elevation into the track structurê, transporting
fines into the ballast. To prevent this, a French
drain may be installed along the edge of the track'
which is lined or encapsulated in a geotextile. The
geotextile should be selected so as to filter the
inflow of water fron above and beyond the prepared
surface. The prevention of such water inflow into
the track-bearing area is an adcled reason for estab-
lishing a trench along the side of the track during
the undercutting process. In flat land areas, it nay
be necessary to construct soak-away pits away fro¡n
Ëhe track structure to aIlow drainage of the water
fron the French draíns.

INSTAI,LATION AT BRIDGE ABUTIT4ENTS

A typicaL bridge abutnent, rehabilitation is shown in
Figure 10 and incorporates a geotextile and French
drain combination to increase drainage ratesr de-
crease pumpingr and generally increase track stabil-
ity at the transition location fro¡n soil subgrade to
bridge abut¡nent.

r2" (3
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FIGURE f l Tyaical condition of fo¡¡led grade crosÊing having
inadequate drainage at centerline.

the ditch, or into a French drain leading to a soak-
ahtay plt,. Perforated drain pipes are sometimes used
and nay be wrapped in a geotextile or purchased pre-
wrapped. Either wrapped or unwrapped, the pipes will
assist. the flow of water from within the crossing to
the ditches beyond the crossíng. The pipes should be
Iaid with the line of perforatíons poínting verti-
calLy dor,¿nvrard. Such pipe can be placed on the geo-
textiLe in the trench prepared by the bucket wheel
of the undercutter. The ends of the perforateal
drainpipes and the crossing geotext,ile shoulil then
be laid with a sufficient falL tor¡ards the síde
ditches as shown in Figures 6 and 7. whether per-
forated pipes are used in the crossing nor notr it
is âdvisable to rernove the shoul-ders at, the corner
of the crossing and turn the geotextile ends down so
that the geotextile facilitates drainage under
gravity toward the side ditches as shown in Figure 6.

In cold weather clinatesr where it is co¡nmon to
salt and sand highwaysr including grade crossingst
sone raílroad engineers require the grade-crossing
geotextiles to encapsulate the ballast to prevent or
rnininize surface fouling from the salt and sanding
process. Such an encapsulating geotextile is shov¿n
in aigure 7.

INSTAILATION OF TURNOUT PACK GEOTEXTILE

In the Atlantic Region of the Canâdian National
Railways (CN), a large number of turnout pack geotex-
tiles have been install"ed since L983. It was found
that geotextiles are best ínstalled using the sa¡ne
v¡ork gang. On August 27, 7985t the author was present
at the site of a geotextile installation perforned
by CNrs Altantic Region geotextile work crew. The
geotextile was delivered to the site the previous
day. Vandals had already renoveil the geotextilers
weatherproof black polyethylene packaging. Fortu-
nately, it did not rain overnight, otherwise, the
geotextile vrould have absorbed waterr which would
have resulted in a dranatic increase ín weight, mak-
ing the geotextile difficult to handle. The delivered
weight of these turnout packs when dry is between
300 and 500 kg. Because they have a porosity between
80 and 90 percent, saturation can increase their
weight by a factor of 4, resulting in a sâturated
vreight of between 1200 and 1500 kg, so that, where
possible, delivery of the geotextile should be made
on the day of installation. The turnout pack rolls
are approximately 7 m long anil v¡ere handled by six
persons using three crowbars. The crowbars were

GEOTEXTILE TO
EXTEND AT LEASI
50 FT (l5m) FROM
A BUTM ENT

BR IDG E

ABUTMENÏ

FRENCH DRAIN OF
OPEN AGGREGA

PERFORATED PIPE -HOLES DOWN

GEOTEXTI LE : 3Ooz,/yd2 ( tOSOq./rt ) M I ¡tI lttU t¡
MASS PER UNIT AREA, NEEDLE PUNCHED;
2% MINIMUM CROSS-SLOPE FALLING TO SIDE
ORAINS

FIGURE 10 Typical method of
rehabiìitating bridge abutments using
geotextiles.

INSTATTATION AT GRADE CROSSINGS

Grade crossings foul because of a lack of adequate
drainage in the central- region of the crossing and
because of winter sanding of highways, as revealed
by the removal of the crossing planks shov?n in
Figure J-1. High-inpact loads nay be expected at the
crossing upon entering and leaving the more rigÍd
track structure. The loads continue to overstress
the track well beyond the grade crossing because of
a harmonic notion established by the rolling stock.
The higher stress placed on the subgrade will quite
often generate localized pumping. For this reason,
it is irnportant to achieve a dry, stable subgrade at
grade crossings, and it is also desirable to achieve
similar conditions roughly 15 n (50 ft) to either
side of it.

Drainage at a grade crossing is generally paral-leI
to the raÍIs until the road pavenent and shoulders
have been cleared. The clrainage flow should then be
turned perpendicular to the track to discharge ínto
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positioned, one near each end of the ro11 and one
near the center. One person vras situated at the end
of a crowbar.

Work started at 10:10 a.m. loca1 time as soon as
a Local passenger train had passed through the turn-
out to be rehabil-itated. A ballast regulator first
renoved the bal-last from the end of the ties to the
ditch to a depth about 200 to 300 mm below the base
of the tie on the turnout track side of the turnout.
A passing siding ran paral-1e1 to the main-line track
on the other side of the turnout so that ballast
removal- r,¡as not possibl.e on that side. The balLast
regutator conpleted iÈs job in about 10 to 15 nin,
after whích the gopher undercutter was moved to a
position on the turnout about 9 m from the point of
the turnout. The undercutting sequence is shown in
Figure 12. The bucket excavator proceeded to excavate
a trench about 4 n long and 700 nun ileep so that the
blade of the undercutter could be positioned to its
fu11 depth of about 300 m¡n below the base of the
ties in order to start the undercutting operation.

CONTINUATION DIRECTION OF UNDERCUT

STARTING POINT OF RETURN UNDERCUT

WHEN UNDERCUTTER REACHES INITIAL STARTING
POINT ON ITS RETURN TRAVEL RA¡L IS JACKED
AND GEOTEXTILE(DOUBLED OVER) IS INSTALLED
BELOW FROG

GEOTEXTILE ÊXTENDS FULL WIOTH ANO DEPTH
OF UNDERCUT TRENCH EXCAVATED BEYOND END
OF TIES

FIGURE 12 Turnout r¡ndercutting sequence
observed on CN's Atlantic Region,

The track was then undercut to approximately below
the closest tangent rail. This procedure continued
until the undercutter had gone along the turnout
track sufficiently so that. its blade was extended
fuLly under the turnout track and was well clear of
the end of the ties of the tangent track.
Measurenents taken belovi both ends of a tie indicated
that, although the undercutter blade was fixed hori-
zontally during undercutting, it flexed sufficiently
that the prepared surface had a 2 percent slope to-
erards Èhe bucket-nade trench.

The undercutter was then repositioned on the
tangent track wj.th its bucket vrheel swung through
180 degrees so as to unilercut fron the other side of
the turnout. A 4-m trench was made by the bucket
wheel to lower the undercutting blaile below the
tangent track portion of the turnout. Undercutting
continued to well beyond the point of the turnout.
l{hen the undercutter had approximately 12 m more
undercutting to reach the point of the turnout, the
geotextile was unroLled so it cou1d, if necessary,
be shortened or positioned to fit the expected final
undercut areâ of the turnout. Once thfs wâs done,
the turnout point end of the geotextile was liftêd
and pulled to the wide-end portÍon of the turnout 60
that the geotextile lay doubLed over for half its
length. Rail jacks were then installetl to râise the
half length of turnout¡ which was to receive the
doubleal-over geotextile. The doubled-over geotextile
was manually pulled under the wide end of the turnout
as seen in Figure 13. Once in position with its edges
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FIGURE 13 Placement of doubled-over geotextile below half area
of turnout.

trailing into the ditch left by èhe bucket wheels,
the upper layer of the geotextile was fanfolded to-
i,¡ard the center of the turnout so that about three-
eighths of the geotextile was ready to receive bal-
I ast.

Cotton bags, approximately L50 rnm ín dianeter and
700 nm 1ong, filled with fine-gravel-sized crushed
aggregate, were then placed on the geotêxtiIe as
spacers between the geotextile and the base of the
crossties. Tlro bags were placed at each end of about
every fourth to fifth tie so that when the rail jacks
were removed, the bags supported the ties approxi-
mately 300 ¡nm above the geotextile. Once the baLlast
bags were in place, the track jacks were released
and the track gently lowered down onto the ballast
bags. The jacks were then moved and repositioned.
one pair r,ras positioned at the end of the fanfolded
geotextile on three ballast bags placed side by side'
as shown in Figure 14. Figure 15 shows the turnout
during the rail jack relocation procedures. The track
was raised and the fanfolded portion of the geotex-
tile was unfolded. It was not possible to extend the
fanfolded portion fully in one unfolding so the pro-
cedure r¡as repeated several tines. Consideration
could have been given to installlng the turnout pack
in two halves with a double heat-jolnting sean. This
would have sinplified installation.

once the turnout had been conpletely undercutt
the geotextile completely extended, and ballast bags
placeal to support the track throughout its Length,
the turnout was ready to receive ballast. The ballast
car first unloaded ballast into the French drain

3 APPROX 6" DIAMETER BY
2.LONG COTTON BAG FILLED
wtrH wASHED O.25" TO 0,75"
SC REE NINGS

FIGURE 14 Method of protecting geotextiler
from high imprint pressure of railjack basee.
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FIGURE l5 Geotextile in position below half of turnout with
relocation of rail jacks taking place,

trench area beyond the end of the crossties, as
shown in Figure L6. IÈ then deposited ballast across
the ful1 undercut area. Ballast was placed until the
cribs of the ties were overflowing. The turnout wâs
left in thís condition and traffic allowed through
the turnout until the next day. On the next day, not
only was the tanplng and cl-eanup conpleteil to permit
traffic to proceed at the posted speed, but perpen-
dicular trenching was performed at both enCls of the
bucket-¡nade trench on both sídes of the track so as
to extend to the síde dítchíng in a manner simíIar
to that shown in Figure 17. In the case of the tan-
gent turnout side-trench, the perpendicular trench-
ing involved was under â passing siding. These four
perpenilicular trenches clearly benefit the exit of
surface water during heavy rainstorms.

FIGURE 16 Filling French drain of turnout vrith ballart ehowing
track supported by ballast bags.

DEPTH OF INSTALLATION

one of the contributing factors to a geotextilers
perfor¡nance in-track is the depth at which it is
placed below the base of the ties. It is hrell knoi{n
that the intensity of pressure generated from a
standard wheel Load ls distributed through the track
structure so that the pressure intensity decreases
with depth. Depending on the abrasive or Puncture
resistance of the geotextiler or both, being in-
stalled, there should ideally be an optinu¡n dePth
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CONTINUATION DIRECTION OF UNDERCUT+
STARTING PolNl OF REIURN uNDERCUt./
NOTE: ON MULTI-TRACK LINES CROSS DRAINS ARE TO

BE PROVIDED TO DISCHARGE FRENCH DRAIN
WATER

FIGURE 17 Illustration of positioning of
perpendicular trench.

where the geotextíIe can be installed during a track
upgrâding process so that little or no dâmaging ef-
fects of ballast punctures and abrasion occur, thus
prolonging the life of the geotextile. From a prac-
tical standpoint' abrasion depends on the deforna-
tions occurring at the geotextile level andr thust
subgrade modulus. The subgrade modulus is, to a large
extent, controlled by track drainager since soil
behavior is very nuch ilependent on soil suction and,
thus, ¡noisture content. Good drainage by the geotex-
tile should result in decreased ¡noisture and in-
creased track rnodulus. such an observed increaseil in
track moduLus when geotextiles are used is often
incorrectly attributed to the geotextilers rein-
force¡nent effect. In factr f.or reinforcement to
occur, there must be an extension of the geotextile
and, thus, a relatively large settle¡nent of the
subgrade. such settlenent is, in the opinion of the
writer, undesirable. Rather, the geotextile should
stiffen the subgrade by facilitating the drainage of
Íroisture, thus reducing any chance of subgrade de-
for¡nation and reducing any need for reinforcement.
Increased track nodulus also should mean reduced
novements within the ballast and less abrasion to
the geotextile frorn such novenents.

To assess the effect of abrasion vrith installa-
tion depth, data were obtained from several sites
installed wíth a needlepunched resin-treated geotex-
tile--aIl having a ¡nass per unit area between 450
and 510 g/m2. Àfter excavation, the estimâted
damage to each geotextíIe obtained frorn each loca-
tion was obtaíned by measuring the Percentage of
conpletely worn-through areas ín the worst 300- x
300-¡nm square section (generally belo¡¡ the intersec-
tion of the rail and tie). These results have been
plotted agaínst the measured geotextilers depth at
the t,i¡ne of excavation in Figure 18. The values range
fro¡r 0.3 percent at a depth of 350 mm to 4.1 percent
at a depth of 175 ¡nm. The results show that the
arnount of damage that the geotextlLe receiveil in-
creased as the depth of ballast between the crosstie
base and the geotextile was reduced. The damage was
also najor once the dePth of ballast was less than
200 m¡n. Below 250 rnn, the atnount and rate of change
in dâmage was small.

Also meaÊured on the same geotextiles rras the
amount of soil that penetrâted each geotextile san'-
ple. This $¡as estimated as the soil contênt (weight
of internal soil dÍvlded by weight of fiber after
cleaning expressed as a Percentage). These results
are shovrn plotted against excavâtion dePth in Flgure
19. From Figure 19, it may be seerl thât considerable
geotextile foullng occured once the geotextile dlepth
q'as less than 200 ¡nm below the tie base.

The results shown in Fígures 1? and l8 suggest
that a depth of about 250 nn should be ueed as a
ninimum depth for the installatíon of geotextlLes.
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FIGURE 1B Depth of geotextile-abrasion
assessment for recovered track geotextiles,

FIGURE 19 Depth of geotextile-soil
content assessment for recovered track
geotextiles.

Assurning that a 50-m¡n increase in ballast depths
occurs during ta¡nping, then a minirnum 20O-mn depth
of ballast should be placed on a geotexÈile before
the tamping of a rehabilitated ballasted track in
which a geotextile has been installed. I{here prac-
tical, a 300-mrn ballast depth is recommended.

SUIIIIARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Design of tracks on subgrades identified as likely
to be unstable if ballasted without the use of a
separation layer (i.e., subgrades containing 25
percent or more passing 74 yrn sieve) will need to
incorporate within the cross section both good
drainage practice (see Figure 1) and a suitably
graded granular subballast or a granular-geotextile
combination to functíon as a separation 1ayer.

Track that has been constructed with the defi-
ciency of a suitable separation layer r or whose
drainage is poor, or that is irnpacted at discon-
tinuities of the rail such that segregation of fines
from within the separation la1zer occurs will need
rehabilitation that should incorporate drainage im-
provenent and, possibly, a heavy geotext.ile.

Particular attention needs to be directed to im-
proving internal track drainage. This involves the
sloping of interface layers or undercut surfaces

7I

toward drainage ditches or French drains. In par-
ticular, the creation of the canal or bathtub ef-
fects during rehabilitation should be avoided.
Proper and adequate perpendicular drains to Prevent
v¡ater accumulaÈing in the track structure or in
French drains should be incorporated in rehabilita-
tion work.

Reconmended procedures for undercutting track
v¡ithout the use of geotextiles are shown in Figure
3. Rehabititation with geotextiles is shown in Fig-
ures 41 6,7, and 10. The sequence for undercutting
and installing geotextiles below turnouts is pre-
sented in the text and is shown in Figures 12
through 17' inclusive.

Highlighted is the incorporation of French drains
in areas of the track difficult to drain. In Partic-
ular, the discharge end of any installed geotextile
¡nust be locâted below the level of the unclercut
load-bearing area.

It is recommended (see Figures LB and 19) that a

¡ninimum depth of 200 nm of ball-ast should be Plâced
on a geotextile before the tanping of a rehabilitated
ballasted track in which a geotextiJ.e has been in-
stalled. Where practical, a 300-mm ballast depth is
r ecomrnended.
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ln-Track Performance of Geotextiles at Caldwell, Texas

S. M. CHRISMER and G. RICHARDSON

ABSTRACT

A performance test of geotextiles in track was perforned jointly by the Monsanto
Corporation and Southern Pacific Rail-road. The test site at Caldwell, Texasr
was chosen because of the poor subgrade conditions. The track eras instrunented
to determine the influence of the geotextiles on track behavíor. The instru-
mentation measured the extent of the anticipated geotextile functions of rein-
forcement, subgrade ¡noisture transport, filtrationr and separation. There was
no evidence of reinforcenent or moisture transport, but filtration and separa-
tion appeared to be the main advantages.

In Novenber 1977, an extensive field investigation
was begun of geotextile performance and the as-
sociated influence on track behavior' which was a
joint project of the Monsanto corporation and South-
ern Pacific Railroad. The tesÈ site was located in
Caldwetl, Texas, in an area with significant rtrack
maintenance problerns resulting from poor subgrade
performance. The subgrade soil- is comprised of a

nediun-to-soft consistencyr highly expansive clay,
which typifies sone of the worst soil conditions
under which geotextiJ-es äre placed.

The geotextiles were installed in a new siding
constructed alongside the main line track. New track
construction was selected for the test to eliminate
problems related to ballast pockets and undercutting
programs that would have been experienced if the
fabric and ínstrumentaÈion had been placed in exist-
ing track. The rnain Iine carries about 10 ¡nilIion
gross tons (¡ngt) per year, which is considered
moderate for a ¡nain line track.

The test was planned with the objective of deter-
nining the extent to which fabrics perform the an-
ticipated functions of (a) reinforcenent' (b) sub-
grade moisture transPort' (c) filtration' and (d)
separation. Extensive instrumentation was reguired
to differentiate the role that each mechanisn played
in a given test section. Figure I shows the subgrade
instrumentation that was installed in each section.

TEST SECTION CONDITIONS

The existing and design grades at each of the six
individual test sections are shown in Figure 2. Test
sections 1 through 4 were constructed with nonwoven
fabrics placed on the subgrade. The properties of
t.he geotextiles are given in Table I. section 5 was

a control sect.ion with no fabric, and Section 6 was
a ce¡nent-stabilized zone. Section 6 was used to corn-
pare the performance of a conventionaLr but expen-
sive, method of subgrade stabilization with the per-
formance of the various fabríc sections. The length
of each of the fabric sections and the cement-
stâbilized section was 300 ft, whereas the control
zone v¡as only 150 ft in length. The control site was
made shorter because it was bel"ieved that this track
section might fail or experience a large amount of
settlernent.

S.M. Chrisner, Association of American RaiLroads'
3140 SouÈh Fedèral Street, chicago' I11. 6061-6. G.
Richardson, SoiIs and Material Engineeringr 1903
North Harrison Avenuer Caryr N.C. 27511.

An 8-in. Iayer of lightly cenent-stabilized soil
was coinpacted over the natural soil of the entire
test area to provide a zone of inter¡nediate strength
between the ballãst and subgrade. The natural soil
had a range of liquid limits between 50 and 85 per-
cent, and a plastic index of between 27 and 55 per-
cent, and is therefore a. CH-type soil (inorganic
clay of high plasticity) under the Unified Classifi-
cation Systen. The natural soil was about 95 percent
saturated. The compâcted soil layer is cl-assified as
a Cl-type soil (clay of low Plasticity). Field Cali-
fornia Bearing Ratio (cBR) tests v¡ere performed on
the compacted soil at three locations within each
test sectíon. The average CBR val-ues at 0.I in.
penetration for the six sections were 24, 23, 2I,
20, 32, and 15, respectively. The cBR values were
much greater than would be expected for clayey loant
due to the surface cement stabilization and heavy
conpaction.

The effects of swelling soil were seen in the
top-of-rai1 surveys and soil moisture measurements
obtained periodically over a period of 1.5 yr.
Upheaval of the track was observed after a hard
rain, but the effect of this soil swelling on the
dynamic instrunent response should not have been
appreciable. After the various fabrics were placed
in Test Sections I through 4, I in. of ballast were
placed over each section. No subballast was useil.
Section 6 had the ballast resting on 12 in. of
cement-stabil-ized rock screenings.

TRACK LOADINGS

Switcher l-ocornotíves, running at speeds between 2

and 50 mph, provided the load input to the track
structure for those tests that required a load. The
cumulative wear on the track was provided by revenue
trains that were allowed to run over the test sec-
tions. Unfortunately, records of the amount of actual
traffic tonnage passing over the test secÈions were
not kept. Hoh'ever, because approxinately 50 percent
of the main line traffic was diverted onto the siding
test sectionr it may be assu¡ned that the siding
received about 5 mgt. per year (i.e., one-half of the
singl-e track total of 10 ngt per year).

QUASI-STATIC TRÀCK SYSTEM RESPONSE

As mentioned earlier r there are four postulated
mechanisms by which a geotextile is believed to in-
fluence track behavior in general:
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. Reinforcenent,

. Moisture transport,

. Filtration, and
'Separation.

The data fron instrumentation that are used to
measure such influences v¡iII be presented next. Near
the end of the paper ' the measurements are reviewed
to determine if and how much any of the preceding
mechanisms influenced behavior.

Soil l"loisture lvleasurements

Soii, moisture in the conpacted clay loam and the
naturaf clay subgråde was ¡neasured to monitor the
water content (relative percentåge ratio of pore
water to soiL sol-ids). A snaller seasonal change in
soil moisture contents in the fabric test sections
as compared to the control section would indicate
that a fabric may keep the subgradê drier.

Draínage in the test sections was dependent on
the topography and loca1 soil properties. Figure 2

shows the grade conditions for the overall test sitê.
The steeper grade in Section 1 provided better
draínage; howevêr, this section also received runoff
from sections 2 and 3. Thus, various combinations of
grade and watershed did not appear to favor any
particular section.

Three methods were used to monitor the soil water
content: (a) manual corings, (b) electrical resis-

OExfENgoMEfERs
(t thruS)
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tance transducers, and (c) electrical capacitance
t.ransducers. The last two methods (those using in-
strunentation) gave values of moisture content that
were close to those of the field corings. Ho$¿ever,
the instrumentation responses were flatter and did
not shoi,, the increase resulting from the rainy months
of March through June as did the samples recovered
from the field. Because the water content measure-
¡nents frorn the manual coríngs are believed to be the
¡nost reliab1e, onJ-y the data from the field corings
wil-1 be given. Soit sarnples were obtained every 6

in. to a depth of 24 in. at the middle of each test
section. Figure 3 shows the variation of subgrade
vrater content in the test sections over approximately
I.5 yr. Figure 4 shows the test section differences
between the seasonal maximum and mini¡num soil mois-
tures that occurred duríng the 17 months.

Pore Water Pressures

Pore water pressures in the natural subgrade h'ere
monitored using piezometers. It was believed that
subgrade moisture transport in the fabric test sec-
tíons might be apparent from reduced pore water
pressures compared to the control section. The pi-
ezometers were itnplanted within the subgrade in each
section in a pJ-ane perpendicular to the rails. Shal-
low piezoneters were placed 15 in. beneath the
finished subgrade at locations below the south edge
of the ties, the south rails, and the centerline of

vvraTER coNrrnÈvr
MEASUREMENTE¡(r thru 4)

ø RAIL GAUGE ÑN

FIGURE I Schematic diagram showing typical subgrade test irutrumentation.
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TABLE I Physical hoperties of the Caldwell Test Site Geotextiles

Fabric

Property

Weight (ozlyd2)
Thickness at 0.03 bar (mils)
Porosity (7o) -
Density (kg/m")
Puncture strength (lb)
Puncture toughness (lb)
Burst strength (psi)
G¡ab strength (lb)

MDA
TDb

Apparent elongatiot (%)
MD
TD

Toughness (lb)
MD
TD

Trap. tear strength (lb)
MD
TD

Abrasion (grab strength) (lb)
Lateral permeability (cm/sec)
At 0.24 bar
At 2.00 bar

Normal permeability
cm/sec
htérlsecl cm2

Equivalent opening size
Denier
Polymer
Structure

10.7 10.7
173 99
91 90
83 144
1 13 143
40 34
344 4s8

6.1 6.7
22 78
60 92
364 114
74 88
24 25
270 311

233 238
225 t84

165
27t

t29
t12

106
152

62
88
104

0.27
0.08

279
301

66
6I

92
92

61
75

71
84

63
75

75
69

95
86
71

1t4
109
177

0.32
0.1 3

0.5 7 0.45
0.022 0.022
50 Unknown
77
Polypropylene Polyester
Needled Needled

76
102
184

0.06
0.01

0.38
0.14

aMachine direction.
bT¡ansverse di¡ection.

the siding. An additíonal piezoneter was placed to a
depth of 4 ft beneath the finished subgrade at the
centerline of each test section.

Maximun static positive pore water pressures would
occur if the water table is assumed to be at the
surface of the subgrade. Thus, the maximurn positive
pore water pressures neasured at Cald$¡ell should be

0.07 0.44
0.004 0.034
200 Unknown
l¿ I
Polyester Polyestel
The¡mal-
bonded Needled

0.54 psi for the shallow piezometers and 1.73 psi
for the deep piezometers, based on the depth below
the water tab1e. Hohreverr pore water pressures in
excess of 0.54 psi (so¡ne approaching 3.6 psi) were
neasured by the shalloer piezometers at Sections 1-3 t
and 6, which conflicts with the naximum pore rrater
pressure rnodel just tnentioned.
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FIGURE 3 Maximum seasonal yariation¡ irt soil moigture content from July 1978 to
March 1980 for Section¡ l-6.
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Excess positive pore vraÈer pressures vrould lead
to reduced subgrade strengths and increased settle-
ments, caused by reduced effective stress. However,
Sections 1, 2, and 6 did not experience significant
settlements and certainly did not, appear to be show-
ing any signs of weak or failing subgrades.

Although there were erratic readings from a few
of the piezometers, the others gave reasonable mea-
surenents. From these data, the reduced pore water
pressures expected to be seen if soil moisture
transport was occurring were not apparent. Therefore,
no systematic test. section differences were observed
with this instrumentation.

Subgrade Geometry

Stahic vertical extensometêr readings were recorded
to rnonitor the vertical- novement of the soil-ballast
interface with respect to a point 10 ft belovr. The
static extensometer readings are shown in Figure 5.
All of the curves show a consistent trend in the

X5

rise and fall of the interface. Section 5, the con-
trol section, clearly experienced greater vertical
sett.Iements than the renaining sect,ions. Note also
that the vert.ical movenent of Section 3 began to
accelerate rapidly during December 1979. The failure
of Section 3 occurred in January 1980, as shown in
Figure 5.

Track excavations were nade in each of the fabric
sections to observe the transverse subgrade profile
under both a tie and a crib. Elevations were taken
at the top of the fabric in each excavation before
it was removed to reveal the subgrade. Large subgrade
displacenents were indicated for Section 3. The
excavätion in Section 3 was ¡nade in an area where
the top-of-rail (ToR) profile had indicated l-arge
settl-e¡nents. This provided further evidence of the
soil-related failure of Section 3. The subgrade pro-
files from aI1 of the geotextile sections and the
control section showed a depression of the subgrade
below the tie-rail seats. The depth of this depres-
sion ranged from less than I in. in Section 4 to
more than 6 in. in Section 3.

The nost significant finding in the excavations
was made at Site 3 where a layer of weak clay slurry
was located just under the fabric. The penetrometer
unconfined compression strength of the clay slurry
was less than 0.25 tons per ft2. The slurry layer
appeared to be extruding from beneath the fabric.
The existence of this layer pointed to a near surface
soil failure as contributing to the excessive set-
tlement in section 3. The low perrneability of the
fabric appeared to be the cause of the slurry for¡na-
tion. This problem site wil-l be discussed in greater
detail later.

DYNAMIC TR.ACK SYSTEIVI RESPONSE

Subgrade Rêsponse--Earth Pressures

The transducers for neasuring vertical earth pres-
sures r.¡ere installed 3 to 4 in. below the top of the

FIGURE 4 Variations in average soil water content with time in Sections 1'6.
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FIGURE 5 Extensometer data showing static soil displacement
variations with time in Sections 1-6.
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FIGURE 6 Subgrade pressures under one tie in each of
Sections l-6.

subgrade. Figures 6 and 7 shov¡ the transverse and
longitudinal layout of the transducers in the soil.
The earth pressure rneasurenents shown in these fig-
ures were obtained by selectíng the maximurn pressure
registered by each bransducer during each loconotivê
pass. These ¡naximum pressures were generated under
the wheel l-oads of switcher locomotives traveling at
velocities ranging from 2 to 50 rnph. Because the
maxi¡nu¡n pressures varied somewhat r.tith loco¡notive
speed (a small variation in ¡nost cases and with no
definite trend), the average for each of the various
speeds rrras calculated and plotted ín Figures 6 and 7.

o
I

FIGURE 7 Subgrade pressures under four ties in each of
Sections l-6.

The transverse and longitudinal earth pressure
neasurements showed approximately the same pressure
profiJ.es for each site. No significant differences
couLd be observed between the pressure profiles in
the fabric sections and those in the control section.

El-astic Subgrade Deformat,ions

Measurements of elastic subgrade deformations under
load were obtained using three extensoneters per
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section, which were installed under the rail--tie
seats. The mean values obtained under loading are
plotted in Figure 8 for the respective test dates.
The elastic deformations meäsured in Sectíons 2-4,
and 6 showed the same cli¡natic variations, with Sec-
tion 6 having consistently smaller amplitudes. Gen-
eral weather data obtained fro¡n Caldwellr Texâs,
showed that March through June were ¡nonths that had
significant a¡nounts of rainfall, which would explain
the increase in dynamic displacenents in all but
Section 5.
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FIGURE B Variations in mean values of elastic deformation
under load at the ballast/subgrade interface with time, for
Sections l-6,

The anomalous behavior of Section 5 during the
wet season was shown by decreasing elastic deforrnâ-
tion, while the other sections vrere experiencing
increasing deformations. Section I also had ano¡nalous
behavior, as evidenced by the wide range in defor¡na-
tion with the seasons. The soil moisture content
data did not indicate that the soÍl in Section 1

experienced greater vâriation of moÍsture contenti
the noisture content in Section I was the nost
uniform during this period.

Because there was no consistent trend in subgrade
elastic deformations betr,reen test sectionsr no sec-
tion differences are noted. The control section had
lovrer-than-average elastic subgrade deflections.

Superstructural Response--Tie Plate Loads

The portion of the wheel load that was distributed
to the single tie over which the wheel was located
was meâsured at one tie in each section, using a
load cell tie plate. The i-oad cell tie plates were
installed just before the tine of measurement and
then replaced with ordinary tie plates after the
testing was completed.

The naxi¡nurn tie plate loadings for al1 six sec-
tions were 19, 18, 14, 10, J-1r and 20 kips, respec-
tively. Sections I, 2, anð 6 appeared to have the
largest loads. However, tie loads can be variable
from one tie to the next, even in new construction.
Têsts elsewhere have shown that the percentage of a
wheel l-oad taken by the tie directly under that wheeL
nay vary between 20 and 50 percent (!), depending on
the tie support conditions and rail stiffness. In
these tests, the range of the tie loads divided by
the wheel loads (about 33 kips) for all six sections
was between 30 and 60 percent. Because the test
results were within the natural. variations of t,he
tie load spectrum, and because only one tie per sec-
tion was instrumented, data fron the instrumented
tie plates could not be used to explain the observed
differences in test section behavior.
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Tie strains

The tie strains were tneasured by gauges attached to
the top of one tie in each test section. This enabled
the dynanic bending strains in the longitudinal plane
of a tie in each section to be rnonitored. The ties
in Sections 5 and 6 were straíning somewhat more in
the tie middle than near the rail seats, whereas the
fabric section ties were strained more unifornly.
However, as nentioned previouslyr the tie support
conditionsr andr therefore, the bending' could vary
considerably fro¡n tie to tie. Therefore' because
only one tie per section v¡as instrumented, differ-
ences in section response could not be confirmed
from these datâ.

BALLAST CONTAM]NATION

Filtration and separation are two of the attributes
most comnonly associated with the use of geotextiles
in railroad applications. To assess the perforrnance
of the fabric sections vrith respect to these tvro
characteristics, samples of ballast,r soil, and
fabric were taken from the field for laboratory
analysis.

Differentiating the subgrade fines from fines of
other sources, for example, fro¡n bal-Iast abrasion,
windblown, and so forth, was essential to evaluating
the perfornance of the various geotextiles. Section
6, the cement-stabilized section, played a key role
in this investigation, because it contained fines
from all sources other than those associated with
the subgrade. Assuming reasonably uniform ballast
and surface conditions, the contaninating fines mea-
sured in Section 6 should represent a control for
the other test sections.

Ballast samples were taken at uniform increments
of depth below the top of the tíes in Sections I
through 6. Additional sanples were obtained from the
top of, and beneath, the fabric in Sections 1 through
4. Samples were âIso taken at the soíI-ballast in-
terface, and at the top of the cenent at Sectíons 5
and 6, respectively. Samples were obtained frorn holes
dug by hand in the ballast. A water spray mist was
used to prevent the fines fron being ilisplaced ilue
to the sampJ.ing disturbance. Approximately 700 to
800 g of ballast were taken at each depth.

The anount of contamination, as quantified by
rneasuring the amount of fines that passed through a
No. 200 sieve (0.074 nìm), consisted of both silt and
clay-sized particles, and were assu¡ned to be repre-
sentaÈive of the ballast contamÍnation.

¡'lean values e¿ere established for the percentage
of contaÍìination versus depth data fro¡n each test
section, and are presented in Figure 9. In the bâI-
l-ast above the leveL of 12 in. from the top of the
tie, only sections 3 and 5 had contamination in ex-
cess of that measured in section 6 (the ncontrol"
section in this case). (Note the contamination of
the ballast just above the fabric. section 5r with
no fabric, had significantly lnore contarnination at
this Level than the renaining sections, and only
Sections 3 and 4 of the fabric sections had contami-
natÍon greater than sectíon 6.)

In addition to the anount of contamination r
laboratory hydroneter analyses vrere performed to
measure the percentage of clay pârticles in the con-
ta¡ninant fines. Clay particles in the contarninant
can originate only as windblown particles or in the
subgrade. Crushing and abrasion of the ballast wouLd
produce coarser silt-sízed particles. The subgrade
beneath the track consisted of both clay and silt-
sized particlest therefore, the presence of exces-
sive amounts of clay fines would indicate a filter-
ing of the silts by the fabricsr as the fines tried
to pass through the fabric.

Section 3
Section 5 (Control)
Section 4
Section 6 (Cement Stabilized)
Section 2
Section 1

Òf Geotextile

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 12.0

FIGURE 9 Percentage of fines passing a No. 200 sieve versus

sampling depth in Sections 1-6.

The average percentages of clay particles in the
contaminant fines for Sections 1 through 6 weret
respectively, 50.3, 45.7 t 43.6, 40.6, 32.6' and 25.3.
Therefore, using section 6 as the control, it ap-
pears that the fabric sections received rnuch of
their subgrade contanination ín the for¡n of clay
particles. Because Control Section 5 (the nost fouled
section) exhibited a significantly lower percentage
of clay within its ballast fines, this indicates
that large quantities of subgrade silts in addition
to the clay were rnoving into the Section 5 ballast
because no fabric nas present. This substantiates
the filtering capabilities of the fabrics with re-
spect to silt-sized pârticles.

The quantities of clay-sized particles present
within the ballast in Fabric sections lr 2, and 4

were between 2 and 3 percent by weight of the total
ballast. sarnple. Fabric Section 3 and Control Section
5 had about I percent clay fines near the botton of
the ballast layer'. [In Fabric Section 3, this nay be
explained by the extrusion of the soil-slurry that
had built up just under the fabric.l Percentages
less than 4 or 5 are normally considered negligible
ín that they hrill not influence the ballast perfor-
¡nance. The anount of clay in Sections 3 and 5, how-
ever, tnay contribute to a degradation of the engi-
neering properties of the ballast. An example of
such degradation ís the possible increased lateraL
spreading of the botto¡n layer of ballast under the
lateral shear forces causeil by traffic. Excessive
track settlement can result. It appears that the use
of fabrics can control the punping of silt-sized
particles into the bal.last. Fabrics wí1I allow a
smaIl amount of clay to punp into the ballast. How-
ever' this anount of clay wiII be significantly
srnalLer than would have occurred if no fabric had
been used.

PROPERTIES OF RECOVERED GEOTEXTILES

After 17 months of service, several ties were removed
and the ballast vras excavated so that sanples of
fabric could be taken from each test section. The
fabric sa¡nples were Èaken to a laboratoryr tested
for theír permeability, both in-plane and nornal to
the fabric' and conpared with the permeability of a
clean sample of fabric (shown as the control sample
in Figure 10). AIso, the strength in tension, âs
¡neasured by the Grab Tensile Strength test, was
determined.

Figure 10 sho¡{s the rneasured decrease in fabric
permeabilities when tested in the soiled condition
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after renoval frorn the fie1d. As shown, the in-pl"ane
perneability of the fabric sanples after 17 nonths
in track have decreaseil by as much as a factor of
100. The fabric in Section I retained the greatest
percentage of its initial ín-plane perneability. The
test performed on the fabric from Section 3 appeareil
to show a gain in permeability in the field; however,
this test was reported by Èhe technician to be in
error. The fabric in Section 3 is known to have
clogged ¡Rore severely in the field than any of the
other fabrics based on the observed performance in
the field.

A combination of visuaL and ¡nicroscopic inspec-
tions revealed that all of the fabrics hacl soil par-
ticles in the voids of the fibers ancl on the fabric
surfaces. Fabric t had the least amount of soil in
the fibers, while the other three fabrics had a
greater (approxinately equal to each other) degree
of soil particles in then. These observations con-
fir¡ned the laboratory permeability results.

The tests that vrere conducted to deterrnlne the
permeability normal to the plane of the fabric again
showed the fabric frotn sectÍon L to have the ãmållest
percentage dêcrease and the greatest perneabílity.
However r even wíth permeabÍlity decreases on the
order of I00. the soiled fabric perrneability was
stilt nuch greater than thåt of the soiL itself.

It appêars desirable to permit a certaln amount
of clay to pass into and through the fabric, while
the silt is retained in the surroundíng soil. If
sorne clay fines are noÈ allowed to pass into the
fabric, they are retained just under the fabric andt
after a time, mây for¡n a weak soil layer. The be-
havior of pore erater pressure at the soil-fabric
interface is crucial to systern performance. The soil
inmediately adjacent to the fabric apparently has a
tendency to íncrease in yrater content as a result of
soil suction and locâl shearlng by ballast particles
(!). Hoare has found that the srater content of this
thin layer of clay soil layer nay increase to the
lÍquid limit and beyond. The fabric must rernaln suf-
ficiently permeable to allow pore erater' carrying
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FIGURE l0 In-plane permeability of geotextiles recovered from the field and tested at a
pressure of 3.4 psi, applied normal to the eurface.

the clay fines under pressure from transient 1oad6,
to escape ínto the fabric. In other vtords' the fil-
tration properties of the geotextile shoultl not be
100 percent efficient.

As evidence of this phenonenon¡ consider the
fabric-related soil failure in Section 3. À derail-
rnent occurred that vras directly relatetl to the weak
layer of clay particles that bullt up just under the
clogged fabríc. Although it fs not clear to vthat
extent the derailnent $tas due to the differential
rail settlement caused by the weak soil in section
3, or the track sliding horizontally under loadr or
both, the failure was clearly exacerbatedl because of
an ímpermeable geotextlle. Ballast sliding laterally
on top of the fabric due to a low coefficient of
friction of Fabric 3r also contributedl to the track
settle¡nent, although to a lesser dlegree than soil
failure, vrhich câused 6-in. rutting.

The grab strength test was used to deternine the
tensÍle resistance to tearing, when subjectedl to a

slowly increasing load applied to either end of a

standard sized strip. Fabric in a soiled and wet con-
dition was tested in this manneri the results are
shovrn in Figure 1I for sanPles recovered from under
the tie and in the crib area. The fabric with the
largest loss of strength, as conPared to a new con-
trol sâmple, vras Fabric 1, which exhÍbited a 56 per-
cent decrease. ¡'abric 2 had the least arnount of
strength loss, r,rith only a 35 percenÈ decrease.

A viaual inspection at the tíme of fabric sanpling
from the field revealed that Fabrics 3 and d had the
most holes from tanper and traffic-induced ballast
puncturing. AIso, despite the relatively low a¡nount
of retained grab strength, Fabríc I was observed in
track to have the least number of puncture holes.
The fabric holea aPpeared to be caused by puncturing
rather than abrasion.

ÀNÀLYSIS OF RESULTS

Any final analysis of the effect of geotextiles on
track behavior should conPare how the track $as

IN_PI,,ANE PERMEABII.TTY
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postulated to be improved and determine to what
exten!, if anyr the testing índicated such an im-
provernent. Data gathered over the 1.5 yr of testing
will be analyzed in nore detail in this section. The
four postulated beneficial effects rnentioned earliel
wiII nov¡ be reviewed in light of vrhat Èhe various
track neasurements indicated.

BeilEgrcc4gÉ

If track reinforcement was occurring, these effects
would probabJ-y manifest themselves in a decreased
a¡nount of vertical deformation under load and de-
creased pressure transnitted to the subgrade. A re-
view of the data from the subgrade pressure and
exÈensometer transducers indicated that no such re-
inforcement effect was observedr when the .instrument
readings of Fabric Sections I through 4 s¡ere compared
to those of the control (Section 5) and the cement-
stabilized (SecÈion 6) locations.

The control section did experience so¡newhat more
ba1last,/soil interface settlenent than the other
sections (Figure 5). Hovrever, this ¡nost likely is
due to ballast penetratíon into the subgrade in Sec-
tion 5. Therefore, rather than a reinforce¡nent func-
tion, the decreased settl-ement in the fabric sectíons
is probably attributable to the separation function
of geotextiles.

Subgrade l'loisture Transport

Another anticipated benefiÈ of geotextiles' that of
moisture transport in the subgrade, could be assessed
by the soil moisture measurements and the pore water
pressure readings. Although the soil moisture mea-
sure¡nents were not consistent betv¡een the different
measurement methods, there was still enough evidence
to conclude tha! there was no apparent subgrade
moisture transport in the fabric sections as compared
to the control section. The maximum seasonal- varia-
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FIGURE I I Grab strength of geotextiles recovered from the field and tested under wet and
soiled conditions (after l7 months in track).

tion of subgrade noisture content in Section 5 was
not significantly greater than that of the average
of all of the fabric sections (see Figure 4).

The pore water pressure readíngsr although some-
what difficult to interpret, also did not support
the moisture transport mechanism. The reduced pore
pressures that hrould be expected to be observed in
the fabric sections, rel-ative to the control- section,
if the fabrics did transport moisturer were not
apparent.

F iltration,/Separa tion

The real success of these geotext,iles in separating
the layers, and lÍniting internixing of Èhe ballast
and subgrade, could be seen by comparing the anount
of fines above the fabric wíth the âmount at the
ballast,/soil interface in the control sect.ion (Fig-
ure 9). The silÈy and clayey fines in the ballast of
each fabric test section could be used to assess the
filtration and separation functions of these geotex-
tiles. There vras a clear difference within the fabríc
sections with respect to the amount of subgrade fines
contaninatÍon in the ballast. Of t.he fabric sections,
Section t had the lowest amount of fines in the bal-
last, whereas Section 3 had the highest.

However, as mentioned previously, filtration
should not be I00 percent efficient. Passing some of
the cLayey fínes that have access to the fabric
should continue in order to prevent a buildup of
these particles and a result,ing weak soil layer. The
acceptable anount of clay is difficult to determine,
but ít should not be rnore than about 3 or 4 percent
of the ballast by weight.

Durability

The types of geotext,iles in this test a11ow a com-
parison of needle-bonded rdith ther¡nal-bonded fabrics,
and polyester with polypropylene fabrics. The ther-

(AFTER r? ¡¡or,[TEs rN TRACK)
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mal-bonded type of fabric structure appears unsuít-
able for use in railroad track because of its low
permeability and low ballast-fabric frictíonaI re-
sistance. The fabric with the polypropylene structure
(Fabric 1) seemed to perforrn best with respect to
resistance to both clogging and puncture damage.
Al-though not ¡nentioned before. Fabric I had the
highest retained filament strength of all- the fabrics
recovered fro¡n the field. The retained strength of
filaments fro¡n the tops (sides that faced the ba1-
Iâst) of Fabrics I to 4 were, respectÍvelyr 90, 57,
34, and 56 percent. There was, however, sornewhat
¡nore abrasion on the surface of Fabric 1. Alsot
Fabric t had the greatest loss in grab strength.

CONCLUSIONS

Geotextiles apparently provide varying degrees of
filtration and separation to the track structure.
These two functions could be enough to justify the
inclusion of fabric in the track. If reínforcement
or subgrade moisture transport, or both, also re-
sulted, then this would be an added bonus. However,
the data coLl,ected frorn this extensively instrumented
test showed no evidence of noisture transport or re-
inforcement attributable to the fabric.

The graphs of subgrade noisture fron the soils
(obtained by hand sanplíng for over 1.5 yr) indicate
seasonal changes in the soil in each section, but
the observed noisture variations were virtually the
same among the fabric sections and the control sec-
tion. It is in the variation of subgrade noisture
that one would expect to observe evidence of fabric-
índuced subgrade drainage. Reinforcement as a result
of fabric ¡nembrane support was also not indicated
fro¡n either the earth pressure rneasure¡nents or the
soil extensometers.

Perhaps one of the most interesting findings was
the geotextile-related track failure, which resuLted
in a deraii.ment in Section 3. The soil failure was
in the form of a clay slurry that had built up under
a fabric with a lo¡r initiaL perneability. The struc-
ture of the polymer (ther¡nal bonded) nay have had
something to do with the failure as weII. Because
the clay particles in the compacted clay loam were
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disptaced upwards under the J.oading conditions'
these fines accumulated at the fabric-soil interface.
Furthermore, the vrater in the clay fínes did not
escape through the fabric because of apparent fabric
clogging. This clogging is believed to have been
caused by the init.ially low permeability of the
fabric. The lovr ballast-fabric friction resistance
may also have contributed to the excessive settle-
rnent in Section 3r because of Low lateral ballast
restraint.

It appears that the installation of a geotextile
that clogs can be more harmful than not installing
one at all, as shown by the fact that Fabric Section
3 failedr while control Sectíon 5 vras remarkably
stable. Even though this particular type of ther¡naI-
bonded fabric is no J,onger used ín track' it does
illustrate what could happen if a fabric becane
clogged. Ifith the rnore permeable fabrics that rail-
roads are using currentlyr clogging may not occur
for many years. However r these fabric properties
that resist clogging should be further investigaled.

In su¡¡mary, the CaldweIl geotexÈile tests indi-
cated that these fabrics ¿lid not play a direct
structural role or nodify the soí1 conditions in an
active tnanner. The benefit of these naterials a¡r-
peared to be in their application as barriers to
intermixing of the ballast and subgrade.
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